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Thoughts of Heaven.

laws,—laws

which

have

They have a mother superior at

every House,

elected from among them-

to whom

they

look for counsel and

guidance in all Stamdinace

And glorious are the spirit-gleams,
That to my soul are given

difficulty; but even she can not go beyond
the laws of the Homa.” The poor Roman
:

Where grief ne‘er dims the radiant eye,
Y

And none are seen to weep.
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nunsare at the back of the superior, who

ever sweep ;
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the present state of humanity. Their
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of thorough.

instruction,
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with a study of the art of teaching.

But

great prominence is given to caring for
the sick in hospitals,—a large majority of

bang chill

the Sisterhood are

Hus thoughts
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Sweet
heaven, be with me still,

this work.

And cheer my heart as now.

exclusively
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Just now

is being raised in Britain

devoted to

$30,000
sum of £ $50,

for the purpose

of erecting a large hospital at Alexandria, which is to be entirely under the

A Tourist’s Letters.
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» | since the opening of the Suez Canal.
"
ROT | Here all classes, of all natiomhjties and
Scotland.
The fact ofheither the Eng
anomalous position of Berwick reveals the historic past, creeds, are to be admitted and cared for
of the north and the armies during illness, while at the same time,
when the tribes
religious instruction is cautiously given.

who have visited

It is stated by those
various

Homes,

perfect

that

simplicity,

the refinement of education and a singularly happy mauner in the performance of
| the most menial duties, characterizes the
whole Sisterhood. At Kaiserswerth they
have schools for the education of teach-

ers and for the instruction of the ignorant,
a Pena Hospital for the sick and infirm,
itentiary for the reformation of criminals,

and ‘an Asylum for the insane.
For their own comfort they have plain-

at
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and

to w
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, | ly but comfortably furnished rooms, and a
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chapel in which they all' meet for worship twice on Sunday and twice during
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turn. Kaiserawerthis
of the Rhine, about two
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pest criticism we can offer upo

the week. In addition to this, each sister has one hour each day for private de-
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of Cologne,
and is one of those small,
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and inflexible
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of God, which she is appointed by God himself t> declare and apply, and therefore to
resist with all her might, every passion or
tendency of every age, nation,

community,

or individaal, whenever and wherever it
deviates from that law of which she’ is the
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Miss. Mag.

of Bangkok

as

that the candidate,

banks, and destroyed the bridges and under-

suffering

in taking the initiary oath,

stands with two swords crossed over his head.

while the family were all asleep,

of the house, piercing the musquito curtain
which covered the wife and children. In the
wildest alarm they rushed from the bed, and the
armed

with

|

a

in

ance to the end of the session. The result of the
vote demonstrates that Gov. Bullock and his
friends have overshot the mark, It was their
anxious desire to have the state admitted, but at

a fish spear, ran after the

the same time they

wantedto secure an exten-

sion of the term of the legislature beyond the
bound fixed by the State Constitution. To ohtain this end they have insisted that such was
the weakness of the present state government,
and such the audacity and violence of the rebels,

that no fair election could be held under state

authority this fall.

The Senate have concluded,

not unnaturally, that

if those

statements were

true, there was good ground for holding the
election this fall under national authority, and

s of the Chinese,
and is assuming a threatening aspect.

“For ourselves, we do not pretend that

out

the church is or ever has been tolerant.
She is undeniably intolerant in her own or-

the piers from bridges, broken into

basement stories, fenced up the roads, broken down trees and overturned several
der, as the law,as truth is intolerant, though
buildings, besides flooding the fields, gullyshe does not necessarily require the state
ing out railroads and washing carriage
to be intolerant. She certainly is opposed |
roads completely away. Maine has escaped
to what the nineteenth century calls reliwith less serious damage.
The Andro-

ber, but soon subsided without serious con-

presents the independent trath, the reality
itself ; proclaims, declares, and applies the
law of God, always and everywhere, one

sequences. The other New England states
have escaped any extended damage, and no
marine accidents have yet been reported.
THE LOST CHILD FOUND.
;

and the same.
She can not, then, while
faithful to her trust, allow the truth to be

denied without censuring those who knowingly deny it, or the law to be disobeyed
without condemning those who disobey i.
But always and everywhere does the church
assert, and, as faras she can, maintain the
fall and perfect liberty of religion. The en-

The little child,

Nellie

Burns,

who

so

mysteriously disappeared from her home at
the South End, in. Boston, about three
weeks since; was discovered last Wednes-

day in the charge of a woman
pharacter at the North End. The

claims that she found the child

tire freedom and independence of the spir-

of low
woman

crying on

Tremont St., the 31st of March, and took
her home and cared for her. Her neighbors tell a different story, however, and the

only true and

either to secure a reward for returning her,

legitimate sense.”
That is, they believe in the “liberty of the ‘or to be used in appeals for charity. The
spiritual order,” the priests, the. papacy, to woman charged with the crime, and severdo as they pleass, to rule, dictate, punish, | al accomplices, are under arrest, awaiting
rewardat will, for the “spiritual order” is
TRIAL OF MCFARLAND.
infallible. So they avow:
The trial of McFarland for the murder of
“The church, as all Catholics hold, is the
embodiment of this law, (the infallible law A. D. Richardson in New York, last Noof God) and is therefore in her very nature vember, bas continued through the week.
and constitution, teleological. She speaks The evidence thus far taken is not conclusive.

always and everywhere with the authority
of God, as the final cause of creation, and
therefore her words are law, her commands

are the commands of God. Christ, who is
God as wellas man, is her personality, and

therefore she lives, teaches and
bim and he in her,
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LAND AND THE FENIANS,

ocratic party of the South, to “overawe and eon-

AFRICA.

the Senators from

the slave trade, now has
a lawful commerce
employing a thousand ships, including two profit-

able lines

of steathers.

‘Settlements, almost ex-

Africans, are extending along 1,500 miles of
coast, and up the Niger to the very heart of Africa. Twenty-five dialects have been reduced to

board to the mountains

In Novg

and

awaiting

Throughout

the

ordinance

Liberia. there are

in

calls

the missions
Natal and the
generation of
extraordinary
last two years
manent good.
i8 reported

children.

tion case now pending before the

for

ly held

with

House

of Rep-"

it is shown that 800

murders were perpetrated within that state dur-

ing that time.

6,234 day

These facts furnish

‘an

explana

tion of the vast decrease of the Republican vote

of that state in that eleétion. In the State
Texas, according
statem

within the Colony of the Cape,
Dutch Republics. More than one
patient toil has been rewarded by
success. The great revival of the
has resulted in extensive and perThe number of church members
11,624,

is almost

within sixty days preceding the election in 1868.

From other official sources

No. of the Miss. Herald says that
have been more satisfactory than

at

as
pro-

resentatives , the evidence discloses that in that
district alone, more than thrée hundred leading
Republicans were killed, wounded, or beaten,

SOUTH AFRICA.
The April
few missions

war,

beyond credence. * In a contested Louisiana elec

Dec.,

preachers ‘and teachers.”

the

been destroyed in this wicked attempt,

Careysburg.

daily

State, with

the reign of the ante-bellum gag-law of the slave-holder. The number of lives that have. already

baptized in Moravia, 27 in Virginia, and

68 are

my

tions to be obtruded upon those he meets,
Take
the political aspect out and there is no danger
whatever.” Tn short, it is an attempt to renew

to describe to you the most cheering prospects
which are before us in this most interesting
labor.

in

‘vided always he does not allow his political no-

are open to Christian effort.
A native Baptist preacher, writing from Liberia, says: ‘I am at a perfect loss for language

of missionary

states testify that the

much security as be could before

writing, 15,000 communicants have been gathered in the various Christian denominations, and
the whole coast and continent for miles interior

38 were

those

murders and outrages are from political motives,
and, with the exception of this class of crimes,
life and property are as secure as ever they have
been there. Said Senator Pool, ¢ A stranger, or
a citizen, if you please, may travel from the sea-

clusively made up of civilized English-speaking

field

situation in

trol by violence the Republican voters, and so regain theirlost control of the Southern states. All

This coast, formerly everywhere desolated by

Hamilton,

not

of

le;

school

A Missionary Conference was recent-

in Caffre land,

at

Were present, representing
Xe

all men

voted to an exposition of the general

the late rebel States.
They maintain that the
outrages now being perpetraied at the South, are
the result of a settled plan on the part of the Dem-

their souls to Jesus, as did the dying Stephen,
they were cruelly beaten to death with clubs.
One of them left a wife with nine children.

“5

and nations, princes and people, rulers and |.

THE SITUATION AT THE SOUTH.
The 8peeches of Senators Morton, Hamilton of
Texas, Abbott, Pool and Drake, though delivered
nominally upon the Georgia bill, were mainly de-

morning, after having commended

v

CHINA

which 88 missionaries

six

different

amendment will }

INLAND

MISSION,

missionaries as not gemerally educated, butas

men from the Humble, laboring classes, converted
and brought out by the revivals in England,
Ireland and Seotland. ‘He says they show an
excellent devotional spirit, with zeal and apt.

ruled, in all things enjoined. by the teleo- *'The inhabitants of the Red River country
logical law of man’s existence, and there- Tstill continue in a state of rebellion. They
fore in the recognition and maintenance, for have drawn up a bill of rights, and present- ness to preach and labor. They bring themthe church, of that very supreme authority ed it to the Provincial Parliament. It makes selves into close contact with the people by
living in their houses, using their dress, and
living for the most part on their food. The
annual cost of this mission, as carried on by
thirteen men, most of them married, and three
single ladies, amounts to only about $17,600.
y
.
They are having good success.
SPAIN.

4

The Chrisitan Work, speaking of the sudden
and remarkable

opening

rotis

mis-

clear that religious liberty must consist ia be a notable departure from the ordinary
Re¥iM. J. Knowlton, of Ningpo, Chins, who
the unréstrained freedom and independence | method of disposing of a murder case in a’ has recently visited this mission, s
f its
New York court. ade

ofthe church to teach and

rather than pending so much time here.

their ears, the cord was passed over a beam of
the house of the principal man in the village, and
their hands were tied very tightly bebind their
backs. In this painful position they passed the

part of Mr. Richardson. If the prisoner is sionary societies.
not acquitted on the Flea of insanity, it will

governs in

being

Since the first day of the trial, which

was occupiedby the prosecution, the defense has been trying to prove hereditary
insanity
on the part of the prisoner, and im-

verts were seized at their own homes. The
fatal yoke was placed around their necks; they
were tied with a cord through the hole of

for Christian effort in

this magnificent country, says: “Scarcely a year

the Southern stat

state of affairs,

bands of Ku Klux Klan,

8d. to freedmen
by the 15th

labored hard to engraft

upon the Geor,
permit the coms

amendmen
that would:
t
of military forces sentto

disturbed distriéts, to levy the cost of the military expedition upon the |
trict; but this was

thought

power,and Sherman’s

to'be

a stretch

of

amendment was adopted

instead, to the effect above stated.

;

THE TARIFF BILL, &C.

The House are still engaged in the consideration

of the Tariff bill. Tron has been ‘the principak
item considered this week. After an animated
debate on Monday, the duty on pis iron was reduced to $5 per ton in committee of the whole.
The present duty is $9; scrap

ed at $5 per

iron has

been fix.

fon. It is thought these rates will be

increased when the bill is considered in the
House. If they are not,it will be likely to secure

the defea
of t
the bill. The House of Re resenta-

tives has passed a bill for the apportionment of
Representatives under the ccnsusto be taken this.
Spaniard, but now the precious volume is being [ year. The new apportionment fixes the num.
or
circulated by scores of
.
A few ber of Representatives at 275 (present

has elapsed since it was a dangerous offense to
present a single copy of the Holy Scriptures to a

234).

Members from new states he

mitted, to be additional to this number.

r ad

new apportionment reduces the nu
resentatives in any State, such

S1

and the hope that fills the heart
with
ur
and full of glory, —these
sisters will be loved, encouraged
and
prayed for,
iif

and arm the militia, Very great interest was

first by throwing stones upon the roof, and then
thrusting his sword through the bamboo sides

that

mount

ture, or - the governor,
when the legislature1 not be convened; the other repealing the

Oage of the fraternity attacked the house of one of prohibition on the state
of Georgia to organize:
the Christians

months ago, freedom
of
easy

to the bill, one authorizing
the President to em:
ploy military force to suppress domestic viove in any state upon request
of the legisla-

The various
depredations they commit on those
not belonging to their fraternity have
not only
carried terror to the members of the church, but
have prevented others from entering the fold.

mined the mills along its course with the
keeping the state under national control till af%
LAOS.
ter it shall have been held. This application of
guardian and judge. . . . She there- utmost thoroughness; while the rivers, —
“Two native converts of the Am. Presbyterian his argument is very unwelcome to Gov. Bulfore does not and cannot accept, or in any, there has been no endto their depredations.
Mission in Laos—the
lock and his friends, but might have been realying east of Siam—
degree favor, liberty in the Protestant sense ‘The Merrimac,in addition to rushing entirely have recently been country
added to the army of mar- 'sonably expected.
The long-con
of liberty.”
beyond its usual bounds,
has had about three tyrs. The missionaries had been received with here of Gov. Bullock has prejudictinued presence
ed his case, the
kindness
million logs in its current, with which it
by the rulers of the country and not feeling having arisen in the minds of many sen.Here is more of the same sort:
has forced its way through dams, butted molested, but all’ at once these two recent con- ators that he ought to be at his post at home,

with

| which moves

(which admitted
the state,but extended the term:

of the legislature two years) shouldbe adopted.
On this question
all the Democratic senators vot.
edto continue
the state under military rule rather
than-admit her as &_
state under , Williams’s
amendment. = After oem
of Pomeroy’:
amendment, two other provisions were added:

speaks of

THE SPRING FRESHET.
The storm of the past week has been most magistrate not only released him without
pundiscouragingly long, besides doing consider- ishment, but put the suffering man and his wife
able damage. It has confined itself chiefly to An irons, on the plea that they had wounded the
the New England states, and to New Hamp- marauder with a spear. The government is
shirein particular. In the latter state there is making: efforts to check the evil work of this ser
cret society, yet it is evidently
hardly a little stream but has over-leaped its with it,as it embraces multitude careful in dealing

church |

now numbers 2,000,

of the

assassin and wounded him, while the neighbors
| came to aid in his capture. The next day he was
handed dver to the magistrate, who i§ a leading
member of the “Two Sword Society.”
The

intoal

the Sisterhood

No.

from a secret organization called the “Two
Sword Societ:#y,”
name given it from the fact

husband,

Events of the Week.

which the popes have always claimed, and demands concerning a grant of lands and
against which the Reformation protested,and | the
* non-appearance of Canadian or British
ps in the Red River territory, to which
8 | ors, A doveis represented as going forth which secular princes are generally suppos- |
with the olive branch of peace, and it ed to resist when it crosses their pride, the provincial government will-not be likely
returns to the kind hand from’ which it policy, their ambition, or their love of pow- to accede. The Canadians have paid the
Just so they go forth with the er, Manifestly, then, religious liberty and £300,000 to the Hudson Bay Company,
started.
fulness similarto tha occupied by ti
message of peace and mercy wherever an
Protestantism are mutually antagonistic, which was the sum agreed upon for the
ters of Charity, without any
of the
return,
and
needed,
are
they
whenever
each
warring against the other.
ural elements that enter so largely §
the
to
w
o
r
k
,
their
of,
not
but
in,
wea
ry
He goes on to say :'
Romish Convents. He began the work in te
prayer and fgith, and it has gradually
but |, ,
“Yet there is no doubt that the
the merely worldly-wise
steadily grown under his guidance, until |
condemns liberty in the sense of thé Ref- |
presses more forcibly than words can
‘describe the motto of those devoted work-

!

and to seek to modify her position and acs: these quotations, is to let them -speak for

order, to be itself and to act according
control of these deacomegses. | The build- itual
to its own laws,— that is religious liberty
|ing formerly occupied has
pecome too in her sense, and, if the words mean anyprobability is that the child was stolen
small for the accommodation gf Europeans thing, religious liberty
in its

but

werth,whom
I had the

children.” ~~

the body, or nursing the sick. Upon en- gious liberty, which, we have seen, is simtering, the Sister is allowed to choose to ply the liberty of infidelity or irreligion. scoggin and Kennebec threatened for a
while to reproduce the scenes of last Octo* | which department her energies shall be She does not teach views
or opinions, but

AndRecalls
5d, theregretiul
loved memory
and gone.
And though these mortal eyes no more

Of some far ocean isle, *

vors liberty in this sense, is perfectly idle;

they are under

Ye tome : b TS In wiguight dram :

No storm-clouds

pals

ern all men and nations, kings and peoples,

selves,

Of that fair dime, acress whose sky -

a.

take her essential character and office, and
to forget that her precise mission is to gov-

stitution.

at

i

“The attempt to prove that the church fa-'

the work : motives of love, they seldom leave it.
:
And yet another important distinction,—
been approved by Pastor Fleidner, iid by
each separate Home, and to which all are
expected to assent upon entering the In-
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|

tering.
As a rule, they are not married
before entering, and remain unmarried

writer says:

lead the mind,or corrupt the heart, as a
prudent father strives to keep them from

March

the Chinese

gs, at ‘which it is A shame
for

most candid.

and outspoken
of their publications. = From present; and, most of all, to exercise .a vigits pages we oull the following precious orous censorship over ideas, whether vented
morsels. Of Religious Liberty, after stating

the | permitted to enter on probation, and - to

. The

omy, at suffrage conventions and

:

in books, journals, orlectures, and to keep
orin any of its mother-homes. Ladies are that the Protestant idea of liberty is the from the public those which tend to misfreedom of the personal conscience,
the able

3
00!
wapa
removing and
facie
denc
of

SIAM.

running overthe country and spout-

attemptto concealit, but leave

to follow themor uot as conscience
may dictate. To this fact, more than to

occurring in various parts of the world, none

not to aspire to be men,

, but seek to

family.

:

An English writer, speaking of Zenana instruction, says: “Of all the social revolutions

of women ; to train them

work. They
2

extending to villages far away.

of their children; to assert and

not be made till after the 42d Cox

and their excellencies imi-

Therewh is no difference between knowl-

1 on Montreal. whiile the Can
‘are

; 18 learned and

vs

absent in Rupert's land.

EL
+

well

ral Groene. Lafa

Napoleon calls the 45,000 school | *oueht
sisters of his realm
* the pacific army of

Louis

ance.’

¢
\

[
».
B

convent has been offered for Protestant worship

J

‘making to add to it a bronze
I

her

!

medallionof
;

|
|
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Tan
a
as
En
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«Are there Few that be Saved?”
Sy

Oar God is a God of love. . Love is an affection of the mind, an outgrowth of the

gou), an intangible, invisible spiritual af:

* finity. It is nearly synonymous with friendship, fondness, tenderness and goodwill,

which are the great all-prevailing attributes
of the eternal mind, to which all others are
subservient.

unlimited

While Jehovah is perfect and

in justice, wisdom

and mercy,

omnipotent

and omnuipresent, he can thus more effctual-

ly prosecute a glorious plan of benevolence
Yet while his
towards all his creatures.
Jove to us is so extensive that we could

easier fathom

space or measure

eternity

than form even an approximate estimate of
his goodness, finite mortals

have

objected

to his moral government, as revealed to us
by nature and inspiration, calling it cruel
and unkind for him to suffer so large a proportion of his creatures to be eternally punished for misimproving so short a probation
as this present life.
Setting aside the consideration of the folly of judging such a Creator as we adore,
by the imperfect test of human

Rev. Robert

*| tians?
Even if this : were true, are there no
themes in the Christian religion which may
properly be discussed in the prayer-meet-

W——

understand-

ing, which led Job to exclaim, ‘‘Shall man
be more just than God?” let us look carefully at this objection.
The doctrine of
endless punishment of the -impenitent is

ing,

and

which

are

of

sufficient

27, 1870.
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from the Lord; it was sorrow that brought lence may stifle it ere it bas had a con| people into full communion with the Lord, scious being. Give it the liberty of speech,
and ‘‘ the green-eyed monster” lives. An
This minister was of the African race. | and made God verily a Father. The great impure thought may die out of itself, but
sorrows
of
the
world
seemed
now
to
have
He was born in Exeter,N. H.,in July, 1790.
let the tongue come to its aid, and what a
His parents were in somewhat indigent a touching expression: in them. = The stream of filth may flow forth for pollution
circumstances, and the most they could do streams of blood that were shed on holy bat- within and without. There may seem exceptions to this rale,
as wheu
ang
8for him, besides the plain fare of food and tle-fields and scaffolds seemed to pour

minister to the edification of other Chris-

¢ pmmanications.

MORNING

THE

PPE

magni-

Tash.

ing classes, is ap
the only chance
of salvation for om
° confess to an
intense sympatiy for Joe. . We work him

tude to give some scope to the transcendsion is often extin
ed by Ey
it to
side. The oceansof | flame
ent abilities of men of culture, even if they clothing, was to give hima common sehoel | from the. Redeemer's
on. It burns out, yet, for the time,
tears
that
innocence
shed
dropped
from
the suppressed emotion, by relieving itself
be lawyers?. Is the whole -substance of education. When young, he was put to an
thecretical and "practical Christianity se apprenticeship in cloth-dressing and wool- heavenly eyes. The sighs and sobs, the in wrathful expression, seems to quit the
trivial and paltry a thing as to be altogeth- carding. And while yet a youth, he expe- moanings and wailings of the providentially heart and le ave itat rest. But it is only
for the time, the liability to such perturbaer beneath their notice? Moreover, are rienced a work of regenerating grace, and afflicted, the cries of agony in sick-rooms, tion is increased by the indulgence, and
there no men of “culture in our prayermeetings? Do they net sometimes, Indeed, not unfrequently, find their way into
such meetings and contribute to their profit
by prayers and remarks? Without doubt,
too many such men stay away from the

place of prayer.

Too

wad baptized by Rev. Mr. Rand, of Portland, Me., of the Christian denomination.
He felt called to preach the gospel. The

church.

few, with culture

Bat it is also true, we

Q. M.

think, that the culture of most communities is represented in the prayer-meeting.
The

masses

are

not

men

of

culture,

About

but

they have sense enough, and, in these days,
education enough to be able to receive
with profit such remarks as sensible men
of culture are likely to make in prayermeetings, even if they venture to bring
forward views somewhat new and ~unfamiliar. Men of culture need not fear to
give expression to their opinionsin most
prayer-meetings, if they do so with ordinary Christian modesty.
Arrogance and superciliousness,

from

which

even

for

his

little ones.

Yes,

those

educated

men are not always entirely free, are as distasteful and unwelcome in religious meettaught by the Scriptures, as any one may ings as elsewhere.
perceive by an unprejudiced examination
We say to men of culture, come to the
of those passages which refer to the sub- prayer-meeting. Bring your brains with
+ ject. It is proved by analogy, from the all their rich freight of cilture. Use your
fact that the reward of the just is eternal gifts and attainments humbly and consisthappiness. It is shown by the analogy of ently to promote the interest of the meetnature, in that, as men suffer temporarily ing, and you will find no cold shoulders
for temporal imprudence, vice and folly, it turned towards you.
is reasonable to suppose ‘that sins against
One writer intimates that their culture
the immortal soul and an immortal Creator,
renders it especially difficult for lawyers to
will receive eternal punishment.
enjoy
bprayer-meetings
‘‘as now conTo the assertion that this life is too short ducted.” Whatever may be true in the
"a state of probation, it may be answered
cities, this * proposition will hardly hold
that there is no evidence that those who will
good in the towns and villages. Having
misimprove a short period, would improve
good opportunity to know, and using it
one that was longer. With the temptations
freely, I have no hesitation in saying that
and allurements to sin with which we are
the standard of culture is no higher among
surrounded, the danger of misimproving
the lawyers of these places, than among
and sicning would bear some proportion to

1832,

he went to:

North Berwick,

Me., where a glorious work of grace occurred. He continued there till a few years
ago, but for several of the last years did
not preach. .He then retired to Exeter.
It was inferred from the Exeter paper, which
stated that the town voted $1,50 per week
for his support, and from conversation with
the family in which he resided,that he was a
town charge,but we have since learned that
what property he had was made over to the
town, which obligated itself to provide for
him.
:
In the evening time of his life his mind

infinite loving-kindness

bitterest

that

something

early

in

April

there

+ J. FULLONTON.

‘‘W,”on

the

usages

was

touching;

churches in the F. W. Baptist denomination
in the settlement of matters that have proHis statement contemduced division.
“plates acase where there is a majority and a
minority, ahd the parties agree to call a
mutual council. He says that both majority and minority should be represented on

friv

man.

Bat

he is like other. men. What shall we give
him, instead ?
wa

Goodness in the Hurricane.

these—from a sermon by Rev.

Three thousand souls have

cause

unworthy,

neither

should

any

ab-

are trials in

wears

which,

falling

drop

after drop,

a passage through the solid rock?

So itis the idle word and the idle word
that make in time the indelible im
on
the mind, that contributes little 4 little,
yet unfailingly to make the note and sound
of the whole inner man.
Such is the text in one view of it. . Take
it in any sense which does not deprive it of
meaning,and what a call is it to the prayer:
“Set a watch, O Lord, before my mouth
and keep
the door of my lips.” Whata

Selections.
Idle Words.
A solemn declaration is that of our Lord
in which he says that for ‘‘Every idle word

theme

of

self-examination,

and

self-disci-

pline as well. Have we Sioughivis at this
season specially devoted to
duties?
Among the abstinences we have set our-

in the day of judgment.”
An alarming
declaration, we mig t say, for who of us is
wholly free from idle words? Let us not
explain it away by understanding ‘idle
words” to mean positively wicked words,
as some would do, for that, neither the
original ner the context will allow—nor,
on the other hand, need we put the severest

selves for

nence from

~~

W.

Lent,

have

idle words?

we included

absti-

to be buffeted and despised; to be perse-

a

i

God's own history.

Sorrow no long-

‘But why restore % so violently? Could

not God arrange to have uniform climate
over all the earth?” We are
spiritually puzzled, and, to
our dou
must
make another world! We know not what

we ask.

A uniform

climate over all the

means simply the death

beifigs.

of all living

It is the tropic heat and the polar

cold which cause the currents oftheoceans
and the air, and keep them fresh and pure.

A stagnant atmosphere, a rotting sea, that

is what we ask for. It is well God does not
take usat our word.
When we wish the
hurricane away, we wish away the tropic
est

Indies

and

along

the

What dowe do then?

We

and annihilate

abrador?

More than half of the solemn folly which
is talked about a God of love not permitting
these physical calamities is due to pure ignorande, is due to

skeptical

persons never

readifg God's revealed
book of nature. A
mere smattering of meteorology
would answer all spiritual

doubts,

of

this

kind, of

God’s tenderness.
:
Because a few perish, is God to throw the
whole world into confusion? The fow must
be sometimes sacrificed to the many.
But
they are not sacrificed without due warning. In this case God tells us plsialy,in
his book of nature, that he wants t) kee
his air and his seas fresh and clean for his
children to breathe and sail upon.
The
West Indies is she place where this work is
done for the North Atlantic and its borders,
and unless the whole constitution of the
world be entirely changed, that work must
be doneby tornadoes. Gol has made that
plain tous; and to all sailing and living
about warm currents, like the Gulf Stieam,

it is as it God said, ‘*Expect my
they must come. “You -will

hurricanes;
have to face

darfger and death, and it 1s my law Shatyou

should face it everywhere in spiritual
as
well as physical life; and to call me unloving because I impose this on you is to mistake the true ideal of your humanity. I
mean to make you active men, not slothful
dreamers. Iwillnot make the world too
easy for my children. I want veteran men,
not untried
soldiers ; men of endurance, foresight, strength, and skill for my work, and
I set before you the Battle. You must face
manfully those forces which you call destructive, but which are in reality reparative. In the struggle, all that belongs to
your intellect—invention, activity, im

tion, forethought, combination—will be enkindled and developed, and all the nobler
qualities of the spirit—love to me and man,
faith to me and man, sympathy with the
race, tender guardianship, the pu
of life
which is born of activity, of charity—will
enter into you and mold you into my likeness.

Known

by his Bible.
Rk MH

On Sunday, 5th of September last, a litSun ay school i a 5 “eionglAng
school,

named Samuel

J.

to - the

ES

ns to sea, and he was

nted with

schools in Liverpool.

in ordinary

Bible, no

uncommon

incident

Here

a

in Sunday

course the incident would end—the boy
had chosen his
profession, had been apprenticed to a Liverpool firm of ship-own-

ers, and had gone to sea in the ship Mary
Ei
ell and to Bvt
But the
.Cam
encou
very
hea
les in the , wed she bocadio Tintin,

she began

to

sink.

Her captain,

seems to have been a man of

and energy,

did everything

who

courage

possible

to

save the
ship, but to no purpose;
and on
the afternoon of the 13th September, when
they had been driven by the gales to about

forty miles west of

Island, he found

it necessary to at once abandon her—she
wassinking under their feet.
7

They had but two boats leftin which to
abandon her, tite pinnace and the longboat, and

as all on board could.not possi-

bly get into them, a raft was constructed
and passed over the stern, on which, the
captain hoped, the crew who could not get
into the boats could save themselves.

six o'clock that night,

all who could

At

get.

into the boats did so. The gale
of the 15th

was the severest of the whole week. The
Avticke, for Melbourne, which put back to
Cardiff, was in their immediate vicinity

that day (though her captain did not know
it) and reports the gale as ‘sterfific,”
and

the sea as ‘‘mountains high.” Just imagine the feelings of the poor fellows on
board the sinking ship, as the two boats,
carried by the heavy sea from the ship,
drifted out of sight, and they left t) face
certain death on
board, or as certain death

hs

on,

a

oral gener,

eww

ny

o

)

Ahn

et grounds, free reading
free libraries, hl
days, all of which

and club-rooms,

shall be open on Sunhave received earnest

Poor

boy! he was

bnt

thirteen years

of

age, and leaves a mother to mourn’ his
loss; but not alone Rey, Fogtets are those
of all associated
with
at his Sunday

school, where

the happy recollections of

him will now
but strengthen the hands-of
teachers in their
work that they may
been not. weary in well-doing.—Kind Words.

him before God what he is. consideration in London, and Mive
Jomiliae with this eifect of acted Upol with the most wholesome re. For example,
an an
thought sults.
They never commended themselves
stirs within you—lJet it out one oy as strongly to our reformers as now,
Worldly pleasures are no more able to
the little spark flames up into a blaze. when the closing of the grog-shops; the
the soul than the light.of a candle to
Jealousy lies in embryo in the breast. Si. principal means of roof 4 tor thalabor. satisfy
give day to the world.
i!
;

found entrance into bliss.

er implied sin, no longer shut people out

e like kind.

or evil that fog

but that which you can keep and is worth
keeping.

for whom anging is payed out,” anything
else than
his rum?
There are cer
: ing
ents of cheap concerts, zoolo
ical gardens, public base-ball and crick-

ts ot

tent with a bubble that will burst; or fire

By this way, mortals

Well, what is the result? Inhouse
3
oY
hurricane, thir8
ence.

on the raft! Among those poor fellows .
was young Austin, the recipient of the Sabbath school Bible of but two short weeks before. As the boats left the ship, he was .
seen with his Bible iu his hand, and heard
to say, as they drifted away from him, and
The question meets us at every turn. Is it while he buttoned his little jacket over it,
worth while to give this dangerous fellow, “They will know who I am by my Bible.”

‘wood that will end in smoke and darkness,

Neverbe con- cuted and forsaken ; to be hated of all men,

of love.
sieid of thro
ty
thousan

England.
How long would our national
reatness last if we had here the climate of

vapid speeches, not of course single words,
but expressions which may
be in few or
many words; of vain, profitless or idle sentiments, thoughts, the utterance of which

mind, making
was to enter into the secret experience of —

you run after.
~ Mind"What

n Totasing
a vast scale, sw
the line. It is the only way in w

wish away the Gulf Stream,

After Whiskey,—What?

side realm; it was annexed to.heavenly
places, and made a constituent portion of

To be in want, and poverty, and weakness ;

periched in this

water. Two currents
in right and left
o ii the space} +they clash,
a whirl

Are we teachin € | heatsin the
our tongues to fast ?—The Living Church.
whole equator.

and strictest sense upon it. - By idle words,
we may fairly understand vain, profitless,

the church, or because men whom they do
place in the prayer- not fellowship as Christians, partake of the the celestial domain. The sufferers stood
nearest to heaven; they were the most
ducted, for men of gacred emblems, ‘Let a man
so examine loved; theirs was a privileged condition. | {

and so let him eat.” ©
himself,

Stopford A.

the
of the air can be
? equilibrium
ent will
Is the atom nothing, which, multiplied, Those who object to this
perhaps prefer that the air
d be left
makes the mountain,—is
the raindrop Quiet,
in order to protect their
notion of a

The New York Tribune deals with a real
difficulty, and sets it forth ir forcible terms,
in the article which we copy below. The
the council, and that the council derives its
problem offered by intemperance is one
is of no use, either to the speaker or hearer,
power to act in the case from the pagfies for edification, instruction, or, we may add, having many elements, and it is not so
calling them.
for pleasant and refreshing conversation— very easy of solution. Not only is the subthe merchants - about them, nor indeed,
Butif a brother is charged for the latter is not idle; it is needful recre- ject of recreation involved, but the subject
the length of the period of trial. Time
All
right.
than those of many other classes in the
ation; it is one of the innocent enjoyments of education as well. The points are forciwith crime,involving his claim to Christian
spent in disobedience and impenitence,only
same communities. Lack of piety and of a
of life, provided it be kept within .the bly put, and perhaps a little extravagantly
character, and the church wishes him tried
disposes the individual more strongly to
bounds of moderation, and does not occapersonal
interest
in
religion
is
what
kéeps
continue in a course of neglect.
by his peers, has he a right to choose a sion a loss of time, for then it would be in what follows, but it is no fancy picture
men, of whatever
profession, from the
To the assertion that a majority of maxuor imaginary difficulty that appears:
part of that council? Have his accusers a worse than idle.
And now, giving this liberal and yet
Prohibition is the most direct and decikind have failed to accept the terms of sal- place of prayer, and unfits them for enjoy- rightto ckoose? Has the church a rightto
ing and profiting by its exercises. The
reasonable interpretation of ‘‘idle words;” sive way to solve the problem of national
call on the Q. M. for a council? Has the Q
vation and been lost, it may be answered
what is if\that our Lord says concerning
that while this may be true of those who question of culture has but little to do with" M. a right to appoint a council? And has a them, as subjects of account at the day of drunkenness ; but there is a question lying
beyond that, which must be ir
bethe
matter.
The
prayer-meeting
is
not
decouncil so constituted a right to try, and ac judgment?
have lived, in the past, prophecy assures us
Does he mean that they shall fore any prohibitory law can become efsigned
to
afford
an
opportunity
for
the
exquit or condemn, as the case shall require? be brought forward, and pass singly in re- fective. What are you going to give us in
of a different period in the future. = While
hibition of intellectual acumen, the graces
view, when the secrets of our hearts shall place of our whiskey?
S.
Something there
the sun of eivilization has but once dawned
be opened?
Possibly, it may be in the na- must be.
No man can live by work alone;
upon the eastern part of the eastern hem- of refined scholarship and the polish of elture of mind, of which we
know so little, Joe, who paves the road, no more thn
isphere, and successively lighted up west- egant culture. Its object is the spiritual
A Strong Testimony.
that-every individual before the throne will Jones, who rolls over it in his cushioned
quickening
and
refreshment
of
those
who
ern Asia, rolled across Europe, leaped the
en
ns
be made to remember all the particulars of chariot. . Jones, when his day's work is
Atlantic, and isnow only about to complete attend it, and in its exercises there isa
Rev. O. B.Frothingham, who i3 in some good and evil, all, the specific acts, words over in Court or in Wall street, rests and
place
for
all,
of
whatever
grade
of
culture.
and. thoughts, on which our sentence is stimulates his body and brain in the éase
its. first circuit by crossing our own contisense the leader of the Free Religionists, is founded, so that his conscience from clear and
quiet of home, with literature, soglety,
Come, then, to the prayer circle. Bring
nent, it suggests a continuance of time
keen enough to see and frank enough to and vivid recollections shall perceive and music: Drunkenness to him is a mere walthrough uncounted generations of futnrity, such gifts as God; has committed to your
confess in forcible words, that the doctrine own its justness.
.
.
lowing in the mire, downto which
ot y the
80 extensive that all who have yet lived care ; consecrate them fully to his service;
By an act of omnipotence, on. each sep- coarsest passions can drag him. To Joe,
of the crucified Christ,—though he chooses
shall be but as agingle drop to the mighty use them faithfully. Don’t be afraid to
to use the misleading phrase, “The Dying arate soul, every one of the assembled drink is almost a necessity. His Spade or
myriads may have his memory so intense- hod tires only his body; the brain lies torocean that may succeed. Each succeeding bring your best, nor fear that your rich God,”—comes home with peculiar power
after all.
age may be more and more enlightened and gifts willbe lost because cast into the treas- the heart of the human and suffering race. ly quickened, that there shall rise up to his pid. And there is a brain there,
view each and all the details of the past, so His glass 6f liquor is an outlet, a safetyury
with
a
multitade
of
plainer
offerings.
Christianized,
and while benevolence is
The confession is not worthless because a shat he shall feel as he stands naked and valve, for whatever imagination or passion
doubtless a source of pleasure to our Ma- God will follow it with his Spirit, and take skeptic gives it in:
open to the eye of omniscience that he is lies in him. It serves him for gpera, ball,
ker, and is the chief source of happiness to good care that its influence is never lost.
The belief in a dying God has accom- giving an account, not in generals but in theater ; it is bis Tennyson, his fine clothes,
. PaILe. | plished these things. In the first place it pattioniars of his whole earthly career. his pictures, his exhilarating combat of wit;
man, its beams may be cxtended through
is, for aught we know, may be the
it is, let us remember,
“all he has. Cinderevery dark corner of our benighted earth,
has imparted to Providence an attribute ‘est wonder of that ‘Day of Wonders.” ella’s rats and pumpkin to our educated
until all hearts are won.
:
of exceeding tenderness. It has puta tear , | You keep no account of pol passing sins, eyes wonld be, no doubt, ‘absurd and dislit le sins as you call them. They are gusting enough, but to her they were an
The magnitude of the atonement should
we may say, into the eye of the Omnip . | your
nm
EB —
¢ | committed and forgotten, Because forgot- enchanted chariot that dréw her into fairygive us assurance of the ultimate triumph
otent.
It
has
made
the
almighty
heart
o
ORDINANCES.
you fain think they are forever done land, and made her forthe time the comof the gospel in the world.
That atonethe world throb and beat with emotions of ten,
with—dead, buried under the load of cares pation of princes, Of course,as this road
When
Christ
established
the
Christian
ment stands alone in human history. When
compassion. Estimate the power of this and thoughts, which every day throws upeads Joe to his own damnation, it must be
Coriolanus was banished from his native church, he appointed two ordinances to be if you can. When the wise man sits down on them. You never fear their havinga blocked ups but what other shall we open
observed
by
his
disciples
until
he
came
the
city, after having achieved the honors due
Let us rémember how largea
to teach a child; when a man of exalted resurrection. But God could give them a for him?
At any moment, he could class among us he represents; how,to put
to its most successful chieftain, and his second time,—Baptism and the Lord’s sup-. Tank or great power stoops to lift up from resurrection.
call them up. At any moment, he could
nd, all the most danproud spirit was galled until revenge su- per. These ordinances are obligatory on the dust some miserable, obscure, and de- make every unholy deed re-appear before iton no higher
gerous elements in society are com
the
Christian,
because
of
divine
appointperseded patriotism, he advanced upon the
spised creature; when a person of eminen t your eyes, every unholy word sound again into this class. Is it not worth
while to
strike study its inevitable needs? To give its
homeof his childhood, at the head of a vic- ment. The acts performed are simple, dnd character or lofty endowment fights the in your ears, every unholy
.
torious army, able and eager to destroy it. have in themselvesno merit. They deriveall battle of the scorned and outcast, the very back again into ou conscience, with a natural hunger wholesome food ?
terrible reality.
This, I say, for aught we
The necessity of: relaxation, and the
His mother, Veturia, met him, and by her their importance from Christ,—the former thought of it touches the heart to the core
know, may come to pass at the great day. craving for excitement, are facts in human
eloquent and pathetic appeal persuaded him as a visible epitome of’ the doctrine of But to think that God himself, the Supreme The trumpet blast that breaks the slumbers ' nature as much as hunger or cold, and facts
to desist.
He turned back, and Rome was Christ, the latter as a memorial of his love Goodness and Serenity, the Holiness and of the tomb may summon from the lowest which, when disregarded, are oftener fatal
We do not find Peace of the world, actually came down in depths of oblivion, every sin that
has lain in their results.
Older governments unsaved.
Her conduct was truly noble, and and a symbol of his death.
in
Scripture
that
baptism
is
a prerequisite person, stood by the side of the dying, there in hoped-for concealment from the derstand this better than. ours, and have
in honor of her virtue the Romans dedicated
presence of the Judge. The seven thuna temple to female fortune; but it bears no to the Lord's supper, but in the order of called back the dead to life, wept over ders may rouse up the ghosts of transgres- made the amusements of the people part
of the machinery by which they ruled
time
it
usually
preceded
it.
Baptism,
as
a
humble graves, took little children in his sions, from their graves since the world be- them. <The Bona
comparison to the intereession of Christ for a
owed their success
public
confession
of
faith
in
Christ
and
bis
lost world. She pleaded with a rash and
eternal arms, and comforted
wretched gan, and make each stand out in all its de- largely to the skill. with which they played
doctrine,
immediately
followed
faith,
and
wayward son, to remember his duties to
mothers for the loss of their darlings, sat in formity and vileness, in the broad day- showmen to their most exacting and irascithe place of his birth.
Christ pleads with was not to be repeated. It was a symboli- fishing-boats teaching their duty to simple light of Hesven apparitions of sinners ble of audiences; humoring the French
shown to themselves in each of their acts of
reediness for excitement as it never bad
justice for bis enemies, and gave himselfa cal act. It represented a purification, and people—the thought of it ‘was enough to sin, a vision more dreadful than the heaveen: before, by a theater under governconsequently
implied
defilement,
or
human
ransom for their. sins. .
.
break the heart of the world, and it did . | ens ahd earth on fire. But I do not say it ment management,
incessant fetes and
While many object to the fall of man from depravity. It represented a death to sin A great sob of penitential agony went up is exactly this our Lord forewarnsus of, | pa; geants, and when these failed, by a
and a resurrection to newness of life. It from those early ages to which this faith though we shall lose nothing by ponderin
wholesome spirit of war.
With us, in our
paradise as a misfortune to the human race,
signified a putting off the former habits of was living; a great sob of shame and pity: «| its possibility, so apt as we are to thin
government, in our reforms, even in our
let us’ remember that by the’ plan of rethat old sins are parted with, neverto meet ordinary domestic life, this need of amusesin, that they might put on the Lord Jesus,
was breaking + | us again.
demption all may be saved by obedience to It exhibited their faith in the “death and as if the heart of mankind
j
mentis almost totally ignored. The shadIt was too much that all these little ones
its terms, and even in his original
purity,
But that which he does assert (giving a ow. of the Puritan
overhangs us still.
resurrectionof the body.
Baptism, being
should be thought of graciously by the Most meaning to his words which they certain]
~~ obedie
The sole cognizance which many of eur reWas hecess
ncary,
e as only by justice thus significant,
was obligatory upon all dis- High. In dark ages, when there was no will bear) is something no less fearful, ligious teachers take of this natural recould any moral plan towards our race be
ciples of Christ, and was usually attended knowledge, or justice, no general idea of something as much calculated to make us {Jisroment is to forbid absolutely its inin accordance with the attributes of God or
to our words as if we were cerulgence, while in fact, until it is underto immediately after regeneration. It was kindness, no conception of-Providence, no take h
. the best interests of our race.
tified
that
every ome of them should be re- stood, our principal social reforms must
such
an act as would show the Christian knowledge of the world, of things or men
» | called and echoed
n to our hearing at stand still, .Itisa significant fact that the
Let us then *‘ strive to enter in at the doctrine, especially the doctrine of a resurwrong most drunken and unchaste nations are
straight gate,” and with a becoming sense rection. What could it'be but immersion, no understanding of human nature or so- the last—and that is this: every
speech as well as every wrong
deed tells those for whom are provided the fewest
cial
relations—in
those
dark
ages,
truly
the
to
fuily
trust
imperfections,
of our own
which was undoubtedly the act required,
on the character in which we shall finally private and public amusements. Now Joe,
mercy and goodness of our Creator, and be and nearly all Christians - admit that this is dark, not only intellectually but spiritually stand before the judge. Indeed, our moral who is a native American, is not so easil
sure that he will care not only for us as in- Scriptural and valid baptism. It is not my black—in those ages a faith like this was nature is more affected and modified b amused as his French or Irish cousin.
He
worth more than all the teaching that speech, than by any other cause, since it is not ready
to fling himself into fast
dividuals, but for the world at large, and object to discuss this contested point.
‘could be given by the wisest men. Men is the medium of most of the causes that and furious fun or fights once a week beeventually cause that the follies and sins,
The ordinance of the Lord’s supper looks
operate on character. ‘By thy words thou cause it is a saint's day; still less would he
and even thé sufferings, of his creatures, back to CHrist, as a memorial of his love,— are even now reached through their emo- shalt be justified, and by thy words thou leave his work to walk
in the fields, or
shall subserve the greatest possible good to ““This do in remembrance of me,”—and for- tions more easily than through their under- shalt be condemned.”
Your language, street, thoroughly light at heart and gay,
standings,
and
a
faith
like
this
brought
an
your discourse, the utterances of your life for no better reason than that the sky is
the greatest number, and ‘‘all the ends of ward to the glorious time when we shall
omnipotent force to bear upon the very day by day, show what you are,—declare blue and the sun warm. Nor does he
the earth shall praise Him.”
5
join the blood-washed throng at our Heavyour character. Thought and the verbal much affect his Dutch neighbor's beer gartenderest spot in human nature.
:
ep
E. D. SARGENT.
enly Father's table above. Ithas a quickAnother effect this belief had. It sancti- expression of thought go together; they den, where he and his fran and kinder take
are a kind of
and soul.
They are their Sunday’s quiet,lager and music. The
ening influence upon the heart, and tends
fied suffering ; it made human sorrow a conone another. Speech American must work in his play, must have
to promote Christian union.
It is a pre- secrated thing ; it took the pitiful weakness
upon
thought, as a game to win or a story to comprehend,
Culture in the Prayer-Meeting, cious means of grace, and all Christians
‘or—cheapest and shortest road to enjoy‘and wretchedness of the world into the Pe
should avail themselvesof it that they ma
ment—must drink,
Y
|
sheltering
arms
of
God.
«
The
realm
of
coldA recent article by Rev. T. L. Cayler, grow in grace.
None should omit it beWhat are we going to do for him, then ?
outan
ness and dreariness was no longer
concerning “Lawyers in the church,” has
sent themselves because there

of which he fancies,
for a moment,

but is it therefore nothing

The Christian Church.

ar

finally rob him ofhis whiskey, by

means

Is this your
of love? Bat
great Master
further ; he does not hurricane.
look
at
the
history
of
the
hurricane.
A mass
of habit, but of what forms habit, and
of heated air ascends,
a lineof heated

seems nothing,

men shall speak, they shall givean account

of the

Tae

y_ amusements from his

life, and

the
8
us strikes at the root of the evil. He
forewarns us not of the consequence of
much or constant vain talk, but of the effectt of each instance of indul nce. ‘That
effect ay seem infinitesimally small,—it

S—

Star of the 6th inst., an article apfrom.

down,

pleading,

a bad, or foolish, or

nothing,

of this

a

Inthe

ly

of God, that would

brought

pathetic,

hy imustion to-him, shut oA

Brooks—are a timely antidote against the
all admit in a general way and in the long doubts
that seek to ensnare us:
run. A man habitually given to bad, or
Men
say
God is cruel to permit such loss.
foolish, or frivolous lan
, is confessed-

family of the wicked, were brought into the
bosom of the Eternal.

" Church Polity.
pears,

ready to> give the reins to his unruly member, growing wild for want of curbing.
his effect of speech upon character, we

and thus all the wretched, and even the

was much impaired, yet he had confidence
in God. He died
year, aged 79.
:

sin

pre.

‘nocen

, With earthquakes, shipwrecks, mine exwhatever may be hisintervals of quiet, and plosions, and similar calamities matters of
these will be short in proportion as he is almost daily occurrence, such thoughtsas

not allow his people to sink away into recklessness and ignorance without an efforton
his part to recover them? Even in the
woes

all day with our horse, but at night turn
the brute into
, pleasant pasture,
and dismiss the man, uncared for, to his
dreary
slums; we tie him up with laws,

the outbreaks become more frequent. The
man who is continually exploding is surely nourishing the violence of his passion

first we knew of him was in Epping, about woes that men bring upon themselves by
1823 ; afterwards in Nottingham, where, in: their recklessness and guilt—the awful
1826, he saw a good revival.
Bro. Caver-. pestilences, the ravaging plagues, the hidno, then of Epsom, baptized several of the eous wars, the frightful distempers, that
converts.
About twe years later he was sometimes fairly . took possession of the
mankind—what
ordainedby a council ofthe New Durham world and decimated
were they but so many expressions of the

and without it, attend the devotional meetings of the

in hospitals, and desolated homes, were the
sighs, as it were, of God himself, weeping

on
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reigned and

when

the house

unexpected

was

faulty.

pustules

inherited his mother’s

break out, now from -acomb-drawer, then
from a book case, anon from a washetand

or nn unused closet,—pustules

and possibilities are worth looking at:

velous impressions

pots and kettles roll in blackness
grease, the one as much as the other.
canaot blame

the

next
during each ten years was 32. ty pe taken
be
censusof London, that which is“to
during the coming year, will probably give
a total of four millions—a population rathgreater than that of Denmark,

the

house.

hallucination

We

theory.

works—how

the

how

ature
:
yet freakishly.

, and

makes a man's eyes

to

We have ex-

dance

her eye tranquil.

—men

She even associates with

fled as Lot to Zoar, not from fire and

of

stone, but worse, soap and
Beecher,

Naples or Dublin; with the brightest of
green woods still spreading luxuriant within sight almost of its streets on the Jersey

with pleasure.

January

with river scenery not surpassed by

The Man

that of the Rhine, lying beneath the windows of the villas which New York citizens
reach every evening, in an hour's. ride from
the city hall! Think of London, of Paris,
even of Vienna, and say how could any of
these cities compare for a moment in natural

Who
sr

He

has a proper

Queen

was

and also became an

under

of

horrors.

*

Even

met and overthrew

and
cat.

dying, always ready

them.

him. on

armies, fled

shriek out in distress and agony. Byron
would never help any one to salt at the
table,

nor. would he be

York.

Nothing

will be

changed;

—

i.

We had hoped to escape ‘the prevailing
epidemic, Our home seemed so happily
above the miasms of the valley, aside
from the dust of roads, and below the
damps of high clouds and

for some weeks we

fog

banks,

entertained a hope

PG

of

were appointed to herybut

and

the

Chinese

confess the same

his children

of

Pompanian, Mola, Pla-

“escape, even after the disease had broken
out all through our city, on
scores

of cases.

Vain

hope.

discus-

chasm had

not been long fill-

know

recent

period,

the

whole

valley

was

a

hallucination of the brain, amounting to
temporary
hysterical derangement. If
hens never set except on nests full of
eggs we should infer that setting was a
rational sequence of
eggs for the egg's
sake. But when we find hens setting on

chunks

Beauty.

After the same manner, if the disease
that now afilicts our once happy home
were merely a removal of spots that have

prices, but charge for exquisite beauty such

of transparency

They take to it awkwardly. Not one ina
thousand who aims at the production of the

rates a8 will forever keep it from the hands
of the multitude! It is very plain that men
are not naturally workmen ' in beauty.

aconmulated for & half year; a restoring
to dim

remnants, . we

. should

windows;

or

a

of rubbish and

infer

that

beautiful

reason
v

succeeds.

Nature

©

hits

their

al ost

gathered at

esteem

abide

with

whose hearts are sad.
by the writer.
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Mrs. HANNAH E. CLIFFORD, daughter of
Moses and Jane Gordon, died in Alexandria,
March 29th,of congestion

of the

lungs,

aged 39

years. She leaves six children and other
friends
who mourn their loss.
D. CALLEY.
MR. A. BELCHER died in Shelby Co., Ill., Sept.
8, 1869. He lived
a Christian life, and died in
hope of heaven.
Even after death had stiffened
his limbs and his tongue, he tried to pray and
praise God.
His wife is left alone in a strange
country, but hopes soon to meet her companion
in the upper land.
Com.
WiLLIAM FLETCHER died in Nashua, N. H.,
March 30, aged 79 years and 3 months.
Brother
Fletcher had been an exemplary Christian for
more than thirty years, and though his death
was sudden, he was found ready,
He leaves a
wife and five children, besides a Yarge circle of
friends, to mourn their logs. Funeral services
by the writer.
L. W. PARKER.
FARGIVA, wife of Dea. Wm. Wilhelm, died
Feb 16,
aged 39 Fears. Sister Wilhelm experienced religion a little over a year ago. 8he was
baptized by the writer last May, and with. her

husband
second

and

two

Sparta

daughters

church at its

united

with

organization.

will commence

She never made a public

profession

of

religion, but those who knew her best, hope she
was a lover of the Saviour. She always. made
home happy, and by her pure life and many virtues, e
to hera wide circle of friends,
who, with a husband and four

their loss,

children,

Sermon by the writer.
i

+

BE.

mourn

Pe LADD,

.

EzrA BERRY died in Barrington, Feb. 14,aged
80 on and 2 months, . He
an experis
mental believer in Christ some 66 years ago, and
joined thé F'. B, church in
n about thirty Jones since. Asa Christian he was faithful

and devoted.
His last words were a prayer to
| the Saviour in whom he implicitly confid
. His
.
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amiable daughter,
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PAUL,

AMOS

the

lived an exemplary Christian,
and in her short
experience she was always at her
post, She was
a good wife and mother, and di
lamented by
all who knew her.
:
W. PECK.
MIRANDA, wife of John Hodge, and daughter
of Dea, Ezra Eastman, of Limerick, died in Denmark, Maine, Jan. 1. The decegsed was a lady
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Alfred, Me,

Sunday

and united with the church over fifty years
since. He was highly esteemed inthe town and
church. Though a peace loving man, it may be
truthfully said, *‘ he fought the
g
fight and
kept the faith,” and no doubt
has exchanged
his earthly home for a home and crown in glory.
He leaves behind, a venerable Christian companion, 94 years of age, and several children to
mournhis absence.
Funeral services by the writ.
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LLEWELLYN JAY YOUNG died of consumption

an esteemed friend, a true wife, and an excellent

homeliest ? Men, on the other hand, will
turn you off useful homeliness at moderate

hen-disease,
j

who

will commence TUESDAY,

Persens wishing obitua

a

F. B. ministers.

guia, Yet they are firmly trusting in that Savr who was the friend of Bro. Rowell in death.
The death of this brother is not only felt by the
large circle of mourning friends, but the church
has lost a faithful member, a consistent Christian
and an honest man.
May the presence of the
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by

you gives perfect satisfaction.

or 8 bushels per hour; in fact, it s Just thet

farmers and

very.) superior quality, and its mechanics] | has¥¢, ASvingtried inSty vainle means
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charge of

Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single
obituary. Verses are inadmissible.

“mother.

of coal, and little brick-bats, or

discriminating burning

Particular Notice!

of people

church to express

Spirit ever

published

* | bought of

she

man. He leaves a widow and one daughter who
deeply mourn their loss, which was his eternal

,

of culture and rare worth; an

Alas that beauty should in this world be
dear! How is it that Natyre makes the
most beautdul things just as cheaply as the

first of April.

He suftered much all through his sickness, which
was long, yet he never complained, but waited
with much patience for the time of his . departure to come. His funeral was- attended by a

patronize it, must accompany them with cash

of no prophylactic, we have heard of no Jrand. Jes lake. This is a peculiar theory ;
oure. Like fires in the country it must
t applies but rarely to the strange forms
burn itself out. It cannot be put out, or of nature scattered over the earth's surface;
postponed.
"but the Yo Semite is a peculiar phenomenon
© are not clear as yet, whether the —it Luaifion, it, indeed, demands a peculiar
disease be like Mosaic leprosy, an affec- explanation, and no other fits it so reasontion of the - house, corruption in its cor- ably as this.—Samuel Bowles.
ners, beams, plaster and carpets; or a

on emptiness even, we infer
hen-fover, delirium.

at the age of21 by one of our

equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion,

in his ad mira-

This semi-monthly,

: |

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,|
for the use of Sunday School scholars, was|
enlarged and much improved about the

D.Y. ROWELL died in Sharon, Vermont, Feb.
4th,
aged 47 years.
Bro. R. was a worthy member of the F'. B..church in 8S. Strafford, Vt., and
always lived a consistent life. He was baptized

large number

Myrtle.

NICHOLASVILLE, KY., Feb. 18, 1869,
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JOHN B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. University.
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of God.
Her deeply afflict36st an affectionate, devoted wife ;

Rev. E. Bean.
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ries published in the Morning Star, who do not

120 Hanover Street, Boston.
T

The

Hum-

unmurmuringly
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ed to them in this world,—a Draviogs loving, and
tenderly solicitous mother; the community has
lost a hospitable and estimable member.
The
esteem in which she and her family lived, was
evinced by the very
large and respectable attendance at her funeral.
‘‘ The memory of the just
is blessed.” Services by the writer, .assisted
by

‘MR:

ed up to its present point, and that originally, and until within a comparatively

some streets,
We

——

@bitunries.

Iu is a puzzle to the imagina-

John

submitted to the
ed husband has
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united for eternity.
D. GREEN.

The Persians, Phanicians, Greeks, and
several other nations, acknowledged that

tarch, and other ancient writers, speak of
nations who, at the time when they wrote,

It is not carried down stream ;

too, as if the

did

&o.,
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Proprietor of Union House, Cambridgeport,

church in Gray, and a sincere follower of Christ.

a celebrated astronomer showed:

their progenitors.

there seems+ho other supposition that meets
the mystery than that the missing rocks
are swallowed up below. It would appear,

that

he

satisfied
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is a success.

phrey,died at Gray,Me.,March-11th,aged 75 years
and 5 months.
She made her
religious choice
in youth, was baptized
by Elder Stinchfield in
the fifteenth year of her age, and continued a
consistent member
of the Freewill
Baptist

thier ancestors were once without the use of

the valley under the walls,—no more than
the waste, by frost and ice and water, of
a few generations at the most ; and, indeed,

a

d and father, but

bushels
I‘then ground corn and.oats mixed,

Sore Lpet bour;

all dhatyou represent it, It oh grind with ease 6 to
8 bushels of corn per hour. It also makes excellent

for

God’s

it to them, they were absolutely in raptures.

when

fire,

it does not remain in the valley,—there
would be no valley if it did; there are but
comparatively small ‘deposits of rock in

The Spring Epidemic.

could

andto

13, 1869.

cured me.

years
dis-

For a period of twenty-three] Jour, sister Humphrey had been
an'invalid, and
for three years
previous to her decease,
was the subject of
severe suffering; wearisome days and nights

and

its maps, should be the colpanion of every
one who visits these regions. He rejects,
a8 impossible, the idea of water having
worn it out; or that it was the work of a
glacier; or that it was split open by a convulsion of nature; but concludes as the
only practicable supposition, that the bottom dropped out!
There is no other way
of accounting for what is gone but that it is
sunk below.

he

Mrs. HUMPHREY, wife of Dea.

According to Pliny, fire was a long time
unknown to some of the ancient Egyptians;

ble volume upon the Yo Semite, the Bi
Trees and the High Sierra, which, with

will be one Fifth Avenue, or two, or three,
or a dozen, or more.

mh

A kind hu:

her side ;=—so briefly parted,

Nations Without Fire.

tion, and baffles even the scientific student.

there

what

!

ns i:

of

8 Co.

ay

A;

worked my No. 4 th fn

s

I have been afflicted
with that loathsome disease, | of corn per hour.

the tomb,we were called to place her little son by

helped himself; if

any of the article happened to be spilled on
the table, he would jump up and leave his
meal unfinished.
’

well-proportioned

elaborately

ia reducing

He had been afflicted

todo

thé American
~ BOSTON,

Virginia an

with it. Yours &c.,
- R.M. PALMER.
“MONROE, N.Y., May 10, 1869.
“J.D. WEST—Sir: I have used my
No.3 Empire
Mill to my entire satisfaction. I run it about 100
revolutions, and ground handsomely 5to 6 bushels

CHARLOTTE 8., wife of L. Gardner, died in
Oakland, Pa., March 20, aged 23 years. She was
always mild and cheerful to all,and by her amiable disposition gained many friends. She never made a public profession of religion, but her
life appeared worthy of imitation, and on one occasion, while bowed with the writer and famil
around the domestic altar, she was heard to offe!
prayer to God for salvation. But she has gone
and left her youthful companion, parents and
two small children, who deeply mourn her sudden departure.
Soon after we had
laid her in

to master the terror,
he failed todo so;
whenever he set his foot on one, he would

How was this curious freak of nature
formed ? is a
question that every visitor at

ses the question

worker

you will be|

jum af the

ork,

“BROCKPORT, h N, N.Y.
Y.,
; np oyWrsr— be.

to all who

8B.

Fairs o he Fist Je

sts but a trifle, and will Tou
g been subject to |
disease, the Catarrh, for Spwards of seven |
years, bt 1t effectually cured me. A. F. NETTLETON, |
:
Superintendent City Prison, Court Square. |

like his neighbor men-

He was afriend to religion

people.

suaded to cross a bridge; though he tried

—

Prof. Whitney, of the state survey,

bein,

tress. Bro, Mense was always a moral man, and
one of the best of men among the sick and the

———

uis of Westminister creates a new fash-

But

seated just below the eye.

screamed in terror at the sight of a
Peter the Great could never
per-

The Yo Semite Valley.

ionable quarter in London, he makes it exactly of a pattern with the other fashionable
quarters, so that the whole business is rather a piece of mere multiplication than one
of new construction. He gives orders for
so many new houses of the regulation pattern, just as Count Cavour always sent ordersto his tailor to make him two or three
new coats,exactly like the model which kad
served him for years.
It will doutless be
so with the
wth and extension of New

died

toiled

.with it for some thirty years, but for a few
past he had suffered a great deal of pain and

land.

least willlask.

Mr. N.

was one of the first settlers at North Dixmont,
where he held public offices for many years.
He
afterwards movedto Etna, where
he lived the
rest of his days. He died with a bone cancer,

Talleyrand

opposing

say

“uN.

Employed for 16 years by

Elizabeth the simple word ‘‘death”

full

I would

satisfied,

tioned above, he outlived the labors and pleasures of thislife, and we trust is now enjoying

They imagine Na-

shook

me

fashionable

earnest,

the moral wastes.

however, being too tall.
He is rather of the middle size, and some- knew not the use of fire, or had just learned
what thick set. His complexion is not too it. Facts of the same kind are also attested
by several modern nations. The inhabiadvantages of situation with our own dear, florid; at any rate, too much ruddiness in tants of the Marian Islands, which were disJou is seldoma sign of longevity.” His
dirty New York.
For burselves, we know
air approaches to the fiir rather than to covered in 1551, had no idea of fire. Never
ofno city scene in the world which ight
black.
His skin is strong, but not rough. was astonishment greater than theirs when
have been made so magnificent and
they saw it on the desert in one of their isbeen so utterly destroyed as the
place His head is not too big; he has large veins lands. At first they believed it was some
which once was Castle Garden. Our
New in the extremities; his shoulders are round kind of animal that fixed to, and fed upon,
York progress seems to have treated this rather than flat; his neck is not too long; wood. The iohabitants
- of the Phillippine
incomparable site as miscreant kidnappers his abdomen does not project; his hands and Canary Islands were formerly equally
are
large,
but
not
deeply
cleft;
his
foot
have-sometimes treated a child—first disignorant. Africa ‘presents even in our day,
figured and thendeserted it.
Native New is rather thick than long; and his legs are tribes in this state.
orkers, accustomed to think of this locali- firm and round. He has a broad, arched
ty, when compelled to think of it at all,only chest, a strong voice, and the faculty of
as a dirty, noisome, ill-paved, frowzy re- retaining his breath for a long time without
Our Hands.
in all his
gion,
through which they rumble in a difficulty. There is harmony
*"
" to get to a ferry, would probably parts. His pulse is slow and regular. His
The human hand is so beautifully formed,
not find it easy to understand, all at once, stomach is excellent; his appetite good it has so fine a sensibility, which governs its
Be blended rapture and regret with which and digestion easy. The joys of the table motions so correctly every effort of the will
ir Charles Dilke and other European trav- are not to him of importance; they tune is answered as instantly as if the hand itself
elers have spoken of the lost
bilities of ‘his mindto serenity, and his soul partakes was the seat of the will ; its actions are so
in the pleasure which they communicate. free, so powerful and yet so delicate, that it
the scene at the
.
:
Second thoughts are prose, says Lowell. He does not eat merely for the sake of eatseems to possess a quality instinct in itself,
Not so,
y, in the building of cities. ing, but each meal is an hour of daily festiv- and we use it as we draw our breath, unFirst thoughts are prose: let us get houses ity. He eats slowly, and has not too much consciously, and have lost all recollection
to live in, close together, anyhow. Second thirst, the latter being always a sign of of the feeble and ill-directed efforts of its
Houghis are sometimes poetry: we have rapid self-consumption. He is serene, lo- first exercise, by which it has been perfectprovided for the useful, and begin to think quacious, active, susceptible of joy, love ed. In. the hand are twenty-nine bones,
about the beautiful.
Now, the up-town and hope, but insensible to the impressio
from
the
mechanism
of which
result
partsof New York may really
lay some of hatred, anger and avarice. His passions strength, mobility and elasticity. On the
claim to béauty ; and if Fifth Avenue and never becomes violent or destructive. If length, strepgth, free lateral motion, and
Madison Avenue are somewhat monotonous ever he gives way to anger, he experiences perfect mobility of the thumb, depends the
glowof warmth, an artifi- power of ‘the hand, its strength being equal
with their brown stone, they are not more rather a usefal
80
Belgravia and Tyburnia, with their cial and gentle fever, without an overflow- to. that of all the fingers.
Without the
eteriiity of white stucco.
Respectability in ing of the bile. He is fond also of employ- fleshy ball of the thumb, the powerrof the
modern street-building is almost monoto- ment, particularly of calm meditation and fingers would avail nothing; and, accordnous; it is characteristic of the intrepidity agreeable speculations. He is an optimist, ingly, the large ball formed by the muscles
and scorn of solid rules which are said by a friend to nature and domestic felicity. of the thumb is the distinguishing character
align persons to characterize Chi
, He has no thirst after honor or riches, and of the human hand.
s~:{-banishes all thoughts of t)>-morgow.— Hufethat
Michigan Avenue—and yo more,

bash Avenue—can dare to

also of Madison,

the first male child born in the town (then Eaton),

trembled and changed color on hearing
the word pronounced. ~ Marshal Saxe, who

stature, without,

and not to be monotonous.
We must expect the New York of the future will certainly never get to any degree of artistic
perfection which shall include much variety in its adornment, and probably an inefinite increase of brown-stone residences
is as much as we may look for.
When a

Ha, y—the only omes at which it has been ex-

meeting a hare or a fox. Dr. Johnson not profess religion until the Jour 1868, when he
and his wife were baptized
by the writer and
would never enter a room with his left joined
the church. I often visited him in his
foot foremost; if, by mistake, it did get sickness, He always Seuested ‘prayers, He
foremost, he would step back and place
his chose his text, Psalms 23:4, and made all the
ments for his funeral. Bro. Mense leaves
right foot foremost. Julius Cassar - was almost convulsed by the sound of thunder, a wife, two sons, three daughters, one brother
and numerous friends who feel their loss. Our
und always wanted to get into a cellar or prayer
isthat God will prepare them all to meet
under ground to escape’ the noise, To him in Heaven.
J. YOUNG.

Lives Long.

and

NICKERSON,

Oth, aged 89 years.

power than any other,and

_ Gents,~I have used many Remedies, but obtained

*

among the garly settlers in the wilderness,

astronomer, changed

his legs

|

J

no help until I tried yours.

.- JOSHUA

8
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This mill is WROUGHT IRON—not CAST IRON—
and is case-hardened so as to run for years without

Biate Agricuitura

JAMES MERROW died in Madison, N. H., De-

| ——
SE p—

and

;
‘of New York,
And Sold by Agents everywhere.

has been cured by using this Remedy.”={ Flt bd

cember 20th, 1869, aged 81 years.

Follies of Great Men.
color

a cure.”—[ Boston Traveller.

are troubled with this disease, try ittand

in corners with a lapful of trifles, and laughs
at the useless cares of villagers and the
operose art of clumsy-handed man!—Beecher.

Brahe, the

a

if here is not

ress.

|d

sip, and loves pets and fribbles, and sits

Tycho

The Empire Corn and Feed Mill Company

“@ue of our well known citizens,a sufferer for years, | injury. It works with less

the
the

C. HURLIN.
ture to be always in a heroic mood, think- rest and pleasure with Christ.
ing about hemispheres, oceans, eclipses and
JAMES MENSE died in Etna, Me., March 24,
other notable things. But Nature is a £20s- | aged 'T4 ears, and 3 months, | Mr, Mense

briin-

water.—7.

seldom perceive.

CORN & FEED MILL

DEMERITT’S

for yourselves

iracte; and fudge

CURE
FOR
YOU!
“It has proved itself

|

But few see these little love-notes which
Nature Wwritesito beauty. The finest things
—the sly and arch things,the mystery beau-

a single object. We only erase the
the Thames. London, then, in 1801, was nish
regular cicatrix or sign of healing. The
as nearly as possible just the equal in po
ulation of New York at the present day. In woman can be thus misled to clean the
1861, this city had a population of 813,662; same draw or closet five times! It's halluto-day it is doubtless somewhere between cination—not reason.
A sunshiny day came at last, while we
The average in900,000 and 1,000,000.
crease of New York, during each ten years were experimenting upon these prelimirom 1820 to 1860, was larger than" that of nary eruptions. We were ourself absent,
ndon ; but even if we suppose that this say seven hours, and when we got back
sort of growth is not likely to be maintain- the disease was confluent, and the women
ed, and merely take the progress of London raging. The beds were on the fences.
a3 the basis of our calculations, we may The carpets were on the geass. The
safely venture to predict that the opening chairs on the piano. The lounges in the
. of the twentieth century will see over two entry. Tongs and poker on the porch.
millions ‘of inhabitants housed within our Hats, coats and furs “piled against the
city. Probably within forty years from that outside door; and in our large room desreigned
supreme, while three
time New York will be as populous as Lon- olation
don is to-day.
Of course, it we were to women slopped, sprinkled, rubbed and
take in the population of adjacent towns scowled at nothing and at us. ‘Oh, but
which belong to what may be called the it was a dirty house,” they said. ‘‘Yon
New York system, the
point of increase we ought to have seen what was under the
have mentioned would be attained at least carpet.” ‘ We almost choked.” *‘ It was
twenty years sooner. Making our calcula- such hard work to get out the nails.”
tion as moderate as possible, it seems evi- ‘“ Qling lare fulk™ as she talked, sounded
dent that ourselves and our successors have a large window pane breaking. ‘I'm
to prepare to find accommodations within glad of it, it never would get clean,” said
the next sixty or seventy years for a popu- she.
‘in silence pick up broken
lation of four millions in the city of
New'| Oar children
York. Thereupon arises the Juestion, Wha victuals here and there, and put them in
York; in what a basket and go off like three babes to
is to be the fature of New
direction is it to stretch itself out; what the woods to eat, and drink brook-water.
und is it to cover, and how are its in- A shower dampens every bed. We sit
patients. By next
bitants to get through its streets and up and watch over our
week all will be well.
In the course of a
transact their business?
No great city—ocertainly no
t com- month we shall find our hat and put it back
mercial city—ever had so magnificent a sit- on its old hook. But year by year this
given to New hysterical paroxysm of house-cleaning is
uation as that which was
our home. The season
York, and which even New
York, do what wearing away
We
to brings wildness to all our women.
she would, has not been able utterly
spoil. A city with two Saguifibgus
iver- can write no more, and even thus much
frontages running its whole length; witha we have written in Owego, whither we

shore;

prod

USING

SUFFERERS FROM CATARRH, read the following ex- | '

panoramas of the sky, she seems to have
a love of nooks and corners, and dabs in an
effect in some out-of-the-way place, on a
neglected stump, on a stone-heap, or on
the weather-side of a homely
rail, that

and
We

incline

i

BY

Noth American Catarrh Remedy

perimented thus:
<A closet had been
cleaned thoroughly, and the smell of soap
duly installed over the raw orderliness of ‘ty, the whisperings, and glimpses, and sethe place. The woman rests fora day, crets, the mischiet and wa, gery of Nature

Greece,

by that

.

es of flowers

Aside from the
gly, aud ye beauty,
heroic pictures in the meadows, and’

herkind. In her absence we disorder the
at the Papal states put together, crowdedof closet.
Mind!
we do not stain nor tarinto the vast city which lies at either side

in beauty

birds

without marring the forms or hurting

house, or eall on any regular and professional priest to come and inspect or purify

population of 2,818,929.
1861 returned a
growth of the British metropolis durin
The
time was remarkably steady and unithat
form. The average percentage of increase

she

wien ii is Saint

Sixty-nine years ago, in 1801, the popu- it. The trouble afflicts the house-linen
the 7 Lon on dick Shel 958,863 souls.
years an increase of more than closet, to enter which mice habitually
In sixty
taken place, for the census of wipe their feet, and the sink closet, where
threefold

excelled

What

of disorder.

The Galazy for April,a good aversge
;—and this stageof sporadic pusnumber, has a timely article on, “The Fu- cleanness
tular
eruption
, continues for weeks,
be,
to
likely
ture of New York,” what it is
producing confusing and most unexpected
fapts
The
been.
have
and what it might
results we can no longer blame. the

bay hardly

skill.

she makes, equipped in feathers
and tuned
in song—myriads every Josrsand keeps |
terminating in very fresh and damp cica- aip’the tone of color and pitch of music
or forgetting! What martrices - of unreasonable and unseasonable without faltering

New York.

er

TRE YES
IT
IS
A
FACT
[Tee
2==r=>
_CATARRH AN BE CURED

every time. Man, who boasts himself the
eldest-born and heir of Nature, has not

But

of disorder
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and intelligence.

Satan.

Fight

to

How

1. Pardon

are

the Catholics

Moreover,

| creasing.

of | which conflict with Scripture, and in the | flooding the South with papal pictures,

in-

heathenish

or-

and

troducing holy water

| end are found to conflict just as really with

heart may co-exist with variety in theories.

of

2. Gift

of sin.

Oneness

unity.

may ‘have

gies, so agreeable to the negroes, and thus
the Holy Spirit. 3. All Christian security. | We can easily bear honest differences. in| nature.
thd in perpetual ignorance, and
sealing
|
its
success;
great
a
was
The conveniion
The promises are only for such as are in opinion, but we can-not afford divided symthem beyond our reach. There
placing
|
active
the
to
honor
an
were
proceedings
|
pracfor
time
the
when
plans
These blessings of pardon, | Pathies ang
the church.
and exceedingly pleasing and | is but one way. to savethem. Educate their
possession of the Spirit, gracious protection, tical execution comes. We hope for the | members,

and, we think, extravais an important truth in
work of religion needs
earnestness, enterprise,

That is strongly,
——r—
Almost every morally earnest man has a | gantly put. There
The
ji, however.
man | [wire
No suchSaving
for saving
plan wll
adaplation,
it both needs
that world.
doubt the
a

aims

ing into the church?” was the next inquiry. | our

of virtue

committe

shops, but a standing

If our thoughts are diverse, | transient

worse. “What are the advantages of com- | for its choice.

» standing committee of brothels and grog

to the Publisher.
addressed
.
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| a curse 4 to : rely
| population. These fruits already abound,
| and where not restrained, are rapidly in-

possess, lead in and
should
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:
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same weapons exactly. Ithe has an il: us. These reformers. who boast of follow- know but little. That there should be dif- promise that this enthusiasm will not be | —ENzaEs AT THE ‘Sours
“Po ithe
gr
>
tn
cote
1
ot Bod
and
i
opinion
oh
ohn
;
i
panders to evil
lustrated newspaper that
| churches know that the freedmen’ are
is natural, and perhaps [allowedto waste itselfin rhetorical ~plati=
and corrapt tastes, get sane ach. bet. | iPS the exact words of Scripture, teaching®f ferencesof opinion
ter, so much finer, so much more attract- this dogma for which there is no authority in inevitable. But every honest and earress| tudes. They appreciate the necessity of | threatened with miseriés worse than slavive, that it shall quite outdo it. Then, the Bible ! Disciples are never said to be bap- conviction deserves considerate treatment, | making education thoroughly Christian,and ery itself ? If not educated,
instructed in
crude and f nise ideas of ro
there be the single eye, the thorough- | of binding it closely to the service of Christ; | the gospel, their
except withthe hopeless, utterly rotten re- | tized into the church, tobe inthe church be- | and if
a healthy, thorough ligion corrected, they are sure to. Doooms
purpose, and the charity which | of making the
fuse, the ninth or tenth, you may save the | cause baptized,nor out of it because not bap- | ly Christian
:
; Bible,and
:
\
3
3.
want, not money, not |.
1
hole. Then
of intemperance, and many of them
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in pro- | of those earnest men, without feeling grate- | correct views of religion make our normal

done

In view of the work to be

the

into

come

must

them,

mess; and he is not less deficient who has | and the tried skill of Wall St. are put at the | Would enjoy

results from the | instructive to the listeners; and no one | best young people, fill the whole south with
could look into the faces and hear the voices | colored teachers and preachers, who have

best and most decisive
meeting at Great Falls.

and is worth it. He who has not an éye | energy, persistence and pluck. When the | he said, were for those who are in the
opento its sin and woe lacks moral earnest | tremendous energy, the carefal planning | church, and no one else; and whoever

fountains of life to that whole peo<urned cynic or sunk his sympathy in his | service of godliness, we may hope for great church through the door, which is baptism. | viding for the entertainment of the Society | ful that the church of Christ, the nation and schools
leaders of the freedmen must be
The
ple.
|
their
enjoy
to
permitted
aré
world
tho
|
present
be
to
intend
who
those
others,
and
contempt. Find a man with a vision that | gyocesses, such as aset of ceremonies, and | Thisseemed quite a depsrture from the
educated; everything ‘depends upon this;
will confer a special favor, and lessen both | 1ators.

Foot a

Is brother

a decent periodical devoutness, and a hesi- | teachings of Campbell.

Amgwera so is

sin 8 Beart Ey

oashe

scorns surrender,— |

a pluck that

ry, and

dent

tives which

of religion.

these are needed in the sphere

a

and

life is lived,

part of our

best

the

grok

than F¥iovs
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poi

into these schools and trained, and sent
everywhereto @nlighten their people. The

‘Work.
in

150 students at Harper's Ferry,and as many

Christian

the

of

responsibilities

The

Have

belong to Christ" only ?

huridreds of thousands should be gathered

|

.

:

or have the labor and anxiety, by sending a line to Rev.
at 18 | tating species of service may never hope to | heretic among his brethren?
that
Yat od = ign
churchism,” J. Burnham Davis, Great Falls, N. H., and
High
*
to
over
slid
Disciples
|
victomeans
that
pea Oh | win. Brain, a campaign
Woulde d 3 ag x iis x
preroga- they will be prompty provided for.
church
the
and come to ascribe to

For Christ calls for the best gifis, and the | they really imprisoned Christ and his grace Baptist Educational Convention. | church areimmense. The Master lays large | More at Cairo, should be made a thousand.
faith that prophesies a better lot and a kingdom of heaven suffereth violence, and | in the chur¢h, and forbidden
tasks before his people, and bids them | The work is immense, the evils of neglecthis merciesto
ing it, fearful ; the salvation of the freedmen
final clearing up of the problem with
«which philosophers and reformers have
been so long plaguing themselves,—find

it is built by faith and self-sacrifice and val-

such a man, and he is pretty likely to have

its selfishness of folly, nor scare its defiance | side of all rites, and cannot

A Word

———

es, their whole appearance, that they

Cassan-

and
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Phillips’s plan begins and ends in | break in upon prayer

by a

tramp
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the | closely written, clear, mathematical,

rare mental wealth
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made appendages to New York
fancy being
in the bounds of thle Canaan church | synods.
that this work may be carried | mestings
be ashamed of five |-brethren,
‘and dend iton. Don't
. At a meeting of the Presbytery in

which - was

completed

do the same. Brother Wofful of New York
the State, Milwaukee being the first and
offers better still. He will give outright
Oshkosh the third. Its population, as tak$600, when the amount is made $5000, relast summer, was 18,076, having grown
serving the right only, of calling for inter- en
up from a trading post during the last
est if he should ever come to ‘want, and
need it. Thisis a first rate plan, and we twenty-two years. Itis the county seat
hope that a large amount will be deposited of Fond du Lac Co.
The city contains fifteen churches,

- with the Society on these terms. It is
vastly better to do so than to rely upon be-

yet

score of Saw mills,

quests.

and

five

Sash,

Iowa

brother

West Virginia

Blind

The

summer

~ ty
MISSIONARY BOXES.
i had some ready, but they didn’t exactly suit me. So a little delay was inevita-

school here

coms

During the past, year the streets have
been macadamized, and the city otherwise
one of the
improved. In our search fi
best openings, God in his prdvidence led us

here.

duced into every family. I will send them
by mail to any church or individual who or-

myself,

both

members

At the close of the first day,
At the end
turned home.
month, the faithful

steadily

growing

give regularly.

many adults.

of the

of

our

May 8th, a church

of

The

cause

church, half of which will
The growth, permanence and efficiency of the close of the second
our churches and congregations are the pairs will have to be made
~ ground of our hope of success as a peo-' hope God will raise us up
ple. Here, more then anywhere else, must in our time of need.

we look for help to carry on our work for

twen-

The

a number

heretofore

been

OBTAIN the true

done a day’s work for four
first be washed

i

Oakfield,

we to look
the world?

with the church, “Christ's body” on

A few hundred now, well laid out, will go |
further towards establishing our cause in

€arth, the ‘Holy Spirit" must dwell and carry on His work. She is the ‘Spiritual

prominent placesin the West, than thousands some years hence. At all events,

house”, made of “lively stones”, by which

a “tower” and a ‘‘fortress”, to which the

people may flee for help and salvation.

We ought to put the strength of our ministry into this work ; and if we would do so,
and contribute means liberally, it would

bring us greater prosperity in the next five
years, than in any other way. we can apply
'' ourselves. We have many church organizations,and also quarterly associations,
that are

doing nothing for themselves or the world,
and unless something’ is done to revive
: them, they will very soon lose their visibili-

"ty." These churches are discouraged, part-

+

Every church, in order to pros-

per, must have stated pastoral labor, if it
is but once a month.
The gospel and its

ordinances must be administered, statedly
and faithfully, by one who knows his flock
personally, and delights in the work of

feeding them.
The most of these organizations can be
revived and made useful, by system in dividing means, and the preaching and la-

HovEY

bor throughout the Quarterly

Meetings,

so

as to give stated preaching to all the churches; and, in most cases, the money
to carry on the work may be raised

needed
within

‘* Pray the Lord of the har-

the reapers.

Revivals,

the Q. Ms. or fields where the labor is per-

formed.

Our pressing calls to-day, for men

nd means, are from

localities where

our

brethren realize that a great and permanent work may be done

ina

short

time;

and, in many cases, but little help is needed to ‘start them. Now, why not make
this subject,at the next session of our Year‘ly Meetings, the first and great subject?
Why not magnify it in our own eyes, that
we may see its importance in its true light P.

‘Something should be done to give confi

dence to our weak churches and struggling
[

SPRINGVALE,

ME.

A most glorious work

of God is going on here, just now. Both
churches (Baptist and F'. Baptist) are engaged in the work,

united heart and hand, and

the Spirit of God is shaking the-eatire com-

munity. ‘The meetings are held alternately
in each church, day and evening. Some have
already found peace in believing, and many

nore are inquiring.
ALBANY, 0.

M.

Rev. E. Robinson, of the

United Brethren Church, held a serios of

given

so much

& Co’s superb

new Catalogue

Patten Voice :
REWARD OF MERIT.—We are happy to lay before
our readers the following cure, effected by the use of
Miss Sawyer’s Salve.
Mr, Silas Bryant of Sherman, hasbeen afflicted for
He consulted the most skillful

vain, and was finally induced

to

try

a scrofulous

Salve and now after using the fourth dollar box,

Ladies Desire

what

Men

sisters, agreeably to

but twenty ; and Lyon’s

And

nas

The

ext
Fri-

day, Saturday and Sabbath in June..

M. me

ST. Croix

Diamond Bluff,March 4—6. The attendance was
large, and the spirit of the meeting good.
The
business of conference was harmoniously transacted, and the conference meeting, Saturday afternoon, wis a Precious season.
One new church,

National Theological Institue in Washington,

_ Bishop Simpson, of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, stated lately, at Cleveland, that the

Methodists throughout the country have dedicated, on an average, two churches a day for

attended

773

prayer

meetings, made 2,105 religious visits, traveled

5,017 miles and baptized 127 candidates.

Dr. Sawtelle

says, in the Spare Hour, that in

the revival in San Francisco, which attended the

labors of Mr. Earle three years ago ‘‘ the-great
er part of the reputed converts proved to be spu-

rious, and went. back.
many

even

Not alone converts, but

of our best men, have pronounced

the work a ‘failure’; though the few undoubtedly converted
a judgment.”

must

save it from so sweepi
:
:
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A. K. MOULION, Sec.

JEFFERSON Q. M. will hold its next session with
the “Three Mile Bay” church, June 4,5. Time changed

|.

Tuesday, May 24,
9

E. A, STOCKMAN, Clerk.

NEW YORK & PENN. Y. M, will hold its next ses"
sion with the Canisteo church, commencing Friday,
June 10, at 1 o’clock,P. M.
Persons wishing to attend
the mesting will stop at the Adrian station,Erie R. R.,
the church
building being but a few rods from depot.

Strangers arriving at Adrian, will inquire for Nathan
Crosby, Henry Hallett, or Daniel Marshall.
G. H, FREEMAN, Clerk.
ROCKINGHAM

Q. M. will hold its next

session with

the Pine street church, Manchester.
;
J. FULLONTON, Clerk.
Notice.
j
The Committee appointed by the New Durham Q.
M. “‘to report a plan for the more eflicient promotion
of Sabbath schools,” will meet at the F. B. church in
Epsom, on Tueuday, May 24, at 10) o’clonk, A. M.
—S. Bickford, Gonic; J. M. Balon/Deerommittee,
field; J. T. Hanson, Bow Lake; H. Chamberlain,
New Durham; G. W. Ricker, Farmington; J Bever-8
ance, Pittsfield; Rev. J. Malvern, Dover; Rev. G.
Hill; Deerfield.»

’

E. A. STOOKMAN, Ch. Com.

with
MoNTVILLE Q. M. will hold its June session
ark
the churoh in Rockland, June 17-19,
erk.
.
Post

Office

Addresses.

Rév. J. W. Brown, Addison, Steuben Co, N. Y.
*

L.Johnson, Ea. Gaines, N.Y,

& CO., Fiscal Agents,
No, 49 Wall Street, New

Reliable, Harmless, and contains no Lead

York,

The interest on thé above-named Bonds, will be paid
at maturity by t
FARMERS’
LOAN AND
TRUST €O., No. 26 Exchange Place, New York,
ed
U. 8. GOVERNMENT TAXES.

Sold by Druggists
i
4mll

tll

County of Strafford

‘Honey,’ ‘Glycerine,’ ‘ Brown Windsor," ‘ Elder Flow-

RESRECIFULLY SHE WS Jonathan F. Chesley of
Alton in the County of Belknap that he is Guardian of Emma A. Stevens, John D. Stevens, Reuben

NEW DURHAM Q. M. will hold its next session with

at

investments.

' No. 54 Pine Street, New York
TANNER

in the State of New Hampshire.

at 2 o’clock, P. M. All the churches are specially requested to send in their annual tax of five cents per
o’clock of the same day.

ties seeking safe and lucrative

W. P. CONVERSE & CO., Commercial Agents,

Sold by Druggists everywhere.

To the Judge of Probate for the

of Y. M., whichis to be held the last of June, within
this Q. M.
+ 8. STAPLES, Clerk,

Ministers’ Conference will meet

vest iiaas dra Sasa a vaers $15,500,000

2m15

by vote of Q.M.conference,at last sessionjon account

The

LOTION.”

y BEST THING FOR COSTIVENESS.
DR
HARRISON’S PERISTALTIC LOZENGES are war
rauted in all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum
Dyspepsia, such as Oppression after eating, Sour
Stomach, Spitting ot Food, also Headache, Dizziness,
Pain in the Back and Loins, Sick. Headache, Coated
Tongue, and Biliousness. For sale at No. 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston,by E, A. HARRISON & CO., Pro
prietors, and by all Druggists. Mailed for 60 cents.

April 15, 1870.

member,

SONAL.

and Tan.

& FRECKLE

poison. Depot, 40 Bond 8t., N. Y.
everywhere.

before the Society.
:
O. B. CHENEY,
President.

the church in Epsom, commencing

MOTH

B;

Total length of road 271 miles distance included in
this Mortgage 111 miles: price, 974 and acerued in.
terest, IN CURRENCY.
Can beobtamed from the
undersigned. Also, pamphlets, maps, and information relating thereto. These bonds, being so well se_cured and yielding a large income,are desirablete par-

OR Comedones, Black-Heads, Flesh Worms or
Grubs, Pimply Eruptions and Blotche disfigur.
Perry’s Comedone & Pimple
ations on the Face, use

of May next, at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, to hear the
report of the Committee on the location of the Theo-

and

Patches, Freckles

The mortgage which secures

these bonds is at the rate of $18,500 per mile; covers
a completed road for every bond issued, and is a first
and ONLY mortgage. ' This line, connecting St.
Joseph with Fort Kearney, will make a short and
through route to California.
The Company have a capital stock of...$10,000,000
And a Grant of Land from Congress, ef
1,600,000 acres, valued at the lowest

PIMPLES ON THE FACE.

ee

will Baptist Education Society, there will be a meeting of said Society at Great Falls,N. H.,in the vestry
of the F. Baptist church, on Wednesday, the 11th day

that may properly come
3

pany of New York.

The only/Relisble and Harmless Remedy known
to
T removing brown discolorations from
the Face. Prepared only by Dr.B. C. PERRY, 49

from

"
Notice.
‘
v
order of the Executive Committee of the Free-

logical School,

bonds have thirty years to run, payable in New York
in GOLD.
Trustees, Farmers’ Loan and Trust Com-

6mb

HASKELL,
144 South 4th St., Philada., Pa.

SE “PERRY’S

Notices and Appuinments. ©
——p—

able 15th February and August, in GOLD free of
United States taxes, in New York or Europe. The

Book mailed for 30 cts.; 3 for $1.00,

H.D,

For Moth

starch, maizena, ravelenta, or any of the gelatinous
extracts of grain... .
rr

In denominations of $1€00 and $500, coupon or regis.
tered, with interest at Eight per cent. per annum, pay-

AD'S PERSIAN

per bottle.

$1.00

THE

ST. JOSEPH AND DENVER CITY
RAILROAD COMPARE,

«“VipE ET CREDE.” The Union Carpet Co., just
established at 51 Hanover Street, are opening, at popular low prices,an invoice of Japan Mattings, the
finest known, at $10 per roll of 40 yards; the most
modern English
Tapestries, .at $1.50 per yard; Ingrains,75 cénts to $1.00; 3-Ply, $1.50; Oil Cloths,50
cents; also a complete stock of new, rich and fine
Carpetings,
all at pfices to suit every customer. Union
Carpet Co., 51 Hajover Street, Boston.
12t9

Its price is almost nominal; and the puddings, custards, jellies, creams, blanc mange, and other light
table luxuries prepared from it are superior in flavor
as

BY

IGHTNING SHORT HAND.
Recommended by
housands. No pot-hooks, but so plain that a
child writes 80 words per minute after a week’s prac-

the commodities of the American produce market.—

well

$1,600,000

I

to one of the most nutritious, palatable, digestible
and delicious elements of sustenance the world has
ever seen. The article has been patented under the
name of SEA Moss FARINE, and the extensive mills
of the SEA M088 FARINE Co., New York, are now
turning out immense quantities of this economic luxury,which has already taken a prominent place among

(as

Of the Issue of

Notices.

Price

BONDS

»

Treasurer.

Rev. J. C. Osgood, Mr.
Miss Nellie J. Page of

your druggist forlHOM

gist, Dover, N. H.

carpets the rocks on the shores of Ireland, Iceland,
and the coasts of Northern Europe, is as truly a food
staple, when

MORTGAGE

"

WAZSH, an 2 ou will get the best known romedy for REMOVING
MOTH PATCH. TAN and FRECKLES.
Mannfactured onl by B. F. Rackley, Drug-

Remedy.

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

1,210 sermens,

Yield

AE

the rugged cliffs of the ocean strand produce something that; if not bread, is'more nourishing and fattening than the staff of life itself. The Sea Moss which

rofitable season was enjoyed.
Next session will
held with the church at Gilbert’s - Mills, June
83—b.
A. E. WILSON, Clerk.

preached

the Magnolia Balm, ladies.
4117

Rocks

FIRST

Ella F. Merryfield of Penfield, N. Y.

Special

°

RIGHT PER CENT. GOLD.

3,00

Rev.
‘At the house of the bride’s father, April 13, by Miss

Moth.

are write

—

C. H. Jackson,Mr.D. W. Smith of Purinton and

If you want to

order of

Price of SCIENCE OF LIFE, $1.00. PHYSIOLOGY
OF WOMAN AND HER DISEASES, $2.00. In Tur key morocco, full gilt, $5.00. Postage paid.
Either book sent by mail on receipt of price.
Address “THE PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE
or
Dr. HAYES, No. 4 Bulfinch street, Boston.
N.B.—Dr. H. may be consulted in strictest confidence on all diseases requiring skill and experience,
:
:
eowly48

»

In Gilmanton, March 21, by
Alonzo Rollins of Alton and
G

cheap

to be his aim to induce men and women to avoid the
cause of those diseases to which they are gubject; and
he tells them just how and when to do it.—Farmington Chronicle, Farmington, Me., Sépt. 2, 1369.
These are truly scientific and popular works by Dr.
Hayes one ot the most learned and
ular physicians
pf t e day.— The Medical and Sur,
Journal, July ,
of

2
2,60
:
4,00
25,00

UL

Carrageen, is now manufactured, under a patent, in.

Session at

Q. M.—Held its Match

Barren

30,00

Married

™

every

get rid of Sallownesss, Pim ples, Ring-marks,
F ‘patches, ete., don’t forget

C. O. LIBBY,

not the

Joos Republican,
Lancaster, N.
H., Sept. T,1869.
DR. HAYES is one of the most learned and popular
physicians of the day,
and is entitled to the gratitude
of our race for these invaluable Proguctions. It seem s

Dover,N.H.

will keep

world, and at only half ordinary cost.

gratify coarse tastes, but

msdell ;25 each, £a Hebron, Me. per Mrs H

|.

hair in its place, and make it grow like the April
grass. It prevents the hair fromturning gray, eradi~cates Dandruff, and isthe finest Hair Dressing in the

D. 8. Frost, for the Council.

D. Dyer and others from sister Q. M’s.
session zt North New Portland, the second

he

we say is beauand a luxuriant
these? Hagan’s
of thirty appear

Kathairon

and purchased to

222.81 |

*

Admire.

this little thing is Beauty. What do
tiful? A trassparent complexion
head of hair. What will produce
Magnolia Balm will make any lady

They are.

10,00

Gott

physicians in

Miss Sawyer’s

is entirely cured, and enjoys perfect health,

intelligent family,

ten by a responsible professional gentleman of eminence, as a source of instruction on vital matters, concerning which lamentable ignorance exists, The important subjects presented are treated with delicacy
ability and care, and, as an appendix, many usefua
rescriptions for prevailing complaints are added.—

rewer
H H Phelps, Fremont, Neb. per. D M Stuart
Gray, Me. per A 8 McLean
Canton, Me. per D Allen
Harpers Ferry, W Va. per A 8 Dudley
Miss A.S Dudley, Martinsburg, W Va
Bloomfield ch, Pa. per 8 B Potter
1st Oakfield ch. Wis. per C E Ripley
Solomon Dwinnell and wife, Glover, Vi
Canterbury, N H. per J Clough
Roxanna James’ Sab sch class, Canterbury, N H.
per J Clough
Sab sch. Gilbert's Mills, N Y. for support of WC
Byer in India, per Mrs 8 Griffith
Fem For Mis Soc. Ellsworth Q M. Me.perM R

RBG The following strong certificate as to the cura.

Buzzell -and

Quarterly Meetings.

¢

Woman

abominable trash, published by irresponsible parties

Treasurer.

ney,M B Moulton,R H Foge.S Randall.8 Brown.

417

cancer.

N Y. per

N Jenkins, Mrs A Jenkins, M A Brown, EJ Bon-

of Flowers,

tive virtues of Miss Sawyer’s Salve, we clip from the

the last three years.
The missionaries of the Pennsylvania General
last quarter,
"Association
have, during
the

&c.

o

umn.

organized |

having indulged in correspondence quite
freely, ‘it is now proper that ¥ should say ’
GENERAL,
through the Star, that letters, to reach me
The
Republicans
of Maine, who seem freshly
the
here, should not be sent later than
interested to commit the government of the state
profand
pleasant
been
has
It
20th of April.
against liquor-selling,have urged Rev. E. Knowlitable to me to hear from so many old friends, ton to become candidate for Governor. Mr. K'
many
so
from
ations
and to receive communic
positively declines a’ nomination, as is under
I have never met with in person.
stood, chiefly on moral and religious grounds.
Natare is He regards the Christian pulpit as his proper
"Phis is a delightfal country.
putting on her loveliest dress, and the farm - | sphere, and believes that he, can do more at
to destroy intemperance by aiding to
ers are on the drive, getting in their crops. . | present
create a right moral sentiment as a teacher of
com
much
Labor’ is in quick demand, and
the gospel than by using the powers of the state
plaint is heard that agents go through the executive. The men who thus exalt the func:
state gathering up colored help at fair wages » | tions of the preacher’ above those of the politito labor on plactations still farther south, I cian ave far too rare.
The Baptists of Minnesota have ‘143 churches,
am delighted in seeing 80 many colored mea membership of 4,728. There are 99 minchanics, of the ditferent trades, so busy with
isters, and 694 persons have beep baptized durdone
be
to
in the city. Very much needs
ing the past year.
in the’way of Home Mission effort ; the fields
The President has signed a bill establishing a
are white, and solemly and earnestly invite

A. H. MORRELL.
:
vest,” &e.
Newbern, N. C., April 15th, 1870.

has

years with what the doctors pronounced

Revs.

the

Every

allusion even can be found in any other works in our

Foreign Missions.

&c., has been placed in our hands and will well re.
pay a perusal by every lover of Flowers and amateur
cultivator. See their advertisement in another col-

has been begun in

-—"

ministers,

in removals
the want of

Brethren and Friends ;—Having received $

letters from not » few persons, in differen
parts of the country, since I came here, and

that

MISSION.

CURTIS,

for

anguage. All the NEw DISCOVERIES of the author
whose experienceis of an uninterrupted magnitude—
such as probably never before fellto the lot of any
man—are given in full. No person shouldbe without
these valuable books. They are utterly unlike any
others ever published. *
:
1,17
VALUABLE Books.—We have received the valuable
1,00
medical works of Dr. Albert H. Hayes. 'Fhese books
are of astual merit, and should find a place in every

Dea Latham's Sab sch class, Lowell, Mass
“Rev J Ingerick, Ea Charleston. Pa
Mrs Mary Hanver $6; Miss Mary F Hanver, $4;
Poestenkill, N Y
Huntington Q M, Vt. per H F Smith
For Ed 80.2d Lisbon ch Me, for support of Nathaniel Purinton in India, per N S Purinton
Rev H N Herrick, C Hutchins $1 each, Minneapo11s, Minn
:
;
Center Montville, Me.
per J Hamilton
So Parsonsfield, Me. co by Mrs James Burnham on
monthly pledges, per ¥ W Towne
Main St ch. Lewiston, Me. per W H Bowen
So Kingston, N H. per J B Merrill
Ea Andover, N H. per C B Griflin
Wash 8t ch. Dover, N H.per W B Foss Rey. H Brewer, C A Coombs $1 each; Mrs Lacy
ite ,75; J Whitney, Julia Brewer ,50 each;

towel.—

with

NY

Concord, N. H.

NEW ENGLAND has given to the world many valua

the world is to bé converted. How can we,
k Elm, was received into the
write usand let us know what to depend the Second
Q. M.
Next session will be held at New Richthen, over-look the necessity and duty of
Remit, with P.O. orders or otherupon.
mond, June 17—19.
:
making her healthy, strong and influential ?
wise, to Rev. S. F. Smith, Treas., Berlin ’
D. WILLSON, Clerk.
Here, then, is our first and important Wis.
R. CLARK.
,
work to be done. We ought to make every
0swEGO, N. Y., Q. M.—Held its last session
church organization with whom God has
with the Phoenix church, March 4—6. But few
From
North
Carolina,
churches were represented, Fa a pleasant and
manifested his presence in saving souls,
——

with a coarse

DR: A. H. HAYES, Author.
A Book

1:0,49

The back should

er,’ ‘Spring Violet,” ‘ Citron,’ and over TWo HUXDRED
DIFFERENT VARIETIES. For purity of materials, fragrance of perfume, cleansing and softening effects upon
the skin, these Toilet Soaps have no equal in this coun“ try, and are warranted superior to any imported. For
sale at all first-class Drug Stores inthe United States.

H. Stevens and Seth B. Steveus, Minor Children of
the late Mark H. Stevens, deceased, by the appoint-

ment of the Judge of Probate for the said County of
d his said Wards are seized of certain
; that
Straffor
arcele of land situate in the town of New Durham,
n said County of Strafford,it being all the homestead
leading

road

from

New

Durham

premises ofthelare J. Boody. Southerly
farmand others. Westerly by land of

by

Easterly

ng about two hundred acres, bounded

Sm17

contain-

remises of said Mark H. Stevens, deceased,

the

ORWAY
OATS
}
WANTED NEXT YEAR.
Few farmers realize the magnitude of the Oat Crop and seme suppose the abundant
States,
United
the
in

to the

Depot

by said Boody

John Q. Bennett

harvest of another season will overstock the market
We call the attention of all such to
with this seed.
Comthe following figures, from the last report of the

and others and Northerly by land of John H. Stevens
and others, and that it i8

necessary for the

of his said Wards and will be conducive

support

to their in-

missioner of Agriculture, showing the secd required
by a few States only:
linois requires over two millions bushels.
Pennsylvania requires over three and a half millions j
‘bushels,
JONATHAN F. CHESLEY, Guardian.
York requires over two millions bushels.
ver one and a half millions bushels,
Sew
States alone will take more than will
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE,
STRAFFORD 88,—
addition to the home de
Probate Court at Farmington; April 5, 1870, Upon the
writes us that not less
foregoing Petition, itis ORDERED, that a hearing be
readily
had thereon, at a Court of Probate, to be ho'den at
Doverin said County, on the first Tuesday of May
next; and that the
titioner notify all persons concerned to aphsat at said Court to shew cause, if any
e
of
his
they have, why the prayer of said Petition should not muoh counterfeit seed is being sold that thiswill be
nted, by causing said Petition and order therebe
next
year,
Our
price is
in the
| on to be published three weeks successively
7
bushel; half bus
50; or
Morning Star printed at Dover, the last pu lication
bk
must
Money
.
terest to have the premises

=

Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,AND
HER DISEASES; or WOMAN TREATED OF PHYSIOLOGICALLY AND PATHOLOGICALLY, from INFANCY
TO OLD AGE, with elegant ILLUSTRATIVE ENGRAYINGS.
:
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published. There
is nothing whatever that the MARRIED OR, SINGLE OF
EITHER SEX cat require to know, but what is tully
explained, and many matters of the m
important
and interesting character are introduced, to which no

Mission.

SILAS

satisfaction as White Pine Compound.
In Colds,
Coughs, Spitting of Blood, and even Kidney Complaints, it has ro equal.

ANSON Q. M.—Held its March session with
the second church in New Portland.
This was a
very interesting session, We were blessed with
Lac + | the labors of Brethren E. Toothaker, J. Dyer,

amount, please send, at your ‘earliest convenience, what you have on hand, and take
immediate measures to raise the balance

rubbed

ble inventions, but nothing

las

Creek, Rock and Dane and Fond du
If the other Q. Ms. have not the whole

then

years.

cloth.

Mrs D Webster, Rumney, N H
Ch at Sabathus, Me, per W C Stimson
‘A Tithe”
Mrs Laura H Firman, Burlington Flats,
S 8 Cady
;

6md4

Apply the Liniment cold, and rub in well
and,

proper, to organize a

Frost met the brethren and

WHERE.

‘|

We have heard Tocendly, of several severe cases of
spinal disease cured by
Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment ;
tne case of a man forty-five years old, who had not

M., Revs. D. H. Adams, J. F. Buzzell and D. 8.

for the

TROCHES.

x

ERRORS OF YOUTH,or the INDISCRETIONS or EXCESS.
ES of mature years. This is indeed a book for every
man. Price only One Dollar, 285 pages, bound in

Ch in Bangor, Me. per 8 D Church
B F Hayes, Lewiston, Me
Mrs Thompson, Ea Andover, N H. per C B Griffin
Ch in Sabatus, Me. per WC Stimson
Col Wheelock Q $ Vt. per L B Tusker
Bequest of Isaac
Prescott, late of Lyndon, Vt. per
J W Sanborn, Executor
Ch and Soc. Lyndon, Vt. per L B Tasker
Ea Haven, Vt. per F Randall
Newart, Vt.
st
nt
O Blake, Mantua, Ohio, per AH Moulton
Ea Orange ch and soc. Vt.towards con Lucy Chuble
life member,
per 8 W Cowell
Ch in Lowell,
Mass. per L D Howe

Be sure te

[SY

MAN, NERVOUS:
AND PHYSICAL DEBILITY, HYPOCHONDRIA,
aad ‘all other diseases arising from the

EXPRESS.
Rev 8 W Schoonover, Brockport, Monroe Co.
* GC Waterman, Lowville,
NY

FREEDMEN’S

EVERY

>

Brewster,
Fairport, N Y
‘McKenney,
Madison, Wis
Fayette, Me
Sumner, Iowa ~

:

BRONCHIAL

Pa

Rev J M Russell, Concord, Vt
Geo 8 Nutting, Newton, Mass
J A Brown,
Washington Mills, N Y
P Randall, Whittlesey, Ohio
John Miller, Harrisburg, Pa
Rev R McMinard, S8tarksboro, Vt

imitations are

for nothing.

L

Wm G Churchill, Deerfield, N H

tion of a listle fine salt will be an advantage.

Huntington, Vt., Q.

saw

Sisson, Jenner X Roads,

“ J M
hrey
‘W 8
Pike,
- IJ Drake,

CONSUMPTIVE

cheap

Warner—J

BY MAIL.
G W

same every other nigh: for 4 or 6 nights; the same for
a milch cow, and twice as much for an ox. The addi-

Organized.

there.

R Wright—W

Books Forwarded.
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“Horse Men,” and others who pretend to know,say
that the following directions had better be observed
in using Sheridan’s Cavalry Condition Powders: Give
a horse a table-spoonful every night for a week; the

Frost were appointed a committee to go to FaysF'. Baptist church

L

' BROWN’S

donation of $ 70,00 from their friends at S, Kingston,
N.H.

ton, Vt., and, if they

and

offered, which are good

the community.
© Com.
Rev. J. B. Merrill and wife are grateful for a

At the last session of the

CATARRH,

Troches, many worthless

A new F. B. church has just been established
at Camba,
Ohio.
It is called the Jefferson
Church, has 15 members, and the pastor is Rev.

Church

to

clear and strengthen the veice.
Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the

Bowles, Littleton,

17th, and a good work

O Waterman—Z

‘Whidden—0 D White.

paid

lect often results in an incurable Lung

For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA,

#mount to $219,14 above salary.

on the

Welles—G

cent

BY THE

PEABODY
MEDICAL
INS
A
No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston;
(Opposite Revere House,)
100,00 COPIES SOLD THE LAST YEAR,
THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF PRESERVA.TION. ArMedical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE IN

|

from the city treasury was

SOLD

school was

Evangelical and

that every

AND WOMANHOOD,

. PUBLISHED

and THROAT DISEASES, they have a soothing effect
SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them to

dud

A Sabbath

an

April

and strengthen the whole bod
0. ¢. GOODCO, Boston. «Sold by all druggists, : 4mo

MANHOOD

Home

N. H., was left out of the Register through mis-

J. W. Tilton.

says

churches

A

do all they. can to raise the amount. Three
have already responded in part, the Honey

shepherds to gather them, to care fo, pro-

ly by the loss of members,
‘and deaths, but mostly from

Advocate

TRL

Simeon

them

of

B| WIN &

An Episcopal

Requires immediate attention, as neg

take.
S
The donations made to Rev. S. W. Perkins and
wife by their friends in Eaton and Newport,

We hope every Q. M. wil 1

Mission Board.

have

Libby—

Potter—L

A COUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT

A.D. W.

name of Rev.

June, voted that the Q. Ms. raise $100
each, to be put at the disposal of the Y. M.

ranks in the ministry ? Where else do we
expect to obtain funds to support our missionaries in foreign lands, or our ministry
at home?. When the churches are scattered
like sheep without a fold, and there are no

\

|

not be due unti 1 | appointment, on the 16th of March, and after
year. Some re- prayer and due deliberation, proceeded to organthis spring. We ize the church. The brethren and sisters seemed
determined to live to God and for the salvation
friends to help us of their fellow-men.

Our Y. M. Conference, at

the cause of Christ. Where else can we
look for young ‘men to fill our depleted

pay

and

allow

AAR

this 8th day

ROBERTS, Rogtater.

“Buy MR AND ILL DO YOU GOOD.”—The best
medicine in the world is DR. LANGLEY’S ROOT
AND HERB MEDICINE,—a long tried and standard remedy for Liver Complaints, Bilious Diseases,
Humors of the Blood and Skin, Jaundice, Syehepsia,
Indigestion, Sostiveness, H
and al
8
arising from Disordered
Stomach,
Torpid Liver, or
Impure Blood. Jhey
cleanse the system, purify and,
new create the blood, restore the appetite, build up

W H

|.

062), the Episcopalians ($29,335), the Jews ($14,404), and the German Reform ($1,150).

Bro. Wares writes that at no time since his
connection with the Pittsfield church has the opportunity for growth and usefulness been so
great as at present. ‘Rev, E. A. Stockman is'still
retained as pastor, in whom the church and society are well united. Their future prospects
are encouraging, and they hope for a large increase both in numbers and in piety.

to get any. We wish our good brethren in
the more able churches would help us get
one. It would do us a great deal of good.

We need about $500 more to

in popular appreciation

Jt

We have no library, and we have no funds

—

are

Hanson—J

Loomis—D
Marvin—K8 Moody 5
Modrse—
E Manson—J D Murray—G N Merrill—AK Mqulton—

from the items that this was the case with all
denominations except the Roman Catholics($412,

Ministers and Churches.

ward assisted us three days, and Rev. J.
W. Whitney preached once. About forty
professed faith in Christ.
April 3d, our Anniversary day was observed, with a full house,morning and evening. The church record shows twentysix baptized, and an enrollment of sixty-six
Five more have given their
members.
names as candidates for membership. The
Sunday school now numbers one hundred.

Church Extension.

we

Flemington, Apr., 1870.

Dr. S. B. Hay-

in which

tracted meeting,

that

:

ty-eight members was organized. In Oct.,
Prof. Dunn came here and delivered three
lectures. During the winter we.held a pro-

“many little currents will make a river. All
orders will be promptly filled.
If brethren
and sisters will now send for boxes,we shall
soon open mission channels in every church.
What a beautiful report that would be,
which included every church! Is there not
at least one brother or sister in each church
who will order a box? Can we not have
every church enrolled ? Please send for
them, and state your Post Office, and the
church of which you are a member.
G. H. Bary, 80 Vesey St., New York.

Quite

Bro. H. reof the first

friends

last year,—showing

Holbrook—L

Kennedy—M M Knight—'
Funey-l Kibli
ball—8’Lougee—A Lewis—R M
aus—A

in the way' of remission of taxes. We judge

engaged in teaching, and others are preparing to
teach. There is among them generally a most
encouraging and creditable ‘eagerness to learn,and
an earnest devotion to their duties.

bought the old Congregational church, occupied for the last four yedrs by the Luther
ans, and the first Sabbath in April, the first
service washeld. About sixty were pres
ent. A Sabbath school was organized, con -|
sisting of sixteen children and of about as

missions ; to mix benevolence with everyday life; give a little, often, and keep the
generous emotions active. These mission
boxes are just the things to ensure such results. We can collect the large sums and
the small sums in this way, and edu-

4

of

They cost us about; six cents ‘Wis. Y. M. H. M. Board, reached the place,
not acquainted with a person in' the city.

"We should teach our children to give to

~ Itis

ing term

study.

One year ago, Feb. 11th, Rev. A. H.

Huling and

each. Those who send for boxes should
We
send along money to pay expenses.
do not sell the boxes ; the money sent will
be credited to missions, and the cost of boxes charged tomission expenses, Send for
the boxes. They pre perfect beauties, and
will prove a blessing in every family.

tect, or feed them, where are
for power by which to convert

to

Methodist

favor.
Our students, too, are more advanced, as well
as more numerous, both as to age and progress in

four hundred men.

. ble. A much nicer is now completed, and
is ready for orders. They should be intro-

cate the people to

The

College.

term of our

Garlock—1,

o

thoroughly Protestant rector.

to give

His accounts show a shipment in three
months, of $62,500. He employs about

ders them.

refused

who, if faithful to God, will be useful to the
world, and potent for good.
"
:
J. M. BrowN.

three

WH

congregation in Dundee has unanimously voted
to sever its connection with the Bishop who

good

and Door factories. Of these factories, one menced last week, and we now have ninety-six
is
said to be the largest in America. It is students enrolled, with a prospect that the at$100 to freedmen, when four others will do
owned
by Charles J. L. Meyer. He sends tendance for the term will reach, if. not exceed,
the same, ought to be met in a week.
away
about
10,000 doors and a proportion- one hundred. Each term of this year we have
These are straws, pretty large ones. ‘May
ate
number
of sash and blinds every. week. had an increase of students over the correspondthe currents increase in volume and veloci-

The offer of the

terian pulpits when in Scotland.

Shepherd. Among the converts
are several
of our SabbathFchool children, and some

newspapers, three Flouring
: mills, about a

B Fernald—J Fullonton—I

gelical rector of London for preaching in Presby-

mercy.

be brought into the fold of the

1

The Bishop of London has rebuked an Evan-

from the bondage of ein, into Christ's marvelous light and sympathy. = Others were
deeply convicted, and we hopethey will

one

’

n—|

of the wounded after the battle of Waterloo.

About twenty, we trust, have been brought

As to size, it ranks second in

=

that the last collection which had been made
in it for any charitable object was for thé relief

discouragements,

in great

Given
at Dover, in said county,
A. D. 1870,
AMASA

yra R Daniels—J C Doty—J F Dougherty—dJ Day
—dJ W Dunjee—J Estes—C 8 Edger! —V Elliott-- B Fogg

a

since.

several

Court.

8 8 Cady—Wm H Coffin—J Cook—A

“oATAT

notwithstanding

tobe

a

year

an un-

ve

th

babi

du Lac R.

will

there has been

the Lord was with us

west of lake Michigan, 42. It is now the
ready published in the Star are a proof of terminus of the Sheboygan and Fond
the interest

One brother “offers
this.
annually on $500, if ninety-nine others

place.

the fullness of the blessingof Christ,” and

The distance from Chicago is 177 miles, and

al-

offers

de-

girable placés on the North-western R. R

And

done.

autumn,

work in this

eitation and order

a

something

to have

most

last

The Lord has gra-

his

Church are urging

given for the Jubilee Me-

S
83

anxious

Since

revived

is

morial of five millions,
one million be given to
build houses of worship for feeble churches.
In one of the parishes in England, a little
while ago, a sermon was preached for the
Church Missionary Society, and the preacher
was assured by the vicar and church-wardens

usual desire on the part of the church, for
the salvation of precious souls.
Rev. S.
W. Schoonover came to our assistance, ‘‘in

Pleasantly located at the head of Winnebago lake, the cityis one of the

that, as the money

<S

A
PROPOSALS.
:
Tke waters are troubled, the Spirit is upon the hearts of the brethren. They feel

something will be done. . Those

Tuscarora, N. Y,
ciously

Perhaps a statement of our surroundings
may help some readers of the Siar to ap
preciate the Free Baptist interest here.

:

vote, reader?

erection in ‘the Presbyterian

Staples,

ar,
prin
er,ins
pail whereof to be at least oY. y

Eng

Fonddu Lac, Wis..

gy and benevolence. Shall we evangelize
our country? Shall we multiply churches ?
Shall we extend borders? How do you

rE Rr TD)

Those who have in hand the matter of church

‘Tuomas E. PEDEN.

len M.

‘will exbibit herrag

account.
a
the said Guardian

tice, by causing this

we
oD pt

freedmen, work everywhere, call for -ener-

pear and be
on
And it is ordered that

ge

| ren.

presbyteries.

A third Presbyterian church has been organized in Boston, Dr. James Kichards, pastor.

(immersed) who had tinited with the Breth-

D. G. H.

hereby notified 1

Guardian of said Prion

5%

not all put their name upon the roll of honor? New fields, the broad work among the

ou

count of her said Guardian
a Court of
to be holden at Dover, in said
county,
the first
Tuesday of May next, When and wherd you | may ap-i

ons

aid in having this prayer answered.

The synod would be

%

:

oo

Will

of New England.

<
on

Eze

We shall see what ones: do nothing.

nod

I. Jackson, Hillsborough, Wis.
@, H, Hubbard, Honey Creek, Wis.
D.S8. Frost, Jonesville, Vi.
ot

©

“ joimt committee” on reconstruction to recommend to the next Assembly to establish a Sy-

“smaller than many of the proposed

*

Sa

forth iaborers into his harvest;” and our
undivided labor must be so directed, as to

record of every church which contributes.

the

TRAFFORD. 85.—To Frederic L. Hawkins, minor

oI

'

Boston they have passed & vote begging

N. ¥
H, Damon,Cowlesvile,

“ W. 8. Stockbridge, Gardiner; Me.

Hames.

A

:

“PB.

RaSa
Eres om a
252d 883333

forward with. vigor: ' We rejoice to know
nothing. Ifthe pastor doesnot call for a that the work is well begun in some localicollection, don’t wait. Send for yourself; ties, and is going on with fine success.
ask your neighhgrs to join you in sending; Our constant, fervent prayer should be, that
be sure to send votes. We are keeping 8] the ¢* Lord of the harvest” ¢ would send

8

during the month of March, which resulted
in the, conversion of between twenty and
thirty persons.
It was the privilege of
the writer to bewith him two days during
the meeting: April 10th, six were baptized and united with the F. W. Baptist
church, and one joined who had previously
been baptized; and seven were baptized

mites. Send ** two mites,” rather'than do

ee

us a

STAR:
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sold:

wherefore he

prays

tuat he ma} be licensed and authorized to sell the
same at public anction, according to the statute in
such case made and provided,
.
* April 5, 1870,

whereof to be at least one week

JAS. H. EDGERLY,

before said Court.

A
HE
ny all orders.

is
every man to bi
and take his chances
for the ll price in &
but those desiring to grow seed for us on eon
terms. We: have already oonus
may ad
to put
acres, and ehould be
tracted for over 2,000
|

Judge of Probaie.

\

MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
| rs suMaeg TERM of hia Institution wil comand . oent ps a A B., Principal,
May 13,* April
ticulars
menceaddress
PiPittsfield,
28, 1670,
\i
Me,
continue

ten

.

Id

fy

.

any

more,

who send
N

Que new

Ted

for
D. W. RAMSDRLL &

218 Pear! st. N. Y,, or 171 Lake #{,,

Chicago,

CO.,

Illinois

TT

Is
AR A EVEN

boys behind me should screech out ** teachmate in innocent school-girl days, did not
bid her old friend to her wedding last
week. The elite were there, not the working-women.
* There are a few, a very few employments
at which I might earn morq money than: at
teaching. Back of our dwelling is a glove
and mitten factory, where a score of young

OP W—

There shall come a time for gladness,

‘When the heart may e’en forget,
- In the melody of pleasure,

girls sew from the rising of the sun to the
going down of the same for two dollars a

" All the ills that grieve it yet.

day.
Not forever in the valley,
gulf below,

Not forever ’mid the briars
. Zion’s pilgrim bands shall go!

shall come the light of morning

milliners

sistgrs

are

Here my independence

-Darken long and weary years.
There shall be a joyous meeting:
When the reign of death is 0’er—

But the factory business is not to be

men-associating with girls of this sort, be
they ever so worthy ? Worthy ?,- What an
idea! Worth is entirely outof date. Men,

evenffhe best of them,

though

they

aré

more independent of action and pretend to
greater democracy of feeling than women)

And forever shall the tear-drops
Vanish from each face away;
And forever is the darkness

are wofully trammeled with the old,old prej-

udices that women are dependent darlings,

Banished where ’tis endless day ;
And forever death and sickness,

should fold their bands, etc.,

I not
high
poor
solve

Sorrow, pining,
pain and woe,

Shall be known no more, nor looked for,
In the house to which we go.

Going to Sleep.

etc.

But

do

despise such consummate folly, such
injustice? And yet, what can I, one
girl, do against public opinion ? I reagain ‘and again that I will fight

against it.

But oh, independence!

dost sometimes take wings and

ily (fis

thou

fly away,

and I go drifting with the crowd.

Two tireless little feet all day have trotted
Across the parlor floors;

I know that I, “oh

am sadly stained

with this contemptible'pride.

Two tiny dimpled hands have slyly plotted
Mischief behind the doors!

Because a young carpenter or baker is
smart and sensible, am I to go with him to
Two magic crystal orbs, with watch unceasing,
a lecture or concert (provided of course
Their glance on\all have flung ;
‘| that he ask me) ? ¢ No, indeed! Jane,
Two rose-red lips, their merry chattering, teasyou know you are not; and let me ‘whisper
ing,
in your ear, you have not the courage to do
‘In bird-like notes have sung.
it.” Here Iturnred to the roots of my
lids are clos-

hair, for well I know that there are plenty

Bidding adieu to light;
And lips, while hands and feet lie still, reposing,
Have whispered their * Good-night.”

of such men that I respect far more than
the smooth, sleek, pink cheeked clerks and
book-keepers upon whom I am always bestowing my sweetest smiles. But oh ! their

O blessed hour, when soft-winged sleep, descend-

vulgar callings.

Now, o’er those

orbs the

drowsy

To toil-worn mortals! all their troubles ending

and “ such,” and placing them

In sweet, oblivious peace.

what a contemptible

is superior to

That deep repose may bring that self-forgetting
Prelude te newer birth,

And send his angel bands,

The midnight watch and dawning hours to num:

With glowing, star-tipped wands.

The Family Circle,

wages for

Nature.

JANE WALLACE,

my work?

phatically, and a thousand

Most em-

times,

yes.

If

Ilabor, why should I not receive wages,
pray?

Is itmore honorable

to work

that

of

labor

hand labor, and that phkople

to be ashamed,” and

I

answer,

“I

am,”

and so it goes on, an ever-revolving problem in my mind.
At one time I say I honora woman who
works; at another time, when I hear one of

the species spoken of, Ijoin with the mul-

. DEAR EpIToR :—We are poor and proud.
I have been to school, and have graduated.
Imust work. What shall I do? When
there is but one avocation that young ladies of ‘* respectable” families follow, a
choice is soon made. I must teach. Dol
want to work? Yes and no. Do I wish to

receive

institution,

who work with their intellects are superior
to the generality of mankind. Ithen give
myself a nudge and say, ‘ Jane, you ought

Will ever guard the tender infant’s slumber,

k 3

in a class,—

in my mind an argument, that brain.

And gently veils the earth,

A LETTER FROM

titude and class her with the low and unrespectable, because she works. I have not
strength of purpose enough, at all times
and under all circumstances, to stand up
and bravely assert what, in my inmost
soul, I believe. This is the case with the
majority of women.
All honor to the rare
few who have dared to brave that .monstrosity to all women, public opinion.
Oh! that the ranks were faller. Women can never hope to be raised to their prop-

er hight,to have justice done them, while the
majority of them,

and

ladies who cared nothing for the money
* that teaching brought,—not they. I never

like

myself, are

afraid,

nay, ashamed to be classed with those who
earn their livelihood by honest toil.—Christian Union.
:

A

get nothing in return? I trow not. I
have no such pride. I have known young

Word

to the Girls.
BE————

First-

of all,

commanded,

do

love

your

own

work.

Itis

your neighbor as yous/

taught with any such exalted motives. /I self, and you need all your own streng
would sayto

that high-minded sisterhood,

who teach for experience alone, step aside

to do it. Perchance you are weak; your
faces are pale; your hearts are. timid;

and give a humbler one who must work for

your

pay, pitiable though it be, a chance.
It was

verily a trial to me

to begin

to

teach ; and for a long time after. finishing
school,

when the question

which is invariably asked

was

asked me

every graduate,

nerves

are

trembling; your heads

ache.
Be your own doctor—¢* throw physic to
the dogs.” Be brave for your commands.
Come out into the garden and field, take

hoe and rake,

put the borders in order.

‘ What are you going te ‘do now you are
outof school ? are you going to teach ?” ete.;
“1 would affect aristocratic airs, and say, * I

Even the spade will be less exhausting, if
wisely used in the free, joyous air of
heaven, than the German and round dance

do not expectto teach yet, at any rate;”

at midnight in the crowded hall, under thé

when all the timé I had applied for a situa-

brilliant chandelier, has

tion in one of our public schools, hoping
for, and still dreading the time when there

had enough of indoor life, through the winter, no doubt. Dress up your vines, trim

would be a vacancy for me to fill.

;

rouad out your heb,

OR your protest.

by thought, word and action against the
re-iterated charge of dailies, weeklies, and
monthlies, that the girl

“ good for nothing.”

of

the period

is

Prove it alibel.

So sure as spring time and harvest shall
come to bless the earth, so sure is it that
God, who sets his bow in the heavens, allows no cumbering thing long to enjoy the

good, the true and the beautiful, provided
by his hand.
* The poor need your

:
care,

half

so

much in gifts and charities, that relieve

the

(though

not

Mostof all, do those

erring sisters,

who

have strayed from the ways of wisdom and
peace, need your positive illustrations, that
hands were made for labor, and that the

earning

of one's own bread isnot disrepu-

table.
2
:
Let those who have not yet erred

have

the force of your example to enforce the
teaching of the wise and good, that earnest
industry is the most respectable garment
a woman can wear. Be calmly and womanly brave—and aggressive if need be—

all work is woman's work if it must be
done, and she can do it profitably

to her-

self, and acceptably to her employer.
No place you can fill is a man’s place, unless you unjustly crowd him

from

his posi-

tion.
Don’t listen to the

silly

talk

about

the

“‘sphere” of woman. Her sphere is as broad
and long, as high and deep, as she has
power and talent to fill, and for every wasted fragment of her ability she is responsible
to her own soul, to society.
Work for the failing and tempted brothers. Oh! not more does the soldier boy,
who has left his right arm or his leg upon
the battle-field,

or

the

wife

and

children,

need you, than does that gay young man
by your side—whois paralyzing his brain
with the cigar, or his whole body
wine cup.

with

the

Oh, girls, in pity work for him, stretch
forth your arms to save, and open your
lips to speak the truths, thatshall hold him
from the certain destruction. From the
women of our time, as well as the men,
must come the resistance that shall tam
our

Talk of the Lichens.

been.

your shrubbery, go to the hills

You

and

have

woods

Far upthe side of the mountain the
naked rock shot up still higher. It seemed
very high as you looked upward. The rock
was even on its face and full perpendicular.
On its surface were four kinds of lichens
growing—from that whose leaf was very
small, to the last, which

was

quite

coarse

When

not stop thinking. What would my young
reader have thought had he been ° there P—
8. S. Times.
:

Kitty and

¢ Please.”

_ Kitty had of late got a bad tone

voice.

to her

Itwas a tone of command,

very

unbecoming a little girl. Instead of saying, * Will you be kind enough to do this

orthat?” or, ‘ Please do this?” or, ‘* Will
you?” ic a gentle tone, she said, ‘¢ Do this,”

or

“Do

thas,” like a little tyrant.

mother, as you may

well

Her

“ Bridget,” she said, “ I want my shoe
on. Putiton quick for my pa will come
soon.”
Bridget was doing something else in the
and

did

not

immediately

come

out,
:
* Bridget,” she called again, ** don't you
hear me? Come and put my shoe on.”
.
Her mother was in the

next room,

and

overhearing her little daughter, said:
*“ Say please, Kitty, and Bridget shall put
your shoe on.”
Kitty pouted, but did not speak. She
took her shoe, sat down on

mind

what

it

when I seemed to hear a small, crispy voice
very far up the rock calling out,—
Mother, how

old am

I?”

_* Why, my child, you have just begun
to live. You are only eighty years old
yet.”
;
¢¢ 1 call myself young, for I am only five
hundred and twenty years old.”
Inow listened with all my ears, for I
knew the lichens were talking among them-

the

floor

and

»

* You stay here, Kitty, until you can
ask Bridget properly to put on your shoe’;
and her mother went down stairs.
Kitty turned very red, and burst out into
a hard, angry fit of crying. Then she got
up, ran into a little dressing-room and shut
the

door.

Oh,

naughty,

foolish

Kitty !

How much trouble she was making herself! and how grieved her parents were
to see no dear little Kitty in her own

chair at the table!

and

for

such

too ; that was the worst of it.
By and by her papa came

high

a reason,

up stairs, and

not finding her in her mother’s

room,

went

Na

:

The little girl jumped up from the
ner, and going towards him, said :

cor.

* Oh, papa, * please’ would not come out

of my throat; it stayed there; it almost
choked me ; but it will now.”
She took her father's hand, and, taking
up the shoe, ‘went to find Bridget; and,
when she found Bridget,

she said:

* Please, Bridget, put my shoe on a
naughty little girl's foot?”
Bridget did it very willingly. Then she
ran down stairs, and throwing her arms
round her mother's neck, said, with a tear
:
;
selves. Ifelt sure they would say more, in her eye:
‘“ Mamma,
please’ did stay in my throat
and I took out my pencil to put down what
they would say. Pretty soon I heard the so lorg that it felt big and almost choked
me; but, mamma, it's out, and I think it
same little voice say,—
;
:
|'will
come out quick next time. Please
¢¢ Mother, ain’t you discouraged P”
kiss me, mamma. I'm very sorry.”
¢ Discouraged ! at what,’ pray ?”
Kitty did not get chokedso again, She
‘“ At
your size!- Five. hundred and
found
it easy to say please” afterward;
twenty years old, and how very small you
and * please” made the little girl a great
are!”
plier
"
*‘ Not so small, either ! I cover six inches many friends.
square already, while there's my poor
grandmother, almost eleven hundred years
Helping One Another.
old, and she covers only five inches even,
now! Very few, I. am happyto say, of the
Domb animals sometimes set us good
lichen family, who have worked harder or examples. I will tell you a true story of
accomplished more than I have, though I two horses.
do say it myself.”
In the town of Indianapolis there was a
. * Well, mother, of what use is itto cling blind horse who, one day last Summer,
to this appa rock, and hang here summer wandered into the river, and then did not
and winter, amid storms, and cold, and know how to get back to dry land.
winghbeating upon us? Here I have clung
Now, there was a good horse, whom the
and been trying to gnaw into this rock for boys called Dick, and who was grazing

eighty years, and have not got my roots ‘in

near by, when

half an inch. What's the use? We
as well die and drop off. Nobody

swimming

might
would

sion of the real needs that pertain to the public
and writer.

he saw the

blind horse

round in a circle in the river,

and trying in vain to fiad the solid shore.

But is it really necessary for me to work ? and brookside, hunt out the trailing arbutus miss us or care. What do we live for?”
Dick must have thought to himself :
I might stay at home in genteel indolence, from its hiding place. Gather the earliest
*“ To raise wheat.”
‘ That poor horse can't see, or he would
and,by dint of much turning of old dresses, spring flowers, the violet and anemone, t
¢ Raise what?”
.| not act in that strange way. I will call
. liveon the hard earnings of my noble wake-robin and blue forget-me-not; and, | ‘‘ Raise wheat,to be sure.”
to him ; perhaps he will mind my voice.”
brother
; but when Jane Wallace, a strong looking down into their sweet, retiring
‘‘ Pray, mother; what do you mean? We
So Dick began to neigh as loud as he
and healthy maiden, is guilty of such high eyes, learn lessons of duty, humility and lichens away up here, on this cold rock, could, but the blind horse still was at a loss
indecency, may she thoroughly despise her- | purity as the hours go by.
raise wheat! If that isn’t fanny !"
to know which way to tarn. Perhaps he
self.
:
.
¢¢ Listen, my child. This huge mountain was deaf as well as blind; for, though
I see out of my window even ndw, as I
Yes, there is a certain respect I have for write, a mother and daughter busily engag- is a solid rock. If it were all pounded up Dick would neigh quite
loud, the poor blind
myself when I labor, that is worth far more ed clearing up a garden, raking away the fine, it would make soil on which men horse stll could not find his way
out of
to me than even my scanty wages. The last year's rubbish from the beds, as you, would raise wheat. But it is now very the river.
:
bread I put in my mouth is sweeter, the dear girls, should rake all the last year’s hard, and thers is nothing to’ pound and
Then Dick must have thought, * That
clothes I wear look handsomer, when I rubbish from your brains and hearts.
turnit into powder. Aud so God has creat- poor horse will get tired by and by, and
i|
glance in the mirror I quite admire myself,
All this rubbish, left of last year's excel- ed us, the lichens, to have our home here, sink and drown if I do not help him.”
" ‘and my dear homely hands, how I love lence, but mars beauty, and they know it. to cling to it, to gnaw it, and with a kind
Then Dick went down to the river, and
them! And yet, am I quite sure of my po- How well they look—this mother and child. of acid we have, to crumble and dissolve: it. swam out to where the blind horse was,
sition in society?
:
The young girl's eyes flash with Lbright- Don’t you, remember that the very last year and touched noses, as much as to say,
What
did the little stiff bow say that the ness, and already the prophecy of “spring ‘you rolled down two little. grains of the “follow me,” and then guided the blind
Misses Passington gave me when we met roses are upon her cheeks ; with her hat and rock P Well, every grain we make falls horse safely to the shore.
of a morning ; they in their carriage for an rake, and conveniently short dress, they are down ; then the rains wash it into the little This kind act was seen by a great many
wiv drive, I with my tell-tale dinner bask- as beautiful a picture as any man ever paid brook, the brook carries it into the river,the people on the shore; and they cheered
«et on my arm, bending my brisk footsteps a thousand guineas for.”
river raisesit up,and as it overflows its bank, loudly ps Dick came up on the bank with
“ schoolhouse-ward ? It said this: We are Dear girls, rouse yourselves if you wish drops it just where the old soil is worn out, the blind horse behind him.
to be beautiful, and
it is a duty to be beau- and the wheat néeds new. The Nile thus
I hope you will be as ready to help a
tifal, just as beautifal as each one of you carries down little particles from the ‘friend in need as poor Dick was. We
can be in health and strength and activity mountains, and makes Egypt so fruitful.”
must learn to be kind to ome another, for
of life. Beauty does not come of flounces
“ O mother, how often can I gnaw off kind acts and kind feelings will make us
or folds, of paniers or Bostly raiment; dia- rock enough to raise a kernel of wheat
happy.—Nursery.
-
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Same

By

Rev. James A. Bolles,

Publishers, etc.

pps 96.

An anecdote, or aphorism,

on

1870.

16mo.

i

;

or more extended illustration of mostof the sub-

An orthodox presentation of the subject of
marriage, from the Episcopalian stand-point,—in

jects with which

‘which

the preacher would have

ocea-

sion to deal, may be found here with little diffi-

wholesome

suggestions, a thoroughly re.

calty, and what is found will generally be in itself well worthy of use. There are afew men

ligious spirit, a dread of innovations, a habit of
gravely announcing instead of logically justifying
opinions, and a grief at the increasing laxity in

whose ability to illustrate topics is so ample that

domestic life, all find a full though not a very im-

they

need no

such

aid

as is here

pressive embodiment.

offered; but

ninety-nine out of every hundred will find this
volume eminently useful, and have occasion to
thank the compiler for his timely and labor-saving help.

NEW HAMPSHIRE IN THE GREAT REBELLION.
Containing histories of the several New Hampshire Regiments, and biographical notices of
many of the prominent actors in the Civil War
of
1861-65.
By Major Otis F. R. Waite.
Claremont, N. H.: Tracy, Chase & Co. 1870.
“Octavo.

pp. 608.

The “boys in blue” especially, and the loyal
citizens of New Hampshire generally, may well
congratulate themselves on having the war ree
ord of the Granite State made up by the author
of this book. His heartis plainly in his work.
He appreciates the cause for which these soldiers
struggled, and

the

struggles

themselves

!

THE Sx CUSHIONS. By the author of the “Heir
of Redc lyffe.” Boston: William V. Spencer.
16mo. pp, 261. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
The Six Cushions were to be worked for the
altar stepsin an Episcopal church, by as many
young girls who had just been through the instruction necessary to prepare them for their
first communion, and the tasks were assigned by
the rector, Dr. Henderson.

The

story

serves as

a thread on which are strung many portraits of
characters that figured in the parish, “and it
serves also to foster not

a few developed

princi-

ples, and applied precepts such as it 1s well to
learn-and that are adapted to use,
TH»

HOBENSTEINS.

New York:
pp. 084.

never

fail to awaken his sympathy and enthusiasm.
His narrative is plain, dignified, impartial, and
not without literary attractiveness, though he

By Friedrich

Leypoldt
!

Spielhagen is, in

&

some

Spielhagen.

Holt.

1870.

sense, the

12mo.

Hawthorne

of German literature. His power as a writer is
something to be admired and remembered. He
keeps clear of rhetorical extravagance and ambi- sees to the very bottom of the human heart, and
tion for fine writing. His account of each Regi- sets its most secret and profound workings in the
ment is quite full, and he has taken great pains very light of noon. Having Auerbach’s full vigto make the roll of its field and staff’ officers com-- or, and keeping clear of his sometimes weari- .
plete, with the dates of promotion, resignation, some detail,he paints every character vividly
death, &c: Eleven fine portraits, engraved on
and fills every page with a throbbing life. Asa

tried to put it on herself, which was all steel, embellish the volume, whose mechanical
very well had she not done it angrily, for excellences are not the least of its attractions.
children ought always to help themselves. The Wop is sold by subscription, and can hard]
fail of "a wide circulation.
Kitty tugged and tugged at her shoe, but
her little fat foot having grown fatter since
OLD-FASHIONED GIRL. By Louisa M. Althe shoe was bought, it fitted very tight; in AXcott,
author of “ Little Women.” With Illusfact Kitty could not get the shoe on.
trations, Boston: Roberts Brothers.
1870.—
16mo. pp. 378. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
Soon she heard her papa’s step in the enMiss Alcott has secured a hold of the reading
try, and began to cry.
* Bridget will help you, Kitty,” said her public such as will make anything emanating
from her pen draw patronage and assure purmother, looking iatojher chamber;
* ask chasers of a treat. Her ‘‘ Little Women” has
her, my child.”
gained a success that constitutes one of the most
But Kitty looked * No, I shan't,” though marked phenomena of our recent light literature,
she did not say so insomany words. The and the qualities that she there developed were

sorry tone.

began to wonder in my own

The “authorof this volume has before now

D. D.

think, was very

sorry, and talked with her little girl about
this new fault.
One day her shoe came’ off while she was
playing. When it was near dinner time,
she called Bridget to put it on.

closet,

and life, they indicate a good judgment, a cultivated taste, a catholic spirit, and an apprehenspeaker

under the shadowof the mountain,

was created for,and of what use it could be,

|

hae
a leo Ane se BS

to the little room.
‘¢ Where is my Kitty? he asked,in a sad,

waiting

~~ Literary Review.

will what

and large. We sometimes see such lichens
on an old fence, an old treé, or an old
house. The face of the huge rock was als
most covered withthem.
As I sat down

for my friends, I gazed at the lichen, and

-

proved himself the possessor of the genuine gift of
song. He is thoughtful, careful, never allowing
you dig out this year raise wheat P”
-hispoetic fervor
his judgmen
of tits
“Perhaps five hundred years hence. "NEW CYCLOPEDIA OF ILLUSTRATIONS; adapted rights, nor suspendto thecheat
exercise of his critical
to Christian teaching; embracing Mytholoss,
God sees that there will be old men and
Analogies, Legends, Parables, Emblems,
Met- and subtile jntellect;
and yet his verse has both
little children upon. earth then, and they
vigor and sweethess,
‘and not a little of his fine
an
ous
Anecdo
ete.
image
willry
long clingto the réader’s mind and
will want bread ; and so He has created us | Rev. Elon Foste I. . Wi ith" an Introduction b
Rev. Stephen H. aves D. D. New York:
W. yield a true wmsthetic enjoyment. He will never
and placed us here to prepare soil, and get
C. Palmer, Jr., &
Co. 1870. Royal Octavo. be the poet of the masses, but his verse will come
this rock ready to raise wheat. Thus He
PP.
oh
home to cultivated and meditative natures like
goes before, and provides, and makes even
Dr. Tyng, who always uses words for a pur- distant music at nightfall wafted over the sea.
the poor little lichens useful; and if we do pose, and never descends to fulsome compliment, .The principal poem in this volume is narrativein
our duty, His smile will cheer us; and speaks of the author of this volume as ‘ animat- form and based upon well-known incidents in
though we can do but little, a very little, ed and intelligent.” His compilation justifies the life of the great musician. The briefer pro.
the use of the terms. The more than 6000 quota- ductions which follow are simple, pleasant and
yet that will do goed to somebody.”
:
characteristic.
The lichens stopped talking, but I did tions here brought together, classified and indexed, are gathered from a broad field of literature

back the great wave of desolation that is dinner-bell rang.

breaking now with fearful wrath over
whole continent.— Woman's Journal.

20,1870.

« Perhaps, once in thirty years.”
* 0, what slow work!

these should

classes,—below myself. Then there follows

For He who ever guides the sunlight’s setting,

Poor Hyman

I often find myself, a poor

primary teacher, dependent on my own exertions, looking down upon serving gitls

ing,
Brings a desired release

ber

cheeks. .
:
:
Rouse yourselves ; learn the truest lesson
of life—tobe useful ;, tq fill your place; to

Would I work with these crea- ‘prassure of to-day

py in saying that I blush to acknowledge
it. Whoever heard of first-class young

In the land of evermore.

EE

washing; and whose

thought of under any circumstances.
There is another reason, though I am hap-

In the house where all are happy,

EE

the ambitious
carriers,
0 out

B C's.

Not forever shall our mourning

©

are

ant tasks in life than teaching the sixty
scrubby, uncertain-looking “fants their A

4

Not forever have they left us,—
yy
Those for whom we shed our tears;

“4%

girls

three I often feel that there are more pleas-

L

Tears and sorrow shall depart.

.

expensive

tures and be called a mitten girl? Never! ‘not be wanting),us in your example and
Is not teaching a more honorable calling ?
influence, to teach thém self-reliance and
Nay, verily, is not teaching a more conself-help; to teach them how not to be
genial occupation ? Here, however, I will
poor.
j
;
acknowledge that long before half past

While their song the sweet air fills.

To
weary, waiting heart,
Aud, amid the joy of daybreak,

these

languishes.

They shall march with mirth and music,

Not forever shall the darkness
Of the midnight’s lonely hour
Overwhelm the timid spirit
With the terrors of its power.

But

daughters of blacksmiths and hod
whose aunties have been known

and serving girls.

They shall tread with cheetful footsteps
' OA the pleasant, sunny hills!

Ting

monds can’t make eyes, deadened by disease, look bright, nor the ‘most

French flowers give a human glow to faded;

er forever.”

Not forever are we chastened
By the might of sorrow’s hand,
Not fo
pass we sighing
Through the stranger’s weeping land.

2

STAR: APRIL

~~ Blanche Biit,
with whom 1 was so inti-| worn

.Not Forever. 5

With the yawning

=" MORNING

so suggestive of the school-ma’am,two small

Podrp.
—

REE

3

such as gave promise gf other products equally
rich and peculiar. Her *‘ Old-Fashioned Girl”
exhibits the same excellences and attractions as
its predecessor.

Polly Milton is her heroine, and

she deserves the honor,—a gleeful, bright, merry, sincere, straightforward young miss,—till she
becomes a young lady,~who is not spoiled by the
fashionable
frivolities among
which
she is
thrown, but works for her living, weaving genuine romance into the web of her practical life, refusing to be spoiled by the pitiable follies that
thrive in the fashionable school and get embodiment among most of her associates, keeping her
heart unsullied, scorning shams and eschewing

coquetry, rebuking pretense and shaming heartlessness by her sincere spirit and womanly ways,
helping the needy and inspiring the aimless with
a better purpose, and marrying at last the somewhat rough and harum-secarum Tom, who car

ries a manly heart ynder his rough exterior and
his blunt manners. There is something genuinely healthy and quickening in Miss Alcott’s characters; and her philosophy of life, which comes
out spontaneously in her pictures and her collo-

quies, is such as the girls of the period would be
wonderfully improved by accepting and applying. It would give us solid substance instead of
worthless polish, and do an hundred times more

for the improvement of women than the bestow-

ment of the ballot. Miss Alcott deserves the
heartfelt thanks of the whole reading public,both
for the rare literary pleasure which she has furnished and for the high lessons she has taught.
Her Old-Fashioned Girl will keep an ideal before

the frivolous young ladies of the period that cannot wholly fail of doing them good, both by the
rebukes which it administers and the better impulse which it gives.

THE METHOD OF SHAKESPEARE AS AN ARTIST,
deduced from an analysis of his leading trage-

dies and

comedies.

By

Henry J. Ruggles.—

New York: Hurd & Houghton.
1870.
pp. 208. Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.

16mo.

The wonder

plays

suggested by Shakspeare’s

grows greater with the progress of philosophy
and criticism.
He is more and more an unsolved

and perplexing problem. Little known among
men of letters while he lived; leaving behind
him such meager memorials as to keep us almost
entirely ignorant of his methods of life beyond
a few ordinary and uninteresting facts; writing

chiefly for the stage, and putting on it such plays
as the prevalent taste demanded and which
would readily return him the means of subsist
ence, he is neverthless discovered to be myriad.
minded beyond any othér writer of the English
language, keener and

broader
language,

profounder in his

in his mental
more

range, more

varied

insight,

affluent in

and wondrous

in

style,

the most discerning and self-consiitent of philosophers, a literary artist who shames the masters
that he studied, a poet who leaves the great bards

writer

of romance,

he

occupies a place

in the

front rank of modern authors, though in the
power of moral impression he falls below his
great German rival. This new volume of the
excellent edition of his works, which Messrs. L.
& H. are bringing out, will be found quite equal
to its predecessors in interest and power.
SMITH’S DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE, Part
XXV., is at hand, with the usual evidences of
excellence.
The present issue has extended and

valuable

articles on the Resurrection, Romans,

Sabbath,

Sacrifice, Sadducees,

Samaria, Samari-

tan Pentateuch, etc., and they are treated, as
usual, in a manner that will prove eminently satisfactory. The great work hastens to its completion. New York: Hurd & Houghton.

JOURNAL

OF SOCIAL SCIENCE: Containing

Transactions

No. 2.

1870.

of the

American

New

the

Association.~

York: Leypoldt

& Holt.

Octavo. pp. 802.
The twelve papers that make up the great
body of this volume are richly worth reading and

preserving.

The topics discussed

are eminent.

ly such as are of living and practical interest, and
they are prepared by men whose names carry no

little weight.

migration,

They

discuss such themesas Tm-

Public Charities, Public Libraries,

Vaccination, Life Insurance, Criminal Justice,
An International Code, &c., &c. The department
devoted to General Intelligence is comprehensive

and full, and a vast amount of information is
brought together, classified and impressively presented.

EXPOSE

OF MORMONS

AND

Mrs. Mary Ettie V. Smith.
ark, N. J.
.

The

possibility of such

MORMONISM.

By

Bliss & @o., New:

a system as Mormon-

ism, in the nineteenth century, is a marvel.

This

book unveils the secret of its power, and traces
with a skillful hand the cunning devices by
which they ensnare the unwary, and the unscrupulous despotism by which they are held when

once in the net.
an of no

Mrs. Smith is evidently a wom-

ordinary

ability, and

by

weaving

the

narrative of her own experience of fifteen years
into the analysis of the system, she has made an
interesting book, and gives a startling view of
Mormon polity, which will make the reader feel
as John did when he beheld the cunning and un-

scrupnlous craft of Satan, and cried out, **I wondered with a great admiration.”

The National Publishing Company, Phila., will
soon issue LIFE

IN UTAH, by J. H.

Béadle.

He

knows Mormonism fully and proposes to paint it
openly.
The specimen pages indicate that he is
to write without timidity or reserve. Sold by
subscription.

Pamphlets, Magazines, &o.
THE

CHRISTIAN

QUARTERLY

for April is at

hand. It has six articles, besides its literary
notices, &c.
1. Relation of Baptism to the for.
giveness of sins; 2, Development ; 3, The Bible

in Public Schools; 4. The Philosophy
5. The

Rise and

of Faith;

Establishment of the

Papacy;

6. Does the New Testament determine the elements of Public Worship? The articles, as usual,
are critical and able, though there is less breadth

of view in the number,as a whole, than appears
in some of its predecessors. The first article
deals with one of the chief points in the faith
and eclesiasticism of the denomination under whose auspices the Quarterly is managed. The

beyond their venture into the upper air, and the
polygonic mirror in whose uncounted sides almost every phase of humanity may see its feat-

discussions on the Papacy and the School question are thoughtful and able. This periodical
has gained a wide and favorable recognition,
when the brief period since its establishment

ures reflected. The more his works are studied,
the greater is the wealth they disclose and the

wll & Co.

gazing at him in wonder from

more

marvelous

are

the

below as he soars

phenomena they

leading
artistic

plays
he is

both in the main design snd in the details of the
execution. He finds something fur higher than
the

marvelous

poetic

insight

and

illumination

that everybody is forced to confess.

He sees ev-

erywhere definite and controlling principles that

shape and color all his work, an intellect watch
ful over the

minutest

part

of the

Cincinnati: R. W. Cary

.

fling

up from their depths.
Mr. Ruggles has studied hima carefully and
with success. His aim is to show, by a clese and
thorough analysis of some of his
and characters, how
completely

is taken into account.

performance,

THE

BIBLIOTHECA

SACRA

for

April

opens

with an article on Psychology in the Life Work
and Teachings of Jesus, that will interest meta-

physical readers; a plea for a Fourth Year in
the Studies of our Theological Seminaries; a
discussion of that recurring question respecting
the Silence of Women in the Churches, in which
the author insists that women are forbidden
to participate in any religious meetings attended by both sexes, and several other things such
as this able Quarterly usually supplies to its

readers.

Andover, Mass: W. F. Draper.

and a most rigid purpose that subordinates every
detail to the great central idéa and informing ob-

ject. His study has been both critical, enthusiastic and successful, and his volame will prove, independently of its interest as an interpreter of
the great poet, very valuable in helping its readers do the work that belongs to the higher sphere
of psychology and
literary criticism.
Only
three of the great tragic dramas are laid under
contribution to supply the suggestions and illustrations that make up this volume; we hope the

author may continue his work in a field which
he has ehown himself so well fitted to explore.

THE CONGREGATIONAL QUARTERLY had its
usual portrait, its prepared papers on topics of

ecclesiastical interest, its statistical information
in which it has no equal, and its miscellaneous intelligence which is always well digested, Boston :
Congregational Rooms.

SPONTANEOUS
North

American

h Reply to the

Review, by Herbert

Spencer,

is an attempt to define his theory of the origin

of life, so that it shall harmonize with facts and

with the principles of his philosophic system.

| of the world.
HAYDN, AND OTHER POEMS. By the author of
“ Life Below.”
Same Publishers, etc, 1870,
16mo, pp. 161,

GENERATION,

He writes vigorously, but

his po-

sition is one that the mass of men will be slow

vnderto acceptl, partly from being unsble to
stand it, New York: D. Appleton & Co.

.
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SMITH'S
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Faith glides the brook and blows the gale,
Yet yonder halts the quiet mill;
The whirling wheel, the rushing sail,
How motionless and still!

right for you to do, and then set about do-

Finding a Way.

This holy respite to the breast,

11 of joy, he

To breathe the gale, to watch the wav,
What image charms, to lift thine eyes?
soul its nobler worth
on oral toil is given s

‘Go snatch the brief reprieve from earth,
heaven.:

They tell thee, in their dreaming
school,
Of power from old dominion hurled,
Where rich and poor, with juster rule,
Shall share the altered world.

,

Alas!

since Time

itself began

That fable hath but fooled the hour;

Each sage that ripens

am

power in man

his own!
When God proclaims

sick man. And
and comforted,

“I'm

in

debt,”

was

the

shield

—

of the divine

Personal Supervision,
Ample Capital.

The Mrssrs, SMITH

Ce)
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MACHINES.

ARE UNEQUALLED,

GAN is sold at the lowest price,—as the manufactur-

~~ THE AMERICAN ORGAN

is elegant im appearance,—thoroughly constructed,—
with powerful and steady bellows,—~with exquisitely
voiced reeds,—finely contrasted qualities of tone,and

FIFTEEN PER CENT.
GUARANTEED.

«A STANDARD REMEDY.”

GEAHAM, PERRY & C0,

BLESSING
Of

ly falling,

never

héard,

in your history..

Down

they

come, every morning and every evening, as
angel messengers from the Father of heaven. Have you lived these years, wasting
mercies, renewing them every day, and
never yet realized whence they came? If|
youw'have, heaven pity you. You have murmured under afflictions, but who heard you

This son lived to direct some to the Savhad

at night

and

then himself went to Jesus. Yet that
mother said, “When I gave him to God,

it was to be as he pleased, whether life or
death. _
Aged, broken in health, and at the last

wishing

AND TO

morning;

Count the mercies which have been quiet-

no tenderness, no relenting moved his heart.
they

Age!

wishing it was night, and

his mother's blessing, went out as one of
the earliest missionaries to a heathen land.
His father was in port when he sailed, but:

jour of whom

the

at
When you have the
NEURALGIA,
When every nerve in your being 1s like the sting of a
wasp, circulating the most venomous and hot poison
around your heart, and driving you to the very verge
:
of madness:
When you have the
SCIATICA,
| (thatI have just got through with,) that most awful
most heart-withering, most stren,
-destroying most
of all t e diseasspirit-breaking and mind-weakening

es that ean

afilict our poor human

S.

Prize

Many
persons say, ‘I ought to den
myself.” They are getting
along in life
very happily, and do not perceive any particular reason for changing their course,
but they have read that a man must deny

himself, and they say to themselves,
““What shall I deny myselfin? I wish I
knew how I could deny myself.”

go to

One

: ter

work

and

invent

modes

And they

of self-de-

person says, “I willnot eat any bat-

32 he denies himself.

nother

person

says,

‘I

enjoy

a

d

coat a8 od go anybody else; 4 bog a
Chrigtian,’ my duty is to deny myself; so I
will get linsey-woolsey,

cloth go,”

and

let the broad-

That is his self-denial.

:

Rust

.,

Holding Out.
—

The

fear that

you

Andy

give

a

higher

feeling

ascendency.

You

ave an opportunity for self-denial every
time you see a man. If you see aman
that you

dislike,

put down that hateful en-

land} Joseph Balch

Gr

will not hold out, and

that yon may bring disgrace upon the
cause of Christ, is not worthy of a man.
Proper solicitude on this point may help to
keep a man steadfast in the right course ;
but it should never, for one moment, stand
in the way of his going forward in a Christian life.
;
Suppose a young wan should say, “I
want to go into good company; but then,
I am so afraid I will make a fool of myself,
out!” A man that stays
that I will kee
ecause he is unpolished
out of society
left out by the
awkward, gawky, is fit
ey say, ‘He has
whole neighborhood.

mity of soul. "That will be self-denial.
Every timé you see a person in misery, and

you

shrink from relieving

him, then relieve

him, That will be self-denial.
Do not say, ‘‘I am so busy I can not sto
to see that little curmudgeon in the street;

but stop. God says, ‘You are all brethren,”
and, ragged
and dirty as thatohild
I

has not nerve enough to take the risk ; and
he wishes he did know what would happen
if he should do so and so; and everybody
langhs at him, and says, ‘‘There is noth

ing of him.

His bones are all mealy.

has no backbone.”
Why,

all

the world say that a man

have some courage,

endeavor

some faith in himself,

and encourage him asin the

to five

in conformity, with those

is, it is related to you in the larger rela- | great laws of nature and of grace on which
tionship of the eternal world, and you must’

& Potter,

Reed

&

& Wiley,

Cutler,

Son, Providence.

gels f
Price'$1.50per b ottle. |

Atreail ty

e characterof a man is based. We ask
you to go back to that pattern of manhood,

must

rule
*

that way, and am going to 1 ve in it aslong’

Mrs.

and all

Child’s

LTO
40

Series.

The Christ Child,-ssesesseae isaseysuvasy Ji
|

TB
70

Fireside

Angel.cceessecesssossvsvecnness

Day

2,15

Series.

Sunny Skies,sececeescescssreccscesrescesl
Pompeii and Herculaneum,.seesesscccess1,25

Archibald Hamilton,..... Cesrsecennrane «01,25

Starlighs

Starlight Stories........... sessssentrenes

Brother and Sister..ceieviceecicessersene
‘Who is my Neighbor?..... Saseantaan rans

Strawberry Hill...
Glencoe Parsonage.

1,60
«1.25

sseses sessencssvesvonnsasnesl
00

Any of which will be sentby mail, free of postage, on receipt of the price.

Postage onthe dollar-and-a-half books, 16 cents

avd

Antiquities

geverally,

Geography,

with

critical

story

notes

on

words, cto., in the original Greek,

Xt will contain a map of Palestine and the adjacent countries, plates and cuts to illustrate descrip:
tions of cities, villages, edifices, etc,
The first volume will contain the four Gospels,
venient for
thus making it much more ©
rk, especially
reference than any other simi)
for Sabbath-schools,

The Type
and clear, -

A

from which it is printed is new, large
’

7ti6

JBiddeford, Me.

Parties designing -to get new Sabbath School

books of other publishers,and will be furnished to
Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.
Address,
L. R. BURLINGAME,
bh

Dover,

N.

H.

Remittances

of money for our publica-

tions may be sent either in Drafts on New
York or Boston, and made payable to the
orderof L. R. Burlingame, in Post Office
Money Order, or in Registered letter.
Moneys thus sent will be at otir risk.
Otherwise they will be at the risk. of those
sending them,

OOMMENOED IN 1817.

BOSTON TIPE ROUNDRI
.

of

Modern

Times.

HARD AND TOUGH METAL,
And its large varieties of

BOOK

AND

JOB

.

TYPE,

And lately for its unrivalled

NEWSPAPER FACES.
Address orders to «7

JOHN EK. ROGERS,

to be

Agent,

° B5 Water Street, Boston.

Aa The Morning Star type is from this Foundry,

tn

Ministers

one day to seven years, from six to ten percent.
A
child could readily understand it. For terms and
territory, apply immediately to
’
D.L. GUERNSEY, Bookseller,
New Works soon to be issued.
Concord, N. i
3m9

A SAFE AND SPEEDY REMEDY FOR
CouGHS,

i

CRroOUP,
ALL
AND

WHOOPING
- COUGH,
DISEASES
LUNGS.

OF

THE

A neglected cold and consequent cough, which the

SEWING

timely use of some proper and safe remedy might relieve and cure, when allowed to continue, resultin ob-

MACHINES

Are of different Sizes—Strong, High Speeded,
Eas
to operate, adapted to the Successful use of all kin

stinate disease of the lungs, which

of thread on every kind of goods

or leather; Simple

in construction;

t liable to

and as every

wear

human

*

baffles the aid of

skill.

WEEKS’ MAGIC COMPOUND has boen submitted
to the severest tests in the twelve years of its exis
tence, and has won for itself the high esteem in whick

is

adjustable, its consequent durability is ufequalled;
and by the best judges are acknowledged to be the
most ractical Sewing Machines extant. H. 8S. WIL8, General Agent for New England, 24 TEMPLE
PLACE, Boston.

COLDS,

HOARSENESS, AND
THROAT

TNA IMPROVED

itis held for the cure of diseases of the throat and
,ungs.
It possesses special virtue in the cure of se
vere colds, so common at this season.
No other rem

12t9

edy
equals it for all such cases. It truly
acts like
magic, as thousands in Vermont and New
Hampshire
testify. WM.JOSLYN & SONS, Barton, Vt., Propri
etors.
GEO. C. Goodwin & CO.,and BURR & PERRY,
Boston, General Agents.
.
Sold by all druggists.

Sm9

FREE BAPTIST BOOK
IN BOSTON.

ing injury to any of them.

And Religious Publications,
The most Complete Assortment and Lowest

The most complete success

has long attended its use in many localities; and it’
is now offered to the general public with the conviotion that it can never fail to accomplish all that is

:

claimed for it. It produces little or no pain; leaves
the organs free from irritation, and never over taxes
or excites the nervous system.
In all disea:es of the

Fresh Garden,

.

«+

+

«

"ily

«0905
.
.
.
.
"
30
It is sold hy all dealers in drugs and medicines,
TURNER & CO., Proprietors,

130 Tremont
eow

Ssreet,

Boston,

25 Sorts of either for $1.00;
prepaid by mail. Also
Small Fruits, Plants, Bulbs, all the new potatoes, &c.,

prepaid by mail.
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To any person who will send us a

THE REGISTER.
The Register for 1870 is universally

admitted to be far superior to any heretofore issued. It needs onlyto be seen

Kennedy's volume,—¢“Close Communion, or open Communion?
An experi-

and examined to be appreciated.

ence and an Argument,”—and will also
send a copy of the same work to the

A very large part of this edition has
been sold.
Those desiring it, will,

new subseriber.

therefore, do well to send in their orders at once, as we wish to finish the

the second to the fifteenth inclusive, on

the same terms. The postage—which
is twelve cents,—must be paid by those
who order the books.
THE REPORTS.
We have sent to the Q.'M. Clerks

he Grant Cigar
Tip is anovel& a pleasure, samples 30cts
A. Grant, P. O. Box 4390,N.X.
13t13

TING ON ACHING
HITEC

the Blanks necessary to secure full sta-

gvoryihing.
OR Fami use—s$ le,cheap, reliable, Knits te
AGENTS WANTED. Circular and Sample stocking FRE
Address HINKLEY KNITTING MACHINE CO, Bat, Hee

tistical Reports of all the churches,
Quarterly and Yearly meetings for the
Register for the year 1871.
i
Clerks having this matter in charge,
will greatly facilitate the early issue of
the Register, by promptness in collecting and transmitting their statistics to
this office.” |
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CLERGYMEN.

The Photograph Mar-

riage Certificate can be had of any Bookseller,

or of

| ug direct, by mail. CRIDER & BRO., Publishers,

on

the

uilding Paper.

1.20
216 11,76

dozed, 144

Aa Thereis no discount
dozen.

Post Office. addresses of the Yearly
‘Meeting Clerks, as well as those of the
Quarterly Meeting Clerks and Pastors.
York, Penn.

.)single,

:

Let there be special care to give the
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iT
1,72
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12,00
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Or, if it is preferred,

we will send any unbound volume of
the Freewill Baptist Quarterly, from

sale of it as soon as possible.

Chrigd an Baptism, 81, Bound,

Premium.

year’s subscription in advance for his
own paper, together with a year’s subscription in advance from a new subscriber, we will send a copy of Mr.

:

s2me,

Large
SR

business belonging to the advertising

do

Potato, prepaid,

blooming Japan Honeysuckle, 50 cts. each, prepaid,
True Lage Cod Cranberry,
for upland or lowland culture, $1.00 per 100, prepa d, with directions. Priced
Catalogue to any address, gratis; also trade list.—
Seeds on Commission.
.
‘B. M. WATSON, Old Colony Nurseries and Seed
Warehouse, Plymouth, Mass, Establishedin 1843.
m

on application to Mr. Geo. B. Coss,
at our office, No. 30 Vesey St., New
York, who is authorized to make contracts for advertising, and transact any

GENTLEMEN,

41bs. Early Rose

or $1.00.
Conever’s Colossal Asparagus, $3 per 100;
$25 per 1000, prepaid.
New hardy
afrant ever.

To ADVERTISERS.
The rates of
advertising in the Morning Star will
be promptly forwarded to Advertisers,

ik

Flower, Fruit, Herb, Tree,

Shrub and Evergrece Seeds, with directions
or Culture, prepaid by mail.
The most
complete and judicious assortment in the
country. Agents wanted.
J

w any other cathartic.
:
:
>
ofSent by mail, on receipt of price and postage.
Box, $0 2%
.
.
Cia
.
.
Postage, 6 cents,
13.

Prices:

D. LOTHROP & CO.
38 & 40 Cornhil),

£20

skin, blood, stomach, bowels, liver, kidneys,—of children, and in mang difficulties peculiar to women, it
drings prompt relief and certain cure. The best phybeians recommend and prescribe it; and no
800
siho once uses this, will voluntarily return to the nse

15Boxes,
1.00

STORE

SONDAY SCHOOL LIBRAIES

tg
Mild, Certain, Safe, Efficient. It is far the bes
Cathartic remedy yet discovered, and at oncerelieves
and invigorates all the vital functions without caus

of

|"

Frst Letter Foundry in New England.

and Students will find this book well worthy of their
attention, as every family ought to have it. Also,
NEW CIRCULAR INTEREST
TABLE, se arranged as give the annual interest of any amount from

.

«1,50

Scripture, ancient Chronology,

and foot-

Book

!!

offer,

500 AGENTS
WANTED for “HAND OF
GOD IN HISTORY.” By Rev. Hollis Reed. Grandest Subscription

OFFER

ALWAYS NOTED FOR ITs

longer

* Prices of Freewill Baptist

Libraries, or to replenish eld ones, can send us
their orders which will be immediately filled with
our own publications, or will be filled with the

references

The Freewill Baptist Quarterly is no
published.
.

GREAT

Horace Waters, 481 Broadway, New York,

THE QUARTERLY.

15

each; on the dollar-and-a-quarter books, 16 cents
each; on the 75 cents books, 8 cents each.

carefully revised

‘A

Halls

still supplies Musical Instruments greatly to the ad;
vantage of purch: asers.
Among the best terms offered is a NEW SIX OCTAVE PORTABLE MELODEON of grand tone for
$65; same rents for $5
per qoprer.and rents pay for it.
Address REV. L.'L.
HARMON, Portsmouth, N. H,
Residence, 14 School Street.
te

or 176 Broadway, New York.

JMiscellaneous.

Early Choice.......

Overcoming
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15
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When you and I were Young.ceeeeeesees

lovers of

as they should he pronounced.

Series.

notes.

Full and

.

REMEMBER
i
L. HARMON

:

| Jamie and Jeannie,.
Boy’s Heaven,.....
Bright

the Scriptures; and itis hoped that the long needed
work will help to supply a want deeply felt ‘in the
Free Baptist denomination,
:
The attention of our clergymen, churches and
the public generally is called to some of the features
which will chaiacterize the work :
The proper names in the text will be divided
and accented

,T8

Good Little Mittie,ceeee scessescessescecs
Making Something,cecccecesecerssscececs

Nil

stugents,

Series.

Birth Day Present,.c... est isecessccncecs
New Year eecee.eees ee ssnesns secsssscces

Xt is designed for the use of Bible cldsses, Sab.
ministers,

Day

A Rainy Day at School,ceescsecsccsccece

Bright: DaVapecesse
srt snspressssrssssehll’

not be so busy as not to have time to care
#*ublished by the Freewill Baptist Printing Ha.
the character of Christ, which is the most tablishment, Dover, N. H., and D. Lothrop & Co,
for him,
:
perfect
development
of
human
nature.
A
If your selfishness says, “I can not stop;
Boston, to whom orders may beaddressed. Although
I do not want to be plagued with these lit man who has not courage enough to von- the work will be for sale by publishing houses, espe
tle ruffiarig.of the street,” and a diviner el- ture on that, is not half a man. The traly ial agents are wanted throughout the Denomination.
emept of the soul says, *‘Stop! neither | manly spirit is this: ‘If that is the right Enolose stamp for reply, and address
J.B. BUTLER,
businéss nor pleasure has any right here; way in which to live, I am going to live in

religion, humanity, and duty

* Rainy

OW IN PRESS, AND TO BE ISSUED June 1st,
8 COMMENTARY ON THE NEW TESTAMENT, by J.
J. BUTLER, D. D., Professorof Christian Theology in
the Theological Institution at New Hampton, N, H,—
In three volumes. The first volume will contain
about 436 pp.. on superior paper, and will be bound

bath schools,

«01.50

Contradictions, or, High Life in Edgerton1.50

NEW COMMENTARY.

in the best English muslin,

eee150

Light from the Cross...cceceee.

2.52

The comments will explain the text, exhibit the
He | connection of narrative and thought, set forth the
principles of doctrine, and apply them to present
uses,
L
must
Numerdus references to parallel
passages of

gome venturesomeness, if he is guing to
| succeed; and there is not another direetion on earth in which a man has so many

things to help

Weeks

& Bird, Carter

Luttrell,.c.... cseerecesssencessassl,B0

Aunt Mattie, «fs%e ce.

8.

Boston; W. F. Philips Y.W. Perkins & Co. Port

Men have no idea what self-denial is.
They are floundering after something, they
do not know what. They are searching no pluck.” ‘You see what the consequence
after an opportunity for self-denial, not un- | is
A man wants to go into business ; but he
derstanding that fo deny one’s self is simply

to put down a lower feeling in order to

Brothers

for Churches

country should be as tho-

but to introduce them where the merchants have not got
them, we give particular attention to RETAIL TRADE,
Enclose 25 cents for Illustrated Catalogue of 3 cts. for
criptive Circular,
dei 8
1VES’ PATENT LAMP CO,
9ot12
37 Barclay & 42 Park Place, New York.

department.

Series.

Shining HOUTS,eeesceccsssssesaccsensseaslBO
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1,80
Master and Pupil,ccceceiccescccseccsec
+15
cones
i
a Hacketpn,

rejoice over blessings? ‘Ask the sunbeam,
+ afflicted by most acute sufferings, this godly the
yaludvop the star, or the queen of night.
mother ‘endured unto the end,” prayin
heart like a knife ; now
tell me if a relief and a
€
|
What
is | fe but mercy ? What is strength, your
always for her husband and children. She
of any of these diseasesin a few days is not the
ad each the power cure
friendship,
social
life
?
Greatest
Medical
Blessing
of
the
Age, tell us what is.
lived to see another daughter become a
ech, each would say, “I am a mercy.” |
DIRECTIONS TO USE:
believer in the Saviour, and then died leav- of 8 aps
Jou have never regarded them as
You will take a table-spoonful aud three spoonfuls
ing her last testimomy,
* God will be . Per
If not, you have been a poor student of water three times a day, and in a few days every
such.
particle of Rheumatic and Neuralgic pain will be distrue to his promises.”
of nature and revelation. What is the pro- solved and pass of by the kidneys,
Manufactured by
.
priety of stopping to play with a thorn bush,
whenyou may just as well pluck sweet
DONALD KENNEDY,
Crude Notions of Self-Denial. flowers,
Roxbury, Mass.
and eat pleasant fruits?
M.

Superintendents.

and delivery.

nature;

ts—Geo. C. Goodwin & Co.,

S.

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Kstablishment. These Books are now ready for sale

When you have the
LUMBAGO,
Lyiog and withering in_agonv and pain, unable to
turn yourselfin bed, and every movement will go to

re

3

Veliinport Bohemian and French Lamps and Shades.
facture Bronze Lamps at,
greatly reduced rates;
characterless instruments, nor to furnish a supply of | W
mts for the Pocket-Folding Lantern, and are
Ageats for Hartshorn’s Folding, rev Johnson's Dome
dissatisfactions, even at the low price of $50 each.
Paper Shades,
Nothing worthy can be produced for such a sum
IVES’ PATENT LAMPS are sold by dealers generally

CONSUMPTION POSITIVELY CURED.

Over the Mercies.

Chandeliers and Brackets

and puivaie D

Y provided with light as a house in the Sn we are
to furnish every room complete with its approamp, safely secured in its proper place, thus doing
th movable lamps, which
have proved so dangerfl objectionable.

ers have no desire te waste their time upon feeble and

ingenious mechanical cofitrivances for increase of
Street, Chicago.
ve it to pak Row, New-York, or 148 Lake
the lecture I had prepared, and
power and for expression.
earnestThis excellence is not the result of chance, but folCaptain W— and his wife were as en-- them. With look and voice an
tirely unlike, as opposite in their charac- ness of manner, I could manage to kee
lows their well- devised system, so that each Organ is
But
I
Dac
well.
the
attention
pre
ter, as the antipodes. What made the differperfect of its kind ; there is no more chance for infeence? Grace given to the wife, refused ‘ga better way.” I learnedto get the lesrior
work than in the Springfield Armory,
UPHAW’S
FRESH
MEAT
CURE
It
was
hard
work
at
and scorned by the husband. When they son out of the class.
Every Instrument is Warranted.
Does cure Bronchitis, Consumption, all Lung
first.
It
was
as
though
I
had
climbed
a
were married theyoild said they were
Diseases, and Spitting of Blood, and strengthen
*.% An elegantly Illustrated Circular, containing
well-matched. Captain
W—— sailed reg- tree, and looked down upon them, calling, [
and build up the system to a healthy condition.
ularlyas commander of one of the finest “Come up here, my dear boys.” But they
descriptions and prices, will be sent post-paid on apThis has been tested by Prof. Trosseau, in two
When
I
climbed
down
would
not
come!
ships whose white sails ever entered an
plication.
thousand cases, in the HoSpitals of Paris, in
East Indian port.
He amassed wealth, and from the tree, and sat side by side with
which it cured nearly every case; and in this
Oh!
Twenty Years Established! 30,000 in use!
each
of
them,
we
came
up
together.
brought itto his city home, where his
country Physicians are daily ordering and comthis
is
a
great
need
in
our
teaching.
What
GET THE BEST.
young wife waited his return year after
mending it to their Patients. It has made'some
ear, and children gathered to call him alesson Iwas taught when I saw this erastonishing cures.
One Bottle will prove ils
ror! » I saw that if I would lift my scholars
S.D. & H. W. SMITH, Boston, Mass.
ather.
When three had been born to him,
cTicacy. Sold at $1.00 per Bottle, or Six for
2t16
$5.00. Sent by Express to any address.
the mother was awakened to her lost con- up, 1 must get underneath them, and ply
dition as an unbeliever, and after a long the truth as something that I have felt and
JOHNSTON,
HOLLOWAY
&
COWDEN,
EVERYBODY READ THIS!
_ confliot, devoted herself to the service of know myself, in like condition and needs
© 602 Arch Street, Philadelphia.
as my scholars are in, se that they may be
Christ.
.
i
E Will Pay Agents $25 a week and expenses, to
lye3pl4
impressed with the thought, ‘¢ Our teacher
;
sell the Greatest Discoveries of the Ale. AdWords can not paint the wrath of pap
dress, WHEATON, HENRY & CO., Marshal, Mich.
has
been
just
where
we
are,
and
knows
all
tain W—— when he returned and found the
he Kugenie is the most Useful article
pe
change wrought by the Spirit of God. about it!”
Circulars
ver invented for your use.
I got
After
I made another mistake.
Oaths and abuse were showered unremite. Mrs, Morgan, P. 0. Box, 2438, N.Y.
a
was
which
system,
catechetical
the
into
tingly upon his wife. The deformity of
:
me
13613
his character was revealed to herrin, depths good long step on, (I think it tock
‘eight.years
to
g
e
t
there;)
then
I
did
all
the
and breadths she had never known.
hat aking Ba
aon
a
from
‘We guarantee to purchasers of our prope!
‘was she to do? Her parents and relatives
12 to 15 per cent. per annum; thatis,at the expiration
rested in their graves and she must tread out, and my questioning was confined SE AN ARTICLE IS “DR.TOBIAS’ VENETIAN of
one,
two
or
three
years,
we
pay
back
the
principal
LINIMENT.” It has stood before the public for and 12 or 15 per cent. interest per annum, if the pur
alone the thorny path before her. She bore ‘mainly to “leading questions,” involving
yoy little thinking on the part of the class. 22 years, and has never failed givi satisfaction in a chaser then prefers that amount of money to the
until he again sailed out of port, havin
single
Every drop of this valuable com- property hehas purchased, we, of course,
ing
the
And I learned this, that one single thought pound instance.
is mixed by Dr. Tobias himself, therefore it property upon paying the money. The time’ and rate
seized every opportunity to find streng
bréught
out
from
the
scholar
himself
was
can
be
relied
upon.
- It is warranted superior to any per cent. agreed upon at the time of sale in each case.
at the mercy-seat.
other for the cure of Chronic Rhcumatistn Tootaent
We place Money upon loan on two and three fold
Finding herself once more alone, she worth a year's thinking for him ; that a sin- Headache, Sore Throat, Vomiting, Frosted Feet, Real
securities, at 9 and 10 per cent. per anle idea coming out of any of my boy's Mumps, Croup, Burns, Cuts, Sea Sickness, Insect num, theEstate
interest
payable semi-annually.
’
knelt with her boy and his two sisters, and 8 eads
was
of
more
profit
to
the
class
than
Stings, Scalp, Cholera, Colic, Spasms, Dysentery,
We
invest
on joint account, that. is, in purchasing
with words their young hearts never forolds,
Coughs,
Old
Sores,
Swellings,
Pains
property for others, we take half the pecuniary regot, plead for
e to live nearer to fifty questions I could put myself. Thus I| Bruises,
in the Limbs, Back and Chest. There is no medicine sponsibility for half the profits.
in the “World” that stands more on its own merits
God and train these children for him. got at the secret so often asked of me, than
the “Venetian Liniment.” Thousands of certif“ How in the world do you get your boys
Thencoforth, that was her earnest work.
icates can be seen at the Doctor’s office, attesting to
As a member of the church, new life seem- to ask questions ?” 1 encourag ed them to its rare virtues. Sold by all Druggists and Storethroughout the United States.
Price, 50 cts.
ed to be given her, and ere long her chil- speak their mind. I helped their stammer- keepers
3d Sue dollar per bottle. Depot, 10 Park THe Xv
ROOM 8,
MAJOR BLOCK,
dren regarded her as one whom they must ing, respected their feeble beginnings,
ork.
“|
have - always with them, and - received in- and made myself one with the class in my
Corner
LaSalle
and
Madison Streets,
And
with
what
interest
in
the
answer.
structions as cordially as their daily food.
THE GREATEST
Years passed, and two more sons and a intense earnestness did the whole thirteen
Chicago, Illinois.
of
my
boys
attend,
when
one
wasexpressMEDICAL
daughter were added to her cares. But
REFER BY PERMISSION.
the Captain's opposition only grew the more ing his thought or asking a question.
Again, I have learned that, to be successviolent, especially when he found his chilHon. J. Y. Scammon, Chicago; 2d National Bank,
; Nash, Spaulding & Co., Boston; Harding,
Chie:
dren walking in paths he despised. Friends ful,the teacher must be himself, must teach
Grey & Dewey, Boston; 1st National Bank of Genespoke to her of a divorce. * Never,” was on his own plan,’ and not attempt “to imiseo, 111; A Corbin & Co., bankers, New York oily iB.
LY;
her reply; ‘God has given me my chil- tate another's style. Clothe yourself in
S. Woleott, President Hanover Insurance Co.,
your
own
Jarments.
Do
not
try
on
others’
1st National Bank, Richmond, Ind.; ery & Co.,
dren, and
for their sakes Iwill endure to
Keystone
Y.;
N.
Utica,
Heffron,
8.
D.
Y.;
N.
DR,
KENNEDY'S
RHEUMATIC
AND
Albany,
ey may not fit you at all.
the end.” She ruled her family with almost dresses.
| National Bank, Erie, Pa ; James Calder, Hartsbuls:
NEURALGIA DISSOLVENT.
Pa; C. 0. Libby, Dover, N. H.
Spartan dignity and firmness, yet with the Work out your own way ; see that it is according to the Word of God, and then be
love cf a Christian mother.
Providentially my
TO CONSUMPTILIVES,
, be yourself, in imparting the
EADER, you may consider this a sort ofespread danghter was restored to health by simple means,
The eldest daughter lived to the age of natu
will be sent free.
particulars
truth.
Many
make
miserable
failures
in
The
eagle
heading,
hut
I
mean
every
word
of
it.
1
without medicine.
eighteen and then sweetly sleptin Jesus,
the endeavorto copy. They imitate only have been there. When your system is racked with BEUREN E. HOUNSLOW, Stockton St., Brooklyn, L. I.
while the mother, amid her tears, thanked
4t16
RHEUMATIC PAIN,
God he had+made her the mother of one te janis and weaknesses of others.—S, 8. and you cannot even turn
or sitting |
Ifin bed;
orld.
morning
the
in
suffer,
in a chair, you must sit and
‘TO PASTORS OF CHURCHES
redeemed through Christ. The eldest gave
io
it was

Count

es,

aa But it is not claimed that the AMERICAN OR- [§

would come before the class brim-full of

himself to God's service when but a child,
studied for the ministry, and then, asking

180,

lieving that a house in the

The Messrs, Smith mean to make ONLY the best reed

SEWING

The best machine in the world. Stitch

alike-on both sides. ONE MACHINE WITHOUT MONEY.
For further particnlars address THE WILSON SEW ING MACHINE CO., No. 656 Washington street,
Boston Mass.
1y:

believe that their

BY ANY HoUSE WHATEVER.
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EXPENSES

To Agents to sell the celebrated WILSON

any of these particulars.

Figen

-

88 Wall 8t., N.Y.

“Feed your land and it will feed you.”

$2000 A YEAR AND

and

and tha#®heir Establishment cannot be surpassed\iny

while, I learned that Sab-|.. A
en to
ing
agoodA
teachingwhilewasto not
preaching. we fo A er He
a
i:
learn that. I | stating Territory desired-—
It took me a lon
. W. GOODSPEED & CO.,

There are, doubtless, wives who can sym- | Aftera
pathize with and will be encouraged by | bath school

P. O. Box, 5883.

ps

instruments, and they are satisfied that a discriminat

——

Can

8 For particulars,
send for pamphlet.
For sale in bags in quantities to suit purchasers, by *
.
J. 8. SARDY, >

Division of Manual Labor,

:

is

ni
animal matier—~making the most concentrated and
profitable fertilizers for all cereal, tobacco and fruit crops,

Refined Taste in Decoration,

FOR

LAND PLASTER.

mended, being compounds of the Ie

ing public is willing to pay thd value of what it gets.

Learning by Experience.

Enduring Unto the End.

WANTED

PHOSPHATE,

moniated Soluble Pacific Gu

Musical Knowledge and Experids

FACILITIES

CAROLINA

nos, rendered soluble; the former containing
a large percen
of Peruvian Guano, and the latter highly ammoni-

sist of

Active

Pacific; .

The use of the above Soluble Phospho-Peruvian and Am-

Labor-saving Machinery,

with

is a donation.”—4dvance.
AGENTS

Also,

"| Well-chosen Mat ‘rials,

;

“Twelve per cent. There, pastor, you are
Here
the first man who ever caught me.

s
“Ever
thus turn thy grateful looks
first towards heaven, and then to earth.”—
| Krummacher.
:

he oe,
oq olde his hy hy
:
— Sir Bulwer Lytton.

illustration

the poor people, relieved
blessed him, and called

of God. _Horms smiled and
him an angel

|

Sig fags: may raak divide heponyy

the following
faithfulness :

| This little story is pithy :

richly to them of his wealth, and tended the

Man’s world awhile hath surely ceased,

:

He

into
ingestment into
How muchmuchdoesdoes the the ingestment
man | ‘How
young man|
ves of toee LondLor The.e Hetrich young
Hous
then opened his hand, and gave freely and | which you put that money bribg. you?”

:
Yebevary day Iu seven, ut Joast,ni

TE

aloud.

)

Soluble

Gl nanos.

FISHGUANO and Ground

for the production of Musical Instruments con-

how willingly would I give up all which the Doctor met all the assaults of the
my wealth!” Hermas, the shepherd, list- agents. The representative of the American
ened to these words, and he said to the Board came around.
« Have. you called at the Doctor's yet?”
rich young man, “All good gifts come
said the pastor.
from above; thou canst not send anyth:
«¢ No, it's no use; he is terribly in debt,
thither. Come, follow me.” The you
i
followed the pious old man, and they came? he s: ays.
® Then let me try him,” responded the
to a dark hovel, where there was nothing
but misery and lamentation ; for the father pastor. He called, and made a solicitation.
*‘ No, pastor, I can't subscribe. 1am so
lay sick, and the mother wept, whilst thd
children stood round naked and erying for deeply in debt.”
“Doctor, how much interest do you pay
bread. Then the young man was shocked
at this scene of distress. But Hermas said, for that borrowed méney, for;which you are
5
«Behold ‘here an altar for thy sacrifice! |in debt?”

Tnvites thee to the skies.

And pass a guestto

God

Ammoniated

FACILITIES

thee,

The shite reflected on the fide

v

praised

face up to the heavens and said,
“Q thou Almighty giver of all blessings,
if a human being could in any way repay

But where the waves the gontlest glide,

Te

—

turned

And know the wheel may rest!

Nardy's Sotble Phospho-Peravian,

S.

ing it, with a determination to carry it
through. Do that, and God and God's
angels will help you, and you will be
r child of Cain
f toil
Six d
A
rich
young
man
of
Rome
had
been
sufbrought, at last, into the kingdom of God’s
"Thy strength t oe slave of Want may be,
d | fering from a severe illness, but at length glory.— Beecher.
The seventh thy limbs escape the chain,—
rik
he
was
cured,
and
recovered
his
health.
saan
.
A God hath made thee free!
Then he went for the first time into the
Ah, tender was the law that gave
rden, and felt as if he were newly born.
Cent Per Cent.
C—O

GUANO.

A: MERICOARNGAN

ves me life.” That 15 manly. |.
here;” if youobey the dictates of that di- as God
You ought to actin regard to religion as
vine element, then you deny yourself.
ou do in regard to anything else in life.
“Tn honor preferring one another.”
ou ought to make up your mind what is

The Sabbath.
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THE

parative fighting quslities of the American Eagle
and the British Lion—after which the last law on
the statute books connected with slavery was put
n the road te oblivion, and several other matters of business satisfactorily disposed “of. In
the House, the tariff bill was discussed. during
the day and several duties on iron reduced.
The
evening session was spent in calling for the excuses of absent members, and listening with
merrinient to the weakly witty responses.
/

On Saturday,
the Senate was not in session.
In the House, a resolution was passed terminat-

ing all indefinite leaves of absence May 2d.

The

Senate amendment to the House bill concerning
the income tax came up, and after a debate, dur-

ing which

several

members

expressed

mihds upon the desirableness of
amending the income tax, it was

concur with the Senate.

MISCELLANEOUS.

recently in command

of the

‘Cuban army, is on his way to New York.
There were heavy frosts in the vicinity of
Louisville, Ky., during the last week.
The remains of the Hon. Anson
arrived in New York on the 19.

Burlingame

Seven hundred New York ship carpenters are
on a strike.
The Fenian congress is in session in New
York. and some of the papers are predicting

~ bloody things in the future.

>

Ship Thomas Freeman, of Bath, Maine, was
struck by lightning, April 5, and burned up. The
captain, his family and crew were saved.
O'Neil, it is reported, has been re-elected president of the Fenian Utopia. His voice is still
for war, if we may believe the reports of the
_ proeeedings of the Fenian Senate.

attacked with vertigo

in the U.

8. Court in Trenton, N. J., last week, are
edly unfavorable.
The

steamer

New

York

Dacian,

on Friday

which

last,

Developments bejore the Senate investigating
committee strengthen #4 belief that bribery has
Georgia

and

secure, if

four

involved

the

dispute

between

Great

named

Professor

from: this

country;

Jurassic,

in

coloring matter; contained 21 per cent.
over 10 per cent. of sugar

alcohol;

The

liquor was

stronger of lead

since we are able to get it fresh ; while the gen.

bleached.

uine olive oil often shows, from its age, a

ning, at least, of rancidity. This cotton seed oil
resembles linseed ofl in its drying preperties,
and makes, consequently, a better oil for painters

than

heard of them before they appeared in the news-

for lubricating machinery.

Boiled

litharage, it yieldsan excellent drying

papers,

oil.

with

Ex-

tensive manufactories are now being erected,
and the demand is already enormous.
“I'he
crude oil is used to make soap, to grease wool,

FOREIGN.

The captives by the Sitetian brigands for al
ransom have been excuted
Sunclude an i

begin-

ete.
It 1s

stable-men to leave

_| mixtures of lampblack and oil standing about

i

pores

stubles after using,
In a recent cepversation
with one of our members, a leading dealer in

paints and oils, our attention wis called to the
fact that partial mixtures of lamblack and oil
*F | would ina short time take fire by spontaneous
| combustion, and that this also applied to all mix| turesof calcine paints. Does not “this fact ac-

«| count for the fr-quency of fires in stables, where
the origin 1s attributed to other causes?
’l

i %

own

of the shell closed, and the egg as it were,

canned in its own covering. The eggs thus prepared are then packed in salt, with the apex
downward, and they are said to ep perfectly
fresh for many months.

Renovating Exhausted fand.

four

divisions,

there

will

follow

a thaw;

ifit rises in a continued frost, snow

but

may

be

expected.
4. When foul weather happens soon after the
falling of the mercury, it will not be of long
duration; nor are we to expecta continuance
of fair weather when it soon succeeds the rising of the quicksilver.
5. If in foul weather "the mercury rises
considerably, and continues rising two or three
days before the foul weather is over, a contin6.

In

fair

much and

may

demand.

Having once. re-

established fertility, the rotation must be brought

weather, when

the

mercury

and endeavor to increase the depth of good
soil as well, ‘Where there is good natural
grass land, like Kentucky's blue grass region,
‘or any other good natural grasses, it is wiseto

served that they can not be strictly relied
upon, tocorrespond exactly with the state of the
weather, though it will irc - general agree with
them, as to the mercury rising or falling.
In Paris, a very perfect system of storm-maps
is kept, by which one is enabled on* any day to
see at a glance what was the condition of the
atmosphere all over Europe the day before. The
intelligence is collected by means of telegrams,
and published in the Bulletin of Paris, a quarto
sheet of four pages. One page contains
a permanent
map of Europe in blue, on which is
shown in strong black lines, printed from day
to day, the curves of barometric
pressure
drawn through or near such localities as have

furnished

telegrams.

The other pages present

tables of the state of the barometer,
eter, sky, rain fall, and wind-force.

thermom-

i
is

%El 858888

. Firat Mortgage Bonds

Chesapeake

Western. ..17 0¢ g)8 00

=

Family

....20 00

ing

3@ 14

Its superiority as an East and Wedt ronte. and, the
promise of an immense and profitable trade awaiting x
its completion, have drawn to it the attemtion and
co-operation of prominent Capitalists and Railread
men of this City of sound judgment and known in.
tegrity, whose connection with it, together with that
of eminent citizens and business men o! Virginia and
West-Virginia, insures an energetic, honora-

tp

wool

clip

from

being

heat is prevented.

last year amounted

to

about

or 52,000,000 more than in 1852, and

was worth about $62,000,000. The stocks on
hand in Phildelphia, New York and Boston

at the beginning of the current year, were 15,
900,000 pounds against 24,500,000 a year previous
—showing
a deficiency of
nearly
8,500,000
pounds.
In

the

Willamette

Valley,

Oregon,

is sown in the latter halfof Marchor
of April;

oats

and

barley

turnips here

first half

in April

and

May.

in June or July.

The

drought and bugs destroy the young plants.
For throat distemper in horses, take devil's
bit or wild turnip; if green, grate a small one
fine; if dry, a heaped spoonful;

bran or oats,

This

mix

it with wet

repeatedly given, has never

been known to fail.
for a cough,

It is also a certain cure

;

TO MUSIC TEACHERS!
pA

Melodeons.

AN ENTIRELY NEW METHOD, DISTINCT FROM
AND EVERY WAY SUPERIOR TO ANY PREVIOUS WORK BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

FOR

New

REED

Method

ORGANS.

+ BY WILLIAM H, CLARKE,
‘Containing the most simple, thorough and Progressive Exercises, Beautiful Selections and Voluntaries
ever Publish
Rapidity superseiling all other Methods of Ine
struction,

Price in Boards,
Erase Sent
nt host paid
i! Ry irons
CO.,m
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n.

Broadway, N. YX.
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receipt

BITHON" s

TBUCELAN'S

CARBOLIC

SOAPS.

Carbolic Disenfecting Soap
-FOOT

vad

iy

BH

OINT.

cans, 50 oi) 3 1b, ean, #1; 6 1b, cans, $1.25,

CRESYLIC SHEEP
This

DIP.

ios lostrotsios
13
to tobacco, not so
lo, and more
‘manent ;

Fy £ADS,
Le
oy
ihesui. o
$235Ticks
60 de.
One barrel will dip
di iboats,2, i) sheep,

$10;

Grantilated Carbolic Powder,
for, be it known, the mixed nat A or Ton
Hogs, by oe. wi 75; 0 boxes of tbs.
when managed properly, make |,
‘BOWMAN & BLEWETT, Sole Agents,
3m17
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Penneylvania—
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amid €0 e. 4
Choice XX....50 @ Bix
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The
mond
Westmiles
carry
at. or
miles

Road is complete! and in operation from Riche
to the celebrated White Sulphur Springs o
Virginia, 227 miles, and there remain but 200
(now partially constructed) to be completed, to
it to the preposed terminus on the Ohio river
near, the mouth of the Big Sandy river, 150
above Cincinrati,and 350 miles below Pittsburg.

Lines are now projected or in progress through Ohio
and Kentucky to this point, which will connect the
CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO with the entire Railroad systems of the West ard Southwest, and with the Pacific
Railroad.

Its valuable franchises and superior advantages
will place the CHESAPEAKE AND OHI© RAILROAD
COMPANY among the richest and most powerful and
trustworthy corporations of the country : and there
exists a presens value,in completed road and
work done, equal to the éntire amount of
the mortgage.
fa
i
The details of the Loan have been ammnged with
special reference to the wants of all classes of investors, and combine the various features of convenience,
safety, and protection against loss or fraud.
The Bonds are in denominations of
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e.5n

$1,000, $500, and $100.
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Bearer, and may be held in that form; or
The Bond may be registered in the name of the
owner, with the coupons remaining payable to bearer
attached, the principal being then transferable
only on
the books of the Company, unless *re-assigned to
bearer: er
The coupons may be detached and canceled, the
Bond made a permanent Registered Bond, transferable
only on the books of the Company, and the interest
made payable only to the Fgjey owner or his as
torney.
The three classes will be Xiows respectively as:
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January 15

PRINCIPAL
AND INTEREST PAYACITY OF NEW: YORK,
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The interest is payable in MAY and NOVEMBER, that
it may take the place of that of the earlier issues of
Five-Twenties,and suit the convenience of our triends
who already hold Central and Western Paolfic Bonds
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The Loan is scoured by a mortgage upon the entire
Line of Read from Richmond to thie Ohio River, with
the equipment and.all.o
property and -appurte-

nances connected a.

'

A SINKING FUND OF $100,000 PER ANNUM 18 PROVIDED FOR THE REDEMPTION OF THR BONDS,TO TAKE
EFFECT ONE YEAR AFTER THE COMPLETION OF THE
ROAD.
The mortgage is for $15,000,000, of which $2,000,000
wlll be reserved and heldin trust for the renemption

of outstanding Bonds of the Virginia Central Rail
road Company, now merged in the CHESAPEAKE AND
On10.

ashed.
8.18
Pelis. is0@"
8

Of the remaining $13,000,000, .a sufficient amount
will be sold to complete the road to the Ohio river
pertect and improve the portion now in operation,and
APRIL,20, 1870,
thoroughly equip the whole for a large and active
trafic,
BEEF—-Extra $18,00 to $13,2%: first quali
$12,50 to
13 0; 2d quality $11,75 to 12
12,00; 8d nality $10,00 to
The present price is 90 and accrued interest.
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wheat

Turnips should be sown in April. A correspondent of the Willamette Farmer says it is useless
to sow field

.|

P

.

An important improvement in the manufacture of horse collars has just been devised by
a Philadelphia
mechanic. ‘The collar
being

The

ble and successful management.

00

38 @

4

Thus the great interests, both general and local
which demand the completion of the CHESAPEAKE
AND OHIO RAILROAD
to ithe Ohio River, afford the
surest guarantee of its success and value, and wreme
der it the most important and substantial
Railroad enterprise now in progress in this
Country.

Clgver Northern 6@ 18
ps and South. @.. .-.

Do. refined 77 50 @ 80 00
Do.Sheet,¥ ® 5@» 8
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seaboard

& large and profitable local business.
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Company.

The importance of this Road as anew out.
let from the West to the sea magnifies it into
one of national consequence, and insuresto it an extensive through traffic from the day of its completion ;
while, in the development of the extensive agricultural and mineral resources of Virginia and West Vir.
ginia, it possesses, along its own line, the elements of

Vtand} N.Y...I3 @ 16%
Western......i5 @ 1é3%
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other.
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, gold.

Ohio

and Europe
on the one hand, and the great producing
regions of the Ohio and Mississippi Valleys’ on the

10, aewwbblh ® @ 600

000
@ 150

Com, og pi 0 a
Ex, siz

and

@23 60

The Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad, connecting the
Atlantic coast and the magnificent harbors of the
Chesapeake Bay with the Ohio River at a point of re
liable navigation, and thus, with the entire Railroad
system and water transportation of the great West and
Southwest, forms. the additional East and
West Trunk Line, so imperatively demanded for
the accommodation of the immense andrapidly-grow-
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Items.
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HOW TO GET PATENTS
8 FULLY EXPLAINED in a P,
hit of 1
Ie issued by MUNNN & CO.
Ry Park Row, NewYork,
ad
MUNN & 0. ‘Editors of the Solentific
pin thie2 host ue shabioal paper

rid

PATENTS.
~have taken
10teowIl

FISK & HATCH,

ots 6 19 sio. Bh

$2,00 each; country lots

Apr. 20,1870.

permanent pasture’

and mowing;
ural grasses,
hay equal to any on the face of the globe, There

substantial character entitle them to the use of Capi.
tal and the confidence of investors—we now offer with
special confidence and satisfaction the

OF THE

Bunch, ¥ box..

falls

7. The unsettled motion of the mercury indicates changeable weather.
3
8. Respecting the words engraved on the
register-plate of the barometer, it may be ob-

to come round often enough to keep up richness. | dis

continue the best portions in

Curran
Citron.

low, and continues falllnggfor two or

will cause any cropto grow after, among which | MENT , Nota ringle tnstance of its failure has been
| clover can be sown, and that can be disposed of
same way as the turnips, or in any way

holders of Capital and to those gteat National works
of internal improvement whose intrinsic merit and

@
@
@
8.

uance of fair weather may be. expected to follow.

For this dis
grow turnips to be eaten, and thé dung
and urine | reliable
rem
circumstances

“ee

medium do. .
choice do....
Illinois and O!
choice
Mich. and In

in frosty weather, if the mercury falls three or

——

To bring exhausted land futo a good state of
fertility is one of the easiest proceedings in the
world, for if there is no heavy or any manureé
to be had within a reasonable distance, it is
only to obtain a light concentrated kind and

inthe
no unusual thing for

eggs in their

"the nests place them in a dish and pour scalding
water over them and immediately turn it off,
This process is repeated three times, by which
means the albumen is fixed or coagulated, the

uine olive oil, none is better than cotton seed, T"

rectly, with the charges against General Howard
brought by Mr. Wood, and neither saw nor

on about 50.

Among all the substitutes for the gen-

process of *‘ canning”

4

south, the sudden falling of the mercury fore‘tells thunder,
3. In winter, the rising indicates frost; and

Clarke’s

shells is something new.
1t was explained ata
late: meeting of the New York farmers’ club,
When two or three dozen eggs are obtained from

than most waters that are poisoned by, it.

The Rev. Dr. Boynton; the first president of
‘the Howard University, testified before the
Howard investigation committee, Saturday, that

Count yon Blsiuatk ts ertealy 1.

The

grains of sulphuric acid to the gallon, part of it

fensive oder.

as for

Canning Eggs. dg

or molasses ; about 100

free, as oil of vitriol, and part evmbined in alum;
oxide of lead or litharge, in poisonous quantities,
or about 456 grains to the gallon. The alcohol
had an acid taste and the coloring matter an of-

would advise to cultivate

the tomato ; likewise pepper plants.

State

Most of the salad oils now brought into the
market are made of cotton-seed oil, refined and

ALTA

we

H

weather, especially if the wind is

about

soil; not rich, us that would make fine vines,
but poor fruit.
EARLY YORK.
For these early and delicious

cabbages
the

thin them out to

an inch apart. So sogn as the weather is free
of frost, transplant in moderately good garden

which was

college,

Make a hot-bed in the usual way,

are an inch or two high,

The same number contains

Silliman of Yale

In hot

a non-conductor, injury

TOMATOES, Sow in boxes of about two feet
by one and a-half, six inches deep, in earth of
the richest kind. Cover the seed half an inch
deep. Ifyou have a hot-bed, place this box in
it; if not, set itin a warm room, near a sunny
window, Water occasionally. When
the plants

the
de-

and

2.

not chafe or gall the neck, and the cork

air and water every bright, pleasant day. Thin
out the plants as you use them. Such a bed
will furnish an abundance, quite early, for a
family of a dozen or more.

the result of his analysis: The liquor was turbid,
heavily laden with’ sugar or molasses and some

Britain and

in

about four by eight feet. Sow any kind of early
seed you prefer; keep it covered with sash;

cost

Salmon. tce..29

Omen

Set the sods in a pit or hot-bed, if you‘have them ;

LETTUCE.

Alewives.....

Use of the Barometer.
Sy

¢.17

Maokerei,
Sckord/ge) 1

oom

1. The
rising of the mercury presages, in
general, fair weather; and its falling, foul weath
er, as rain, snow, and high winds and storms.

Boston.....2 25
FrenchYellow200
J atuishes srs: 50
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bury

themselves beneath a level surface.

if not, set them
in a room where there is fire;
water with milk-warm water occasionally as
the sod gets dry; and when warmer weather
comes, remove them to the garden, and place
small boxes,
a foot square, having neither bottoms or tops, over them.
At night, until the

chemist, a few days since analyzed what was sold
for Port wine in Stonington,and the following was

in

vegetables

young plants get ‘ hardened,” place a pane of
glass over them. Remove the boxes as the
ground and the air get warmed up, and you
will have fine early cucumbers.

fornia, named by Prof. A. E. Verrill.

he had nothing whatever to do, directly or indi-

|

or

find a place to

CUCUMBERS.
Early in March procure some
sod about eight inches thick.
Turn them over | stuffed with elastic cork, is light in weight, and
adapts itselfto the shape of the animal as readily
and cut the soil so the seed can be struck in an
as if it were molded.
It is highly elastic, does
irch or so deep. Plant only the ¢ Early Frame.”

species. of fossil birds from the chalk

a feathered lizard.

chil-

Yorker, ofmanner in

tected as above directed.

same

from
been

always

(Pans
ans Whites

hereafter be derived from Government Bonds, and
available to take their place.
Assured that, in the selection and negotiation of su.
perior Railroad Loans, we are meeting a great public
want, and rendering a valuable service—both to the

ge 14

d ou

£2v

[]

Lume.

may be expected, and probably high winds.

planted at the usual time. The pea is quite
hardy, as I have had them ‘covered with snow
when two inches high without injury, when pro-

birth to

Zolama, General Grant, to whom the matter
was referred for arbitrament, decides that the
island belongs to Portugal, «

ws

he manages
so as to have

will

‘“ messes,” a month or more in advance of those

deseriptions of 8 new shells from the Gulf of Cal-

Portugal about the ownership of the island of

Ths,

which

a female py-

collected only $5; that at Rye

mous archeopteryx of the

the proposed re-argument, and the withdrawal
has caused a general feeling of relief.

In

“ Woodman,” in the Rural New
fers the following hints as to the

Europe there 18 but a single species, known as
far back as the chalk period, if. we omit the fa-

The appeals for a new argument on the late ‘o
|
gal-tender decisions have been withdrawn. Se.
were

Early Vegetables.

purtenances came into fashion, cerebral fever has
advance of their season; and to those ‘who are
increased §2 5-8 per cent.
These statements are
willing to take alittle extra trouble essential
made by good authority.
They originate among
to their production they may be of value:
a people accustomed to * figuring out” results— |
EARLY PEAS.
Get afew papers of the very
among a people whose ladies of fashion give
earliest kind,—say extra Early in May.
Select
laws to the fashionable world. But while none
the warmest day in March you can, and spade
may doubt their truth, how many will profit by up as mueh ground in a sheltered spot as you
their teachings? That is another question, and
desire to plant (say’ a south-side fence-row or
we submit it without argument, to the parties in- wall), plant your peas’ thick, three inches deep;
terested.
eover with warm, dry leaf-mold or chip-manure,
and on each side of the row lay corn-stalks, pullThe climatic influence of forests has been observed in Australia.
In the district of Ballarat ing them up a foot on each side, so they will
not fall overon the row:
Scatter straw lightly
it became striking that since deforesting was commenced ona large scale, from the year 1863 to over the row, so as not to fully exclude the sunlight. If very rough weather - sets in (which
1868, a regular decrease of the amount of rainfall
will be the case in all probability), cover over
—from 387.27 inches to 14.23 inches—had taken
the rows with plank or boards until the rough
place.
The government, ia view of this fact, has
weatheris over. Remove when the sun shines
now created the office of an inspector of the state
warmly.
In this way
you can have a few
forest.
The business of this official will be to

Indies, and among thém

the tubers

20016

three days before rain comes, much wet weather

\

From statistics published by the French Medical Society, we learn that since women loosened
their corsets, the decrease in the annual mortality
among the sex has been 18 1-2 per cent.
A second important deduction is that, since the time

geribed

dren,

rious political consequences

{

of the New Jersey Green Land and
Tertiary.
None have ever before

form, and they will issuea ésll for a mass convention somewhere out west sometime this year,
In Baltimore, Thursday, a woman named Catherine Marsh, twenty-seven years old, in a fit, as
is supposed, of temperary insanity, murdered
mother

Paragraphs.

for March,9

prominent advocates of what 16 eafled tariff re-

knife her

Admiral

The Independent says that Prof. O. C. Marsh
describes, in the American Journal of Science

Thursday, by the State con-

bring

omy, which prevail in New England, will do
fully as well there as in any State of the ‘Union.
ToRiches in California must be sought by the safe
and sure channels of patient industry and econ| omy, not by unhealthy and rapid means, —Am.
Agriculturist.

$6,180, and the receipts were $25! The total customs revenue of the United Kingdom was $113, 550,000, collected at a cost of $6,252,780.

possible, a ratification of the 8an Domingo treaty.
General Butler is eoming. home, and the recon
struction committee will not xonsider the Georgia bill before the 5th of May.
There has been in Washington's Goniference of

with a’ butcher

wounded in a duel with

$5,915, and

stabulary. The amountof liquor captured was
4475 gallons.
The Presidentis again exerting his influence
way to

has been
pete.

Those who settle in California, and

with them that care of the land, thrift, and econ-

It costs $51,70 to collect $1 in revenue in Alaska; but one of the English-Custom Houses is
worse than Alaska.
That at Scilly cost last year

The City of Boston steamship is given up by
the underwriters, who have come to the ,melancholy conclusion that she has gone down. They
began payment of insurance on the 19th.
* Five wholesale liquor establishments were

unofficial

acre.

It is reported that Prim

than men in New England, and nearly the

The recent long-continued, copious rains have
occasioned troublesome freshets in New Hampshire, New York, and Pennsylvania.
The rivers
are swollen, and railway travel has been impeded.

with semators in an

the

excess of females in Pennsylvania, New York
and New Jersey.
It is nearly time that Emerson’s law of compensation was put in operation.

:

siezed in Woreester,

for King.

southeastern counties of

yet either Government land or which can be
purchased from the owners “at $2,650 to $5 per

The excess of the men over women in Ohio is
40,000;
in Michigan 40,000; in Kansas, 15,000;
in
Missouri, 12,000; and California, 133,000.
On the contrary, there are 50,000 more women

the explorer.

business.

Espartero

and

the State, andin the upper portion of the Sacramento valley, near to where the California
and Oregon Railroad line will pass, which are

round a horse.
The animal freed itself by eating
the head of the serpent.

Arctic explorations, leaving it to the President

with the

accept

in the southern

thirty-five young ones. One of the large serpents burrowed into a stable and coiled itself

The Benate committee on foreign relation has
reported in favor of appropriating $100,000 for

attempted in connection

he will fot

thon, which, whilst on its passage, gave

seeing a

to New York, now five days overdue.

been

for an average of $1,35 per quintal.
There are yet many thousands of acres of land

crown of Spain for himself, abd his party will
not consent to having either Montpeusier or

the West

in

ship burned to the water’s edge, which is supposed to have been the Cleopatra, from Havana

to

says

It sold for but $1,12 1-2 to $1,20 per

quintal, The grain of the two valleys named
above was, however, full and heavy, and sold

Mr. Cross, naturalist, of Mason street, Liverpool, lately had a consignment of serpents from

decid-

arrived

reports

in quality.

prevent the clearing out of the forest, and to see
after the caring for and planting of forests in various parts of the colony.

The symptoms in the case of Judge Richard S.

Field, who was

of California. Much of the grain of the Pe
valleys was blighted in May last, and was poor

The, military
preparations
of the Canadian
government
go on energetically,
though
the
belief is gaining ground that they are unnecessary. The authorities now attemptto make the
United States government responsible for their
scare.

Prim

acres of land were taken up

italists in large tracts,for cattle and sheep ranges.

The English authorities have made seizures
of arms stored by the Fenians in Manchester
and Newecastle-on-Tyne, and expect to capture
more.
The Pall Mall Gazette has been seo violent in
its assaults on the Fenians that it has been
thought prudentto have the office guarded by
policemen.

Housae
a

Cultivate your hills, leaving the soil level in
all cases where it is dry. Elevated hills are
more sensible to dry, hot, or cold weather than
level ones, and thus make a less healthful
growth.
With deep planting and loose culture,

The great valley of California (the Sacramento
valley) is now being supplied with a railroad,»
the G@alifornia and Oregon
line,—which
will supply the greatest present railroad

her four children, were captured.

General

Over 150,000

$ 12%
.

159.
@inghams...

pounds to a hill,

last year in the Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys alone; mostly by small farmers or by cap-

when chignons and other heavy. hair-dressing ap-

Navigation is open on the Great Lakes.
General Jordan,

for.

Siipos
tripes

219.

of vines capable of being grown on that space
will be the same, whether one piece or two be
used. Inthe use of a single, moderate sized,
uncut tuber for seed, I have often grown fifteen

constitute a most valuable and much needed
fertilizer.
"Rotation of crops, which was not dreamed of
even 80 lately as fiye years ago, is now practiced
by many, though not to the extent which the
exhausted state of the soil of the old farms calls

the

paid the

money, £300,000.
Rio Janeiro advices by the steamer
South
America contain official confirmation of the
death and defeat of Lopez, and the end of the
Paraguayan war. Lopez was wounded in action on the 1st of March, and, refusing to surrender, was killed. The mother and two sisters
of Lopez, and Mrs. Lynch, his mistress, with

their

repealing or
voted not to

bought

and

Shiva

Laaunidi

©, groun

ZIVEREREY

“ed in one of his amazing speeches on the com-

has

title

eg

pure*++*@ 10%

Nok
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On Friday, in the Senate, Mr. Chandler iniulg-

government

Company’s

6X

8

On Thursday, in the Senate, the Northern Pacific Railroad bill, after some important amendments, was passed. The House voted to reduce
the salaries of some officers of the patent office,
and then discussed the naval appropriation bill,
without action.
The committee has reduced the
aggregate to $16,641,845.

Bay

Groun

Cotton Jeans. 123% @ 17%

8

In the

House, Mr. Sypher of Louisiana was voted in
and then voted out amid much confusion and excitement.

Canadian

Print Cloths. . hy] @

USKs8e

Pacific Railroad land grant was debated.

Northern

The

Hudson

016

Cotton Flanne:s16 @ 80

place for all the tubers they can elaborate, if
the soil be kept loose. If the seed be spread
in the hill, while only a given space (say three by
three)be allowed for the hill, the total weight

three years to

ib

SRE

the

straw rots sufficiently in about

the radical party is hostile."

ema

=~N

in the Senate,

The new Austrian cabinet proposes the abolition of the Provincial Diets, to which policy

investment, yielding a more liberal income than can
Doe

cite

Wednesday,

and that free-trade ideas

plants:

BARD B.
sgsg¥s

On

that on

Ngical system is faulty,
are spreading.

as

planting the seed and cultivating

®
8

cast iron of all

course where the farmer was improvident and
"| careless, his home was a careless and uncomfortable one, ‘As #class, however, they have lately
awakened to the necessity of reform, and to
greater independence of the town grocer and
trader. The straw is now generally preserved,
and if drought does not make it invaluable, the

thinks the American po-

Mid to gd mia
1d ».25 H hy
Low Mifiddling 24 2

Let your seed be usually all in one piece, and,
of course, be deposited in one place. The vines
emanating from one point will readily find a

of

Loans have maintained in the markets, both in this

COCOT
88832

duty on scrap

Times

1867, and

varieties,—~wrote

of the Loans of the CENTRAL PACIFIO RAIL

“country and Europe, have shown that the Firet Mort.
gage Bonds of wisely: logated and honorably-managed
Railroads are’ promptly recognized and readily taken
as the most suitable, safe, and ‘advantageous form of

CURL!
88E¥I:

The

London

1857 and

the growing

new

The remarkable success which attended our nego.
tiation

¢ 10%

i

vestigation.

kinds was reduced to $5 per ton, and
scrap wrought iron to $6 per ton.

The

between

developing

his

exten-

February 15th, 1870,
ROAD COMPANY and the WESTERN PACIFIO RAILROAD

He

the legislature next November, was adopted as a
substitute for the Bingham clause, 37 to 24, and:
all the rest of the bill stricken out.
In the
House, Mr. Twichell made a long explanation of
the circamstances of the Boston Post-office in-

vessel.

of the decade

of a

in

follows about

to

No.5 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK,

COMPANY, &nd the popularity and credit which these

OW

trict and ordering a new election for members of

Boston

sively

been preserv-

previous

experimented

Leki

GQVERNMENT

8. 20

O00

of the

autumn

C. E. Goodrich,

N.

|
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government

the straw of the previous

Rev.

A

—

death,—~who, by the way,

C

ahaa

the

scamen

The

drought of the winter

ed. These and many other reckless practices
characterized the California farming
system

The cholera has raged like a plague in the Island of Zanzibar.
15,000 deaths within a month

five

want of grass in the

Sr

re

atl?

Planting Potatoes.

of 1861—2, which would have been kept alive had

of the galleries now open exceeds 11,200 yards.

them

nor

$.®3

uses

wEs

declaring

state provisional, making the state a military dis-

for
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Mr. Chandler tried to get in a resolution looking to the annexation of the Winnipeg territory. The Georgia bill was debated until nearly midnight, and then Mr. Pomeroy’s
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sward. Exhausted meadow land is rapidly renovated by good grazing, and there is no mnaturally good grass, which by bad management has
been reduced and run out, but may be brought
back, without any ploughing, by good grazing
with a variety of stock.,—Practical Farmer.
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Farming in California for fifteen years
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BOSTON WHOLSALE PRICES.
For the weekending, Apr. 20, 1870.
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